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EXECUTIVE SUMNARY

I. This study aimed to: (a) identify possible alternative

mechanisms of extending credit assistance to agrarian
reform beneficiaries (ARBs); and (b) assess the

effectiveness, viability, and sustainability of the

alternative mechanisms for delivering credit assistance

to ARBs. Effectiveness refers to the ability of a
conduit to provide the necessary credit assistance to

its target clientele when needed; viability measures

the ability to continue its profitable operations

within a given period of time, while sustainability
refers to its ability to maintain and sustain a certain

level of effectiveness and viability for a long period
of time.

2. The effectiveness of a credit delivery mechanism was

assessed based on the number of clientele served,
size, type and use of loan granted, geographical

distribution of borrowers, loan processsing time, terms

and conditions of loan, cost of processing, mode of

release of loan, collection schemes and capability of
staff.

3. Viability, on the other hand, was measured based on

repayment rate, collection mechanisms, trend in number

of borrowers, administrative/processing cost, net

income, capital build-up and monitoring system adopted
by the credit conduits.

4. Sustainability was assessed based on general lending
and collection policies and, the mechanisms for

savings mobilization and screening borrowers/credit

investigation. Other factors considered were:

management/staff capability, development plans/programs

(expansion/diversification plans), and linkages with

other financial institutions and development
organizations.

5. The study covered 37 financial institutions and 370

borrowers from Regions 6 and 7. Two research methods

were employed: survey and case study. The samples for
the survey were chosen based on the design recommended

by the Dynamics of Rural Development Program. The

sample provinces were chosen based on the highest
number of borrowers and credit conduits while the

municipalities were chosen purposively based on the

presence of at least two types of credit conduits and

the peace and order condition. The borrower respondents



were chosen randomly based on the list of borrowers

provided by the credit conduit. Considering the

sampling scheme adopted, the findings of • survey
reflects only the general situation in Regions 6 and 7
and can not be generalized up to the national level.

6. The case studies cover credit institutions outside

Regions 6 and 7. Subjected to the case study were new
initiatives and mechanisms for delivering rural credit

(i.e., special lending program of the Northern Mindanao

Development Bank), lending investors, people's

organization and non-government organization-managed
lending program and the traditional money lenders.

7. A comparison of the LBP conduits showed that in terms

of the number of clientele served, CRBs reported the

highest followed by the RBs, then the coops. This
could be related to the size of these institutions and

the magnitude of their operations. Among these

institutions, the CRBs are the biggest, while the coops
are the smallest.

8. In terms of the number of ARBs served, the CRBs also

rank first (with an average of 639 ARBs per CRB)

followed by the coops (44 ARBs per coop). The rural

banks, again, because of the nature of their lending

operations, serve the least number of ARBs (ii ARBs per
RB).

9. The average size of loan granted was biggest for RBs

(_27,226) and smallest for the coops. The small size

of loans granted by the coops is understandable

considering that most of the coops are new and their

funding capability is lower. The average capitalization
of the "coops was P87,000.00 while that of the CRBs was

_7 million and the RBs, P6 million. The difference in

average loan size may also be related to the economic

status of the respective borrowers. RB and CRB

borrowers reported higher incomes and greater
capability to pay compared to the coop borrowers and

therefore, may have greater access to bigger loans.

I0. The amount of agricultural loans granted by the CRBs

and the coops for the period 1989 to 1992 increased

considerably, while that of the RBs declined by about
33 percent. The proportion of agricultural loans to

total loans granted by the CRBs dropped by 4 percent
(from 72 to 68 percent), while that of the RBs

increased by 4 percent (from 59 to 63 percent) and that

of the coops increased by 57 percent (from 40 to 97
percent).
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ii. The increase in the proportion of agricultural to total

loans granted by the RBs is contrary to other reports

that agricultural loans, particularly those that use

land as collateral, has declined significantly. While

that observation may be true for the other parts of the

country, data gathered in Regions 6 and 7 did not
reflect the same condition.

12. The slight decline in the proportion of agricultural to

total loans granted by the CRBs may be due to the

significant increase in the lending operations of the
coops. These two institutions more or less cater to

the same clientele and the increasing importance of

coops as conduit of rural credit may have diverted the
attention of borrowers from CRBs to coops.

13. The significant increase in the amount of loans granted

by the coops may be an effect of LBP's efforts to pour

in more loan funds to the rural areas and the change in

LBP policy direction from individual to coop/group
lending. LBP's countryside lending program served as

an incentive for the coops to develop their lending
operations and serve as credit conduit for its members.

14. The CRBs have the most diversified loan portfolio while

the coops have the most limited loan type. The type of
loan provided by the CRBs vary from agricultural

(crop/livestock) to commercial/industrial and

consumption/salary loans. The coops, on the other

hand, provide mostly agricultural loans.

15. Among the borrowers, majority obtained loans that were

to be used for crop production. This finding may be

affected by the choice of respondents for this study.
Since the target respondents were small farmers and

ARBs, it is natural to expect that the loans that they
obtained were intended for use in agricultural
production. Despite this, however, the actual use of

loan was found to vary from agriculture (crop/livestock

production) to consumption and business/commercial.

16. On the average, about 8 percent of the borrowers did

not use their loans for the intended purpose. This
implies that some of the borrowers diverted their loans

to other uses. For example, about 96 percent of the

respondents said that they obtained crop production

loans while only 88 percent actually used their loan

for crop production. The data, however, are not enough

to relate the extent of loan diversion to the type of
lending institution nor to establish the exact

magnitude of loan diversion. For instance, about 17
and 12 percent of the CRB and RB borrowers,
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respectively, who obtained loans for crop production
did not use the loan for the intended purpose. On the

other hand, about 17 percent of the coop borrowers used
their loan for consumption although the intended

purpose was crop/livestock production.

17. Most of the CRBs and NBs studied indicated that they

process loans in I to 2 weeks time. About 38 percent
of the coops, however, take 2-4 weeks to process loans.

In terms of timeliness of loan releases, almost all

(98%) of the RB borrowers said they received their
loans on time.

18. The inability of the coops to process loan applications

more efficiently may be due to their limited manpower

capability and absence of systematic operating
mechanisms. Most of the coops are still young (1-5

years old) and the systems and procedures may not yet

be in place. In contrast, most of the RBs and CRBs
have been in existence for more than I0 years and so,

aside from their better trained manpower, they have

already developed efficient systems for rural credit

delivery.

19. Most of the coops and some of the CRBs release the

loans both in cash and in kind. On the other hand, the

general mode of release of loans obtained from the RBs
is cash.

20. The RBs reportedly charged the highest interest rate

(averaging 25 percent per annum) while the coops

charged the lowest, as expected. This is because the

coops are provided subsidy. Their loanable funds are

usually provided by the government at very low interest

rates. The low interest rate charged by the coops have

encouraged small farmers not only to obtain credit but

also to borrow from the coops rather than the banks.

21. Majority of the borrowers said that the banks require
collateral while the coops do not. This is another

reason why small farmers, particularly those who have

small assets to offer as collateral, prefer to obtain

loans from the coops and other informal credit sources.

Meanwhile big borrowers who have collaterals to offer

and who need bigger loans borrow from the banks.

22. The coops seem to provide the most liberal and
affordable terms and conditions to the small farmers.

It offers the longest maturity period and lowest

interest rate, although the size and type of loans
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granted are limited. This is again related to the

subsidy that is provided to the coops. Coops
areprovided funds at very low interest rate and long
maturity period.

23. The general perception of the borrowers is that their

productivity and welfare conditions improved with the

help of the loan that they obtained. Although exact

measures of productivity and welfare were not used, the

respondents' assessment of their conditions may be used

as a substitute parameter. This perception implies
that when necessary capital is provided on time to

small farmers, farm productivity, income and welfare

conditions can improve.

24. The case study of other conduits of rural credit show

the great variability of options available. Except for
the lending investors, all the other credit sources

studied provide loans to small farmers. The lending
investors, have relatively low capitalization and roll

over funds for relending. Because of this strategy of

operation, they require their clients to make loan

amortizations daily or weekly. The lending investors
studied do not lend to small farmers because the nature

of farming operations and the distance of the farmers

from their offices would make the collection of daily
or weekly loan amortizations difficult and costly.

25. The lending investors charge an average interest rate

of 36 to 46 percent and they extend loans for about one

year. They generally do not require collateral; they
can process the loan in 2-3 days but their loan

ceiling for the market vendors is only about P3,000.00.

26. The private development bank (PBD) studied formulated

a special credit program for the small farmers. It

formed a consortium with a marketing firm and a

provider _f technical support to help small farmers in

the area. The PDB provides production loan at the

prevailing interest rate. Loan processing takes about

one week for new loans and 2-3 days for re-loans. Loan

matures in 8 months which coincides with the cropping
cycle of cassava, the crop raised by the borrowers.

27. The respective partners in the consortium take care of

marketing and technical advice related to production.

Repayments are collected after the produce has been

marketted by the consortium. Hence, repayment is I00

percent and farmers reported increase in income and
productivity under this arrangement.
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28. The credit conduit administered by the people's

organization (PO) extends loan only to the members of
the cooperative which was formed by the PO. The

production loan extended matures in one year and is

charged an interest rate of 24 percent. Farmers'

produce are marketted through the cooperative and loan
repayments are deducted from the proceeds after every
harvest.

29. VICTO extends financial assistance to member coops that
in turn relends to their members. VICTO provides a

wide range of loan assistance and has a multi-stage

system of approving loan applications. Therefore, loan

processing time varies from one week to one month

depending on whether the required approval is by the

regional office or the VICTO management committee. The
interest rate charged is only 12 - 14 percent and loan

maturity ranges from three months to one year depending

on the type of loan.

30. The other NGO included in the study also provides
liberal terms to their borrowers. Moreover, this NGO

encourages savings mobilization and capital build-up

among its clientele following the Grammen Bank model.

Loan repayment is made weekly during the groups' weekly

meetings and loan processing takes about one to two
weeks.

31. The informal lenders charged the highest interest rate,

as expected (36 - 120 percent) although one informal

lender reported he does not charge any interest.

However, this lender requires land as collateral

because he automatically forecloses lands of borrowers

who are unable to pay. Maturity period of their loans

ranges from one month to one year depending on the type
of loan. Borrowers do not have to wait long before

loans are approved since theneeded amount is released

almost immediately.

32. Repayment rate and collection mechanisms are critical
to the viability of credit institutions. However,

repayment rates could not be computed based on
available data because information on matured loans

could not be obtained from the respondent institutions.
The data from the borrowers, on the other hand,

indicated a very low repayment rate - 26, 36 and 41

percent for the CRB, RB, and coop borrowers,
respectively. However, this is due to the fact that as
of interview date, most of the respondents' loans have

not matured. Nevertheless, around three-fourths of all

borrowers claim that they are always able to pay their

loans - 62, 83, and 74 percent, respectively for the"

CRB, RB and coop debtors.
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33. The credit sources subjected to case study, however,
reported very high repayment rates. The high repayment

rates can be attributed to the production-marketing

tie-up that they employ to ensure higher repayment.

34. The PO reported the largest number of clientele while

VICTO, the lowest, although they cater to coops rather
than individual borrowers.

35. The reported amount of loans granted by these credit

conduits ranged from _3 Million (PBD) to _30 Million

(one lending investor).

36. The CIs adopted various loan collection schemes but

most (68%) usually wait for borrowers to voluntarily
make their amortization payments. In terms of form of

payment, all the CRBs and almost all of the RB
borrowers paid in cash while 60 and 40 percent of the

coop borrowers paid in cash/kind and in kind,

respectively. This is understandable considering the
fact that banks do not have mechanisms to handle

payment in kind.

37. On the other hand, credit sources subjected to case
study have more aggressive collection schemes. Three

of four lending investors usually have collectors who

personally collect payments from borrowers while two

of the three informal lenders also collect loan pyments

personally. Meanwhile, NMDB and PLF employ innovative

schemes such as marketing tie-up and provision of

trucking, respectively, while CARD collects payments
during weekly meetings.

38. Majority of the credit institutions (CIs) reportedly

encountered problems in collecting loan repayments.

Foremost of these problems is the non-repayment of

loans due to low production. In contrast, almost all

borrower-respondents (98%) claim that they had no

problems regarding the loan collection scheme adopted
by their creditor.

39. Most of the borrowers (76%) claim that they are always

able to pay their loans on time. Those who were not up
to date in paying their amortizations cited occurence

of calamities as a major factor that caused their

production levels to drop thereby preventing them from
paying their amortizatlons/loans.

40. The CRBs reported the highest average net income

(_481,444) while some of the coops incurred losses

(average net loss was P3,887). CRBs and RBs have

higher average gross revenues and expenses because the
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volume of their lending operations are much bigger than

that of the coops. The CRBs operate province wide, the

RBs usually cover one municipality while the coops
usually operate only in one barangay.

41. The coops reported the lowest average operating cost.

The lending cost of coops constitute only 27 percent of
its average outlay. Moreover, their administrative

expenses and cost of funds are also low (22 and 2
percent of lending cost, respectively). This could be

related to the smallness and simplicity of coop
operations. Coops usually operate only within a

barangay so the cost of credit investigation, etc. is
expected to be small. They also have limited and less

costly manpower, have limited facilities and modest

offices so their overhead cost (in terms of wages and
salaries, rental and depreciation) is much lower

compared to the other CIs. Furthermore, coops are

charged relatively low interest rates by the primary

lending institutions (like LBP) and they usually get
grants from various government and non-government
sources.

42. Among the farmer-borrowers, those who borrowed from RBs

had the highest average income (_65,082) while the coop

borrowers earned the lowest income (B43,866). The
income level reported by the coop borrowers who are

small farmers and ARBs is high compared to that

reported by other studies. There is, however, not

enough basis to determine if these farmers have higher
productivity than the other farmers.

43. Among the non-LBP conduits, lending investors incur the

lowest lending cost while the CPN Consortium reported

the highest lending cost. Meanwhile, only NMDB, PCF

and VCF reported their net incomes. Among the three,
PLF incurred the highest net income at _i.167 M and the
consortium, the lowest (¥38,920).

44. Among the LBP conduits studied, the CRBs reported the

highest average capitalization (_7.2 million) while,

expectedly, the coops have the lowest (_87,051). The

savings deposits generated by the CRBs amounted to

¥i.8 million, that of the RBs was _1.3 million, while

that of the coops was only PI,445. The level of

capitalization of the CIs affect their effectivness in

lending to as many borrowers as pogsible and the

timeliness in releasing loans. On the other hand, the
adthorized capital of the credit conduits in the case

studies were higher than the LBP conduits ranging from
¥500,000 to P95.2 M (NMDB).
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45. These findings indicate the capability of the banks to

raise funds that may be available for lending and the

relatively weak position of the coops, in general, to

put up the necessary capital to back-up their
operations. These also imply that coops should be able

to improve their efficiency and raise their own funds
for them to become viable conduits of rural credit.

46. The fact that the CRBs and RBs have stayed in the
business for more than I0 years is an indication of

their viability. On the other hand, it may be too

early to say if the coops would be viable, on their

own, considering that many of them are still receiving
financial and technical support from the government.

47. The highest increase in number of borrowers was

reported by the PO. From 506, its borrowers rose to

3,134. But generally, the number of borrowers served

by all credit sources increased, reflecting the
increasing demand for credit for the rural as well as
the urban centers. Even though lending investors

reported increases in the number of borrowers, these
are still low compared to the other conduits.

48. The necessary qualifications of farmers who are

eligible to borrow differed across credit conduits.
Rural banks put more emphasis on capacity to pay and

ownership of collateral while coops give priority to

membership particularly to members of good standing.

The CRBs, which is a cross between the RBs and the

coops in terms of organizational set-up and functions,
consider membership in coops and possession of

collateral as primary requirements. On the other hand,

because the primary objective of coops is to provide

the necessary services to members, all members are

qualified to borrow from the coop even without any type
of security. The laxity in the criteria of most coops
in terms of borrower qualification may prove to be

detrimental to its repayment rate and consequently, to

its viability and sustainability. On the other hand,
the more strict qualification requirements of the RBs

enhanced their financial viability and the

sustainability of their operations but limit their

effectiveness to reach as many rural borrowers who need

credit assistance.

49. The CIs require a number of supporting documents from
the borrowers to support their loan applications.

Foremost of these are: (I) residence certificate; (2)

sketch plan/location map of farm and ID picture; and

(3) tax declaration/current land tax receipt. Inspite
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of the many requirements, most of the borrowers (95%)

reportedly did not encounter any problems in complying
with these various documentary requirements. The

documents required by the formal institutions in the

case study are much less and relatively simpler than

those banks covered in the survey. In general, the
documentary requirements of the informal lenders are
much less than that of the formal lenders.

50. All CRBs and RBs and most of the coops conduct credit

investigation. The conduct of credit investigation
lessens the risk of loan defaults since the

qualification of the borrower and his capacity to pay

is assessed thoroughly. Consequently, continuous

turnover and flow of funds from the lending institution

to the borrowers are assured thus, enabling the CI to

maintain if not further improve its financial position

and serve more and more clientele. However, some
credit sources especially coops have scarce financial

resources to hire full time credit investigators
thereby constraining their ability to screen borrowers.

To be able to better screen borrowers and ensure high
repayment rates, the coops can strengthen its

information and education campaign regarding the
responsibilities of its borrowers and instill

social/peer pressure within the organization.

51. Aside from being constrained by fund limitations to

increase the amount of loan awarded to borrowers,
lowering the loan ceiling could be a strategy for the
coops, particularly, to minimize loan defaults.

52. Disciplinary actions are normally imposed by all the

CIs against delinquent borrowers. The action depends
upon the terms of the contract between the lender and

the borrower, and the collateral that was put up.
Borrrowers who have outstanding balance and overdue

accounts are not allowed to borrow unless they have
paid at least 50 to 80 percent of the total loan.

These safeguard measures are implemented tO minimize

the risk of relending to delinquent borrowers.

Litigation and foreclosure of the collateral are the

usual penalties against defaulting CRB and RB

borrowers (who were required to put up collaterals)

while farm management take-over is common among coops.
Another form of penalty is blacklisting. More than
two-thirds of the credit sources (70%) do not relend to

delinquent borrowers. On the other hand, those that
relend to delinquent borrowers impose stricter terms.

53. All the CRBs and half of the RBs implement savings
mobilization programs. Meanwhile, only 38 percent of

the coops have savings mobilization programs as
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evidenced by the fact that savings comprise only two

percent of the coop's total capital. Coops should be
motivated to undertake fund generation programs and

develop their internal capability to generate resources
to be able to maintain their competitive edge over the

other lending institutions. Moreover, there is no

assurance that LBP will always supply them with the

necessary funds at subsidized interest rates. And
even if it does, one cannot assume that the funds will

always be sufficient and available at low interest
rates to meet the ever growing credit demands of

farmers. The fact that some CI-respondents claim that

loans granted by LBP are not adequate imply that the
CIs would have to find other means of generating funds.

54. In the case studies, only NMDB, PLF, VICTO and CARD

implement savings mobilization schemes/strategies to
attract additional depositors/investors. The four

lending investors do not employ such scheme because

they are not allowed to generate savings in the first

place.

55. Credit institutions consider their savings mobilization

programs as a form of investment wherein they are able
to attract more depositors. The return on investment is

reflected in the increase in the number of

savers/depositors. These are mechanisms that can help
credit institutions attain financial soundness and

stability.

56. Survey results show that the staff of CRBs and RBs have

higher educational qualifications than the coops. This
is expected since generally, the operations of banks

are more professional and systematic than the coops.

On the other hand, staff of coops have attended more

trainings probably to compensate for their lack of
educational attainment.

57. All the CRBs, almost all coops and 67 percent of RBs

have plans of putting up various projects. In

contrast, few CRBs and RBs plan to provide other

services although most coops plan to do so. This is

probably because most of the CRBs and RBs are already

providing the necessary services while most of the

coops surveyed are currently offering limited services.

58. Most of the credit intermediaries under the case study

have set development plans and programs. The NMDB aims

to restructure its ARN Consortium, a baby corn project

that will be patterned after the CPN Consortium's

model. PLF is planning to build irrigation facilities

since it is the immediate need of the farmers in the

xi



locality. Meanwhile, VICTO would like to improve its
loan monitoring activities and CARD wants to transform
LPF into a formal credit institution managed by
landless farmers. The four lending investors on the
other hand, are hesitant to venture into small farmer
lending transactions. According to them lending to
small farmers is more costly and risky. Loan monitoring
and collection are also more difficult moreso,
considering their limited manpower capability.

59. Sources of credit of the CI-respondents include LBP,
CBP, and other sources such as CDA, BANGKOOP, DTI,
USAID and the office of the Provincial Government of

Negros Occidental. Because LBP conduits were
specifically targetted, all the CIs borrowed from LBP.
The CRBs appear to have more access to the different
sources of credit. One advantage of the CRB over the
coops is that it has rediscounting/credit lines from
CBP as long as it passes the past due ratio criteria.

60. Most of the CRBs and RBs have linkages with other
organizations. In contrast, less than half (43%) of
the coops are affiliated with other organizations.
Meanwhile, all the lending institutions subjected to
case study are also affiliated with other
organizations. These credit institutions form linkages
with other organizations so they could source
assistance/services. With the help of these financial
institutions and development organizations, credit
conduits were able to sustain the operations and
somehow respond to the ever-growing credit needs of
rural farmer-borrowers.
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STUDY OF ALTERNATIVE MECHANISMS FOR RURAL CREDIT DELIVERY

INTRODUCTION

Importance of the Study

One of the avenues that can be tapped to propel rural

development is the Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Program

(CARP). A vital component of the CARP is the provision of

support services to farmer-beneficiaries (FBs) to complement
the land tenure improvement component of the program, with

the end goal of developing progressive agrarian reform

communities. Built into the program is the provision

of financial assistance to the farmers.

The Land" Bank of the Philippines (LBP), being the
financing arm of CARP, is mandated to deliver this service

to the FBs. To carry out this task it embarked on an

extensive rural financing program. It devised mechanisms

aimed at improving the rural credit delivery system while at

the same time enhancing the collection/repayment rate and

reducing the risk of losses.

Studies have shown that retail lending to small farmers

is a costly and risky undertaking. The closure of many
rural banks involved in lending to "small farmers who

acquired loans in connection with the Masagana 99 program
was attributed to this. LBP, in its effort to expand its

reach in terms of credit delivery, and to minimize the risk

and costs of l_nding to small farmers, initiated a wholesale

lending scheme by lending to farmers '

cooperatives/organizations on a non-collateral basis. As of

December, 1991, LBP reported having provided credit to

851,191 farmer beneficiaries amounting to B8,480 million.

The purposes of their loans ranged from production and

marketing of farm products to production and marketing of
non-traditional agricultural crops like cut flowers.

The scheme is said to be effective in reaching the

farmers. Considering the great number of beneficiaries that

need to be served, the limited number of LBP branches and

the high cost of retail lending, LBP is likely to continue

using this scheme as the means of extending credit
assistance to CARP beneficiaries.

To date, no comprehensive study of this scheme has yet

been done. If this is a primary means by which credit will
be delivered to the small farmers, particularly the CARP

beneficiaries, then it is necessary to assess its

effectiveness as the credit delivery mechanism of CARP. It



is likewise important to determine the capability of the

cooperatives as the credit receiving and relending
institution to effectively use the credit from LBP for the

benefit of the target beneficiaries.

Aside from the LBP wholesale lending scheme, other

strategies are being adopted by other financial institutions

to deliver rural credit. Hence, it is equally important to

assess the capabilities, policies and programs of these

alternative institutions and find out their effectiveness,

efficiency and viability so that they can be tapped to

provide credit assistance to the rural sector. Results of
the analysis of the LBP strategy and the other alternative

mechanisms can contribute significantly to the improvement

of the delivery of credit and other support services to the

small farmers.

Objectives of the Project

The study aimed to:

I. identify possible alternative mechanisms of

ex_ending credit assistance to agrarian reform
beneficiaries (ARBs);

2. assess the viability, efficiency and

sustainability of the alternative mechanisms for

delivering credit assistance to ARBs; and

3. recommend alternative mechanisms for a more

effective rural credit delivery system.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

There are a number of institutions which provide credit

to small, rural borrowers. Foremost is the LBP which

employs two schemes in reaching its clientele. First is the
wholesale approach wherein loans are extended to individual

borrowers through credit conduits such as farmers'

cooperatives, Rural Banks (RBs) and Cooperative Rural Banks

(CRBs). The second approach involves direct lending to
individual borrowers. This strategy, however is being

discontinued in favor of group/cooperative lending (Figure

I).

Aside from the accredited RBs/CRBs and cooperatives,

other financial institutions such as the private development

banks (PDBs), non-government organizations (NGOs), people' s

organization (PO), other government financial institutions

(GFIs) and lending investors (LIs) are also adopting various

2
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credit delivery strategies to reach various types of

borrowers possibly including small farmers. The informal

credit sources, which despite its exorbitant charges still

proliferate, has also its own credit delivery scheme. The
different strategies/schemes employed by all these sources

affect the effectiveness, viability and sustainability of

the existing rural credit delivery mechanisms (RCDMs).

Moreover, policies and programs of the national

government and LBP and the assistance provided by the

private sector and NGOs also influence the delivery schemes
of the various credit sources and, hence, ultimately affect

the effectiveness, viability and sustainability of the

existing RCDMs.

The effectiveness, viability and sustainability of

RCDMs could be viewed from two perspectives: (a) the macro

perspective which focused on the credit policies/programs of
the national government in general, and the LBP and other

credit institutions in particular; and (b) the micro

perspective which concentrated on the structure, capability,

policies and programs of financial institutions, credit
conduits and the recipients (Figure 2). From the micro

point of view, factors that affect the effectivity of RCDMs
include number of clienteleserved; size, type and use of

loan; geographical distribution of borrowers; loan

processing time; terms and conditions of loan; processing
cost; mode of loan release; collection schemes and staff

capability. Viability is influenced by repayment rate,
co_llection mechanisms, trend in number of borrowers,

administrative/processing costs incurred, net income of

conduits and farmer-borrowers, capital build-upand

monitoring system. On the other hand, policies on

qualification of borrowers and default/non-repayment,
screening of borrowers/credit investigation, savings
mobilization, management/staff capability, development

plans/programs, and linkages with other financial
institutions/development organizations affect

sustainability.

From the macro perspective, factors that are likely to

influence the effectiveness of the RCDMs are the monitoring

system, government and LBP credit policies and programs, and
assistance extended to lending institutions. Likewise,

monitoring system and assistance extended as well as

repayment/ default policies, discount rate and transaction

policies determine viability of RCDMs while development "

plans/programs, policy directions and assistance extended
affect sustainability. However, this study will focus only

on the micro perspective.

4
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METHODOLOGY

This study employed two types of analysis: survey and

case study approach.

Sampling Framework of the Survey

A survey of various LBP credit conduits (cooperatives,

rural banks (RBs) and cooperative rural banks (CRBs)) and

the borrowers from these financial institutions was

conducted in Regions 6 and 7. These regions were

preselected based on the priority areas of the Dynamic Rural
Development Program. Therefore, analysis and conclusions

based on survey data are confined to these regions.

Three provinces per region were chosen based on the

highest number of borrowers and credit conduits. The
identified provinces include: Iloilo, Negros Occidental and

Aklan in Region 6; and Negros Oriental, Bohol and Cebu in

Region 7. The municipalities were chosen purposively based

primarily on the presence of at least two types of credit
conduits (i.e. coops/CRBs) • The peace and order situation

in the sample municipalities was also considered.

A total of 37 credit institutions/conduits were

included in the study. This sample is broken down as

follows: coops - 21; RBs - 12; CRBs - 4 (Table I). For each

of these institutions, I0 member-borrowers were interviewed,

bringing the total number of borrower-respondents to 370.

Aside from the member-borrowers, .key respondents/ key

informants were also interviewed about the operation,

financial status and policies of the credit conduits. For

the coops, these include the manager, chairman/president,

secretary, treasurer and former officials while for the

banks, the manager, chief accountant and credit

investigators were interviewed. Data gathering was done by

the field offices of the National Statistics Office.

Case Studies

Case studies of selected credit delivery mechanisms

include institutions outside Regions 6 and 7. The case

study covers five other types of lenders: people's

organization (e.g., People's Livelihood Foundation), private

development banks (e.g., Northern Mindanao Development

Bank), non-go vernment organizations (e.g., VICTO and CARD),

Lending Investors (LIs) and individual informal lenders.

6



TableI.DistributionofCI-respondentsbyprovinceandbycreditinstitution,.
1992.

Credit Institution

Province
CRB RB COOP All

No. i No. i No. l No. l

_egrosOccideutal1 25,00 2 16,67 8 38,10 II 29,7!

Bohol I 23.00 2 16.67 3 14.29 6 16,22

Cebu - m 2 16'67 2 9"52 i i0'81

HegrosOriental - 2 16.67 2 9.52 i 10,81

lloilo I 25.00 2 16,67 4 19_05 l 18.92

Aklan I 25,00 2 16,6) 2 9.52 5 13.51

Total 4 I00,00 12 i00,00 21 I00.00 37 100,00

fn:distci



RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

The succeeding sections will compare the three credit

conduits (e.g., coops, RBs and CRBs) in terms of

effectivity, viability and sustainability. However, in some

instances, (i.e., terms and conditions of loans granted),
non-LBP conduits were also cited since some borrower-

respondents had other sources of credit which include
traders/millers/input dealers, other banks, sales/lending

corporation, landlords and other sources (i.e., GSIS, Pag-

Ibig, KABISIG) (Table 2).

Majority of the respondents obtained loan from

cooperatives (59%) while some more than one-third borrowed
from RBs. Among these borrowers, some still obtained loans
from informal sources such as private

moneylenders/traders/millers/input dealers (4%),

sales/lending corporations (0.8%) and landlord (0.8%)

despite their access to formal institutions like coops and
banks. Only a very small percentage (0.8%) also borrowed
from other banks such as PNB and DBP.

EffectivitM

The effectiveness of different credit institutions in

reaching and serving small farmer-borrowers particularly

agrarian reform beneficiaries can be assessed through the
different schemes, mechanisms and strategies laid-out by the

credit institutions to reach their target clientele and make

the terms affordable to them. Measures of effectivity are

focused more on ARBs and small farmers because the study

concentrates on small rural borrowers particularly the

farmers. Number of clientele served, size of loan, type of

loan, use of loan, loan processing time, terms and

conditions of loan (i.e. interest rates, collateral,

maturity period), mode of release of loan and productivity

and income/welfare effects are some of the factors which
measure the relative success of the different credit

institutions in effectively providing credit to small farm

borrowers.

Number of Clientele Served

In 1992, the 37 credit institutions (CIs) covered in

the study provided loans to a total of 11,822 borrowers. Of
these borrowers, 30 percent are agrarian reform

beneficiaries (ARBs) (Table 3). The CRBs reported the

largest number of clientele served, followed by the RBs then

the coops. Despite their small number, the CRBs were able

8



Table2. Sourcesof creditbyprovince,1992,

Province

Sourceof Credit
NegrosOcc. Bohol Cebu NegrosOr. Iloilo Aklan All

No. % no, _ Ho. _ No. % No, % No. _ No. %*

(N=110) (_:60) (N:40) (_:40) (_:70) (N=50) (N:370)

CooperativeRuraiBak 10 9.09 10 16.67 lO i{.29 10 20.00 &O 10.81
_uraIBank 21 19.09 20 33,3320 50.0020 50.0020 28.5T 20 40.00121 32.70

Cooperative 85 77.27 31 51.67 20 SO.O0 20 50.00&O 57,14 22 4t00 218 58.92
InformalroneTlender/
trader/miller/inputdealer12 I0.91 4 5.71 16 4.32
Otherbanks l 0.91 - - 1 1,43 i 2.00 3 0.81
Sales/lendingcorp, i 0.9! I 1.67 - - - I 1.43 3 0.61
Landlord - l # _ m m I l.&3 I 0.17
Others** 5 &.55 ...... I 1.86 I 2,00 S 2.16

* )otalmoretha100%duetomultipleres_nse,
**IncludesGSIS,Pag-ibig,KkBISIG,O,iversalStarchCorp.,OSWOandIGoiloDe_elo;mentAssistanceProgram.

_n;$oc



Table 3. Number of ARB borrower by credit institution, 1992.

Credit Number of Number of Percent of ARB
Institution Borrowers ARB-borrowers Borrowers to

Total Borrowers
Total Average Total Average

Cooperative
Rural Bank 7,504 1,876 2,553 638 34.02

Rural Bank 3,046 254 126 Ii 4.14

Cooperatives 1,272 61 926 44 72.80

All 11,822 320 3,605 97 30.49

fn:noarb

I0



to serve about 30 times the number of farmers served by the

coops. This may be due to the fact that coop lending is a
recent development and many of the coops are newly

organized. The figures also reflect the size of operations
and technical capability of these credit institutions. The

CRBs serve an average of 1878 borrowers, the RBs, 254 while

the coops serve only an average of 61 borrowers. On the

number of ARBS served, the CRBS provide credit to an average

of 638 ARBS per CRB compared to only II and 44 ARBS for

every RB and coop, respectively.

Looking at the percentage of ARBs to total borrower, a

different picture is presented. Around 73% of the borrowers

of the coops are ARBs while only 4% of the RB borrowers are

ARBs. These imply that among the three credit sources, the

coops have so far shown the capacity to reach and serve
ARBs. Aside from the large number, coops are usually

situated at the barangays hence they are more accessible to

small farmers. On the other hand, RBs and CRBs are only few

in number and are mostly found at the town proper and

provincial centers/capitals and therefore less accessible to
farmers. This may also be due to the fact that the

operations of many coops were geared towards credit delivery

to ARBs in response to the lending program of LBP while the

clientele served by the RBs/CRBs is more varied.

Coop records show that less than one-third of the coop

members have borrowed from the coop. Of the 3,906 members

reported by the 16 coops, only 1,272 reportedly obtained

loans. Of these only 926 are ARBs. These figures imply
that while coops have facilities to offer credit to its

members, the availment rate is still quite low.

%

It may be further noted that the share tenants comprise

the majority (40%) among the Coop members, followed by

amortizing owners (24%) (Table 4) and yet among the
borrower-respondents, the owner-cultivators outnumber the

tenants regardless of credit source (Table 5). The

proportion of share tenant borrowers is only 14%. They rank

third only to owner cultivators (45%) and leaseholders (16%)
in terms of number of borrowers.

These figures may indicate either of the following: (I)
the constrained access of share tenants to formal credit

sources because they do not have security of tenure on the

land; or (2) the landowners are the ones financing the

production activities hence the share tenants may have
little or no need to borrow from formal sources.

Amount of Loans Granted

The average loans granted by the 37 credit institutions

varied through the four-year period (1989-1992) reviewed

II



Table 4. Distribution of present members of cooperatives
by tenurial status,1992.

Tenure No. of members* Percent

Owner cultivators 346 8.86

Amortizing owners 938 24.01

Owner non-cultivators 29 0.74

Share tenants 1557 39.86

Leaseholders 711 18.20

ISF Beneficiaries 25 0.64

Not specified 300 7.68

Total 3906 i00.00

* Only 16 cooperatives reported their membership distribution.

fn:memcoop
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Table5.Distributionofrespondentsbyteuu_ialstatusandbysourceofcredit,1992.

SourceofCredit ..

TenulialStatus CRB RB COOP All

No, % Ko. I No. % No.

Owner-cultivator 19 47,50 62 51,6787 41.43168 &5.41
Owner,on-cuRivator - 20 16.67 7 3,33 27 7,30
Share-tenant 6 15.00 14 11.6730 14,29 50 13,51
[_ueholder 8 20.00 11 9,17 42 20,0061 16.4g
A_rtizingowner 2 5,00 8 6.67 22 10.48 32 8.65
Claimant 2 5.00 - 16 7.62 18 &,86
Adainistrator - - 3 2.50 2 0.95 5 1.35
Notapplicable 3 7,50 2 1.67 3 l.&3 8 2.16
Nore_nse - - I 0,48 i 0.27

All 40 100,00120 I00.00210 i00.00370 i00.00

fn:tenstatu
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(Table 6). From 1989 to 1992, the average agricultural loan
declined by about 15% despite an increase in agricultural

loans provided by CRBs and coops. It may be noted that the

average agricultural loans provided by coops increased

dramatically and consistently over the four-year period. It
increased by 419% from 1989 to 1990; 113% from 1990 to 1991

and 60% from 1991 to 1992. Agricultural loans from CRBs

also increased significantly (by 23%) from 1991 to 1992,

although the yearly increases between 1989, 1990 and 1991
were less than 10% (7% and 9%, respectively). Average

agricultural loans granted by RBs declined by about 33% from
1989 to 1992. After an increase of 21% from 1989 to 1990,

it declined consistently in 1991 (15%) and 1992 (Z7%).

The proportion of agricultural loans to total loans

granted by the Cis also varied. The proportion of

agricultural loans granted by CRBs declined from a high 80%
in 1990 (72% in 1989) to 68% in 1992 while the proportion of
commercial loans increased from I% in 1989 to 23% in 1992.

Surprisingly, the proportion of agricultural loans to total

loans granted by the RBs increased slightly from 59% in 1989
to 63% in 1992. In 1992, agri loans from RBs was only 53%

but commercial loans increased from 23% to 29%.

The lending policies of the coops seem to have changed

considerably over the period 1989 to 1992. In 1989, the

proportion of commercial loans (60%) is much higher than

agricultural loans (40%). This proportion changed

significantly since 1990 as almost 100% of the loans were

agricultural, mostly (97%) in terms of crops production
loans. These indicate that CRBs and RBs have diversified

loan portfolios than coops. Although this is a sign of

growth or development on the part oflthe credit conduit,
small farmer-borrowers may experience credit rationing

since commercial loans are more bankable.

Average Size of Loans

Size of loans granted is another measure of

effectiveness since it is an indicator of the sufficiency of

loans received by borrowers. The average size of loans of

individual borrowers was about _20,404 (Table 7). Among the

sources of credit reported by the respondents, other banks

(PNB, DBP) granted the highest amount of loans (P33,000),
followed by RBs (_27,226) and CRBs (_20,670).The average
sizes of loan provided by informal sources

(traders/moneylenders) (P7,281) and landlords (P2,500) are
the smallest which confirms some observations that farmers

depend on informal sources for small size loans.

This trend could be related to the farm income

received by the borrowers. Farm income is one of the

criteria used by the credit institutions especially banks in

assessing the amount of loan that csn be granted/given. The

_4



Table6. Averageloansgrautedpercreditinstitution,bytypeofloanandbyyear,

YEAR

Institutions/ 1989 1990 1991 1992Credit

_t t _t i _t t kmount i

(Pesos) (Pesos) (Pesos) (Pesos)

CooperativeRuralBank

Agricult_al 7,584,41171.88 7,635,87279.56 8,300,94262.02 10,192,91767.89
commercial 145,667 1.38 1,589,77516.56 1,193,78513.40 3,458,13323.03
industrial 47,333 0.45 37,0900.39 45,536 0.34 6,484 0.04
Bousing - 43,800 0.46 250,025 !.87 63,421 0.42
Con_uption/chazacter 17,333 0.16 8,500 0.09 18,000 0.13 47,000 0.31
Salat_ 2,756,127 26.12 282,254 2.94 2,976,843 22.24 1,245,790 8.30

Total 10,550,871100.00 9,597,291100.00 13,385,131100.00 15,013,746i00.00

RuralBank

Agricultural 6,881,783 59.17 8,337,55561.99 7,057,290 52.75 5,161,711 62.93
Commercial 2,645,793 22.75 3,602,87826.79 3,908,(90 29.21 1,661,027 20.24
Industrial 1,219,14310.48 919,1776.83 1,463,090I0.94 456,6915.56
IIo_sing 250,7712.16 - 338,3392.53 677,4758.26
Consuption ....
Salary 632,273 5.44 589,622 (.38 611,508 4.57 246,724 3.01

Total 11,629,762100.00 13,449,232tO0.O0 13,378,716100.00 8,206,628100.00

Cooperative

Agricultural 81,)6939.55 414,87498.31 908,20796.14 1,455,886lO0.O0
Cropproduction 81,76939.55 424,87198.31 825,14687.35 1,423,33797.76
Livestockproduction - 46,176 4.89 i0,909 0.75
Post-harvest[acilities .... 36,884 3.90 21,640 1.49

Commercial 125,00060.45 - 29,412 3.11
Industrial - - -

Busing ....
Consueption - 7,286 1.69 7,059 0.75
Salazy ....

_ota! 206,769100.00 432,i60100.00 944,677100.00 i,(55,886100.00
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_II

Agricultuzal 5,487,77361.58 5,009,91766.13 4,040,32657.93 4,046,77868.99
Comrcial 1,668,92918.73 1,836,80224.25 1,653,8492L71 1,101,02818.77
Industrial 752,921 8.45 414,0185.47 537,5527.71 179,5513.06
Housing 153,249 1.72 6,489 0.09 153,3382.20 273,3714.66
Constmptionlcharacter 2,889 0.03 4,228 0.06 5,818 0.08 6,130 0.10
Salary 845,743 9.49 303,8704.01 583,1968.36 259,0394.42

Total 8,911,504100.00 7,575,322100.00 6,974,080100.00 5,865,897100.00

fn:algrant



Table7. Averagesize of loan,bysourceofcredit andbyprovince,1992.

Province

SourcesofCredit
NeqrosOcc. Rohol Cebu NegrosOr. Iloilo Aklan All

_k_ountRo."_unt _o. _rourtNo. _unt No. _unt No. _unt Mo. AmountNo.

(Pesos) {PesosJ (Pesos) (Pesos) (PesosJ (Pesos) (Pesosj

CooperativeRuralBank 7,030i0 11,990I0 - - - 6,570I0 55,65810 20,67040
RuralBank 21,86221 13,54020 43,00220 44,79020 20,52520 19,00020 27,226121
Cooperative 19,45485 3,22531 14,25020 12,63620 10,08840 5,01122 13,979218
Informalmoneylender/
trader/_iller
inputdealer 8,04212 - - 5,0004 - - 7,28116

Otherbanks(PNB,DBP) I0,0001 .... I0,0001 80,0001 33,0003
Privatesales/lendingcorp. 20,000 I 1,000 1 - - - 15,0001 - - 12,0003
[mdlord - - .... 2,5001 - - 2,500 i
Others* 6,416 5 ...... 14,7042 i_,000i 11,4368

All 21,287110 8,19560 32,07640 32,12340 13,66670 23,83650 20,404370i_

* IncludesG81S,Pag-ihig,XABISlI,UniversalStarchCorp.,DSWOand110110Develo)rentkssist_ceProgram.
- Totaldoesnottallyduetomultiplesourceso[credit.

fn:awelosoc
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higher the income of the borrower, the higher is the amount
that a creditor could loan to him. Rural bank and CRB

borrowers reported higher incomes compared to coop borrowers

that is why they have more access to higher loan sizes.

Types of Loans Granted

The CIs studied extended loans for various purposes

ranging from crop/livestock production to
commercial/housing/industrial and salary/character loans

(Table 8).

The most common type of loan provided by the CIs is

crop production loan. About 92% of all the CIs extend loans

for crop production while about 40% provided livestock

production (46%) and commercial loans (41%). Housing and
character loans are the least common type. Only one out of

four CRBs and one out of 12 RBs provide this type of loan.

On the other hand, only one Coop extended commercial and
character loans and loans for post harvest facilities. A

large number of RBS provide commercial and industrial loans.

These findings support the conjecture that among the three

types of credit sources, RBs cater more to commercial and
industrial loans since there is less risk of default in

these loan types.

Loan Purpose

At the borrower level, loans were availed for various

reasons, foremost of which is crop production (96%). Around

14% borrowed for livestock producti;on while some (2%)

borrowed to augment their capital for their on-going
business (Table 9). Non-LBP conduits provide loans for a

wider variety of purposes (e.g., crop and livestock

production, business, emergency/medical needs, educational
needs and house repair/maintenance).

About 70% of those who borrowed for livestock

production are coop borrowers. Most of them raised
livestock and poultry to augme_nt their income derived from

farming (Table I0). Part of this is connected to LBP's

cattle laon program wherein coop members were provided
cattle.

Actual Use of Loan

The bulk (88%) of the respondents used their loan for

crop production while 15 percent each used their loan for

livestock production and consumption purposes (Table II).

These figures reflect that.there was a slight deviation
between intended purpose and actual use of loan. While

a_out 96% borrowed for crop production (Table 9) only 88%

17



Table8.Typeof loansgrantedby creditinstitution,1992.

Credit Institution
TypeofLoan ..........................................................

C_B R8 Coop All

_o, % _o, _ l_o. | _o. i

(_=_) (_:12) (_=21) (_:-_7)

Cropproduction 3 75,00 12 I00,00 19 90,48 34 91,89
Livestockproduction 2 50.00 8 66.67 7 33.33 17 45,95
Post-harvestfacilities 3 75,00 1 8,33 I 4.76 5 13,51
Commercial 3 15.00 II 91,67 I 4.76 15 &O.S&
In4ustrial 2 50.00 7 58.33 - 9 24.32
Bousin9 1 25.00 1 8.33 - 2 5.tl
Consbmptionlcbaracter 1 25.00 0,00 1 4.76 2 5.41
Salary 3 75.00 7 58.33 - 10 27.03

fn:logranci



Table9.Loanpurposeofrespondentsbysourceofcrelit,allprovinces,1992.

SourceofCredit

LoanP_rpose Non-[_P
CRB RB COOP Conduits All

_o. t No. _ _o. t _o. _ Ro.* _**

(_=40) (N=121) (_:218} (H=_Z) {_=370)

Cropproduction 34 85,00 109 90.08 191 87.61 20 64.52 354 95,68
L_vestockpro4uction 5 12.50 8 6.61 36 16.51 2 6.15 51 13.78
3usiness - - 3 2.48 3 1.38 2 6.45 8 .2.16
Zeergency/nedicalneeds ..... 1 3.23 1 0.27
Zducat£onalneeds .... 2 5.45 2 0.51
Houserepair/maintenance.... 3 9.58 3 0.81
Others*** 2 5,00 1 0.83 - I 3.23 4 1,08

* Total4oesnottallybecauserespondentmayhavemorethanoneloansource.
- Total=orethanI00_dueto=ultipleresponse.
"* Includesfishinq,purchaseofland/sp_epartsofvehicles_n4policyloan.

fn:lopurpo
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Table 10. Livestock andpoultry ownedby respondents,by sourceof credit, all
provinces, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Livestockand
Poultry CRB R8 COOP All

Ro. _ Xo. _ _o. _ No. I *

(_=40) (_:nO) (_:210) (H:370)

Carahao 6 15.00 39 32,50 107 50.95 152 41.08
Cattle 10 25.00 26 21.67 55 26.19 91 24.59
Swine 22 55.00 72 60,00 120 57.14 21_ 57.84
Chicken 27 67.50 69 57.50 155 73.81 251 67.84
Goat 7 17.50 25 20.83 40 19.05 72 19.46
Horse - 1 0.83 2 0,95 3 0.81
Others** !2 30.00 29 24.17 55 26.19 96 25.95

± Totalmorethan100%dueto multipleresponse,
*_Includeslightingcock,rabbit,duck,turkeyandqeese.

f_:livestoc
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reportedly used their loans for such puupose (Table ii).
Notably, the use of loan for business, emergency/medical

needs, educational needs and house repair was slightly
higher than that indicated in the purpose of loan. More

importantly, use of loan for consumption and to pay other
loans was reported although such were not reflected in the

intended purpose.

Deviation was reported to have occurred for all sources

of credit. It may be observed, however, that deviation was

smallest among coop borrowers. Aside from the 17% of the

borrowers who diverted some of their production loans to

consumption, the other diversions were minimal (less than

1%). It may also be stressed that while some used part of

their production loans for consumption/repair, etc., some
also invested part of their loans in business. This

reflects the fungibility or multiplicity of credit; that is,
it can be used for purposes other than what it was intended
for.

Loan Processing Time

Lenqth of loan processinq. The length of loan
processing refers to the period it takes for the credit

conduit to process the loan application until the loan is

released. Among the credit institutions, RBs and CRBs

appear to have faster loan processing than coops although

the time difference is not very significant (Table 12).
Eighty-three percent of RBs and 75 percent of CRBs finish

loan processing within two weeks or-less. On the other

hand, only 62 percent of the coops said:they can finish loan
processing within such period of time.

When verified at the borrower level, it was found that

loan processing is fastest among RB borrowers. The normal

processing time appears to be 1-2 weeks as majority (83%) of
the respondents got their loans within this period (Table

13). On the other hand, coop borrowers reported the longest

loan processing period. Only 66% of the respondents reported
a less than one week processing time compared to 17% and 23%

of the CRB and RB borrowers, respectively. Moreover, a
considerable number of coop borrowers (20%) had to wait for

1-3 months before their loan is released. It may be
surprising that the coops which are expected to serve the

immediate credit needs of the small farmers takes longer
time to process loans than the other CIs.

Reports of long processing time (1-3 months) were noted

in the coops in Negros Occidental (44%); Bohol (37%); Cebu

(90%); Negros Oriental (40%); Iloilo(32%); and Aklan (35%).

The length of loan processing may be caused by either
of the following factors: (I) the coop borrowers are new
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Table1!.Actualleanuseofrespondents,bysourceofcr_it,allprovinces,1992.

SourceofCredit

Ron-_P
CRB _B COOP Co_d_c_ All

ActualLoanUse

Ro. _ No. % Ro. _ No. % No.
(N:40) (R=1211 (R:218} {H_n! {R=3701

CrQpProduction 27 67.50 95 78,51 190 87.!6 21 67.71 32_ 87,57
LivestockProduction 6 15.00 lO 8.26 36 16.51 3 9.68 55 14.86
Business 8 20.00 10 8.26. 5 2.29 2 6,45 25 6.76
Constmption 6 15,00 5 i,i3 38 17.43 6 It,35 55 14.86
Znergency/KedicalReeds 1 2.50 5 1.13 I 0,16 3 9.68 10 2.70
EducationalFeeds 2 5.00 7 5.79 i 0.46 6 19.35 16 4.32
HouseRepair/Maintenance - I 0.83 I 0.46 3 9.68 5 1.35
Pal_entof otherlo_ns 1 2.50 - - i 0.46 2 0,54
Others* 2 5.00 7 5.79 1 3.23 I0 2.70

* Includesfishing,purchaseofland/sparepartsofvehiclesandpolicyloan.

fn:acuseloa
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Table12. Lengthofloanprocessingbycreditinstitutions,1992.

CreditInstitutions

LengthofLoanProcessing C_B RB Coop All

_o, % 30. i _o. % _o. %

(_=&) (_=12) (_=2_} (K:37)

lweek 2 50,00 _ 50.00 6 28,57 14 37,34

I-2weeks i 25.00 4 33.33 7 33,33 12 32.43

2-4weeks - I 8,33 g 38.10 9 24.32

morethan1 month 1 8.33 - - I 2.70

Roresponse i 25,00 - - 1 2.70

fn:lengci
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Tahte13. Distributio, of borrower-respondentsby source of credit, by provinceand
by length of loan processing, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Province/Length
ofLoanProcessing CHB RB COOP All

No. % Ho, _ Ho, t No. t

_egrosOccidental (H:IO) (H:20) (N:30) (N:!IO)
Lessthanoneweek 2 20,00 7 35.00 2 2,50 !I 10.00
I-2weeks 6 60.00 8 40,00 12 16.25 2? 24.55
2-4weeks i I0,00 3 15.00 21 26,25 25 22.73
i-3months I I0,00 2 I0,00 3_ 43,75 38 34.55
3-6months - - 5 6.25 5 4.55
6 months-1_ear - - - 3 3.75 3 2.73
Korethanoneyear - - I 1.25 1 0,91

Hohol iH:lO) iB:20) IR:30) (H:SO)
Lessthanoneveek 3 30,00 4 20,00 3 I0.00 10 16.6V
i-2weeks 4 40.00 t_ 80,00 1_ 53._3 3_ 60.0Q
2-4 weeks 3 30,00 - 11 36.67 l& 23,32
I-3months .....
3-6months ....

6 months-1year ....
Rotethanoneyear ....

Cebu (_:207: (R=207 (H=407
Lessthanoneweek - i 5,00 1 2,50
i-2_eeks - 12 60.00 t 5,00 13 32,50
2-twee_s - 6 30.00 !8 _0.00 Z& 60.00
t-3months - - 1 5.00 - 1 2.50
3-6months - - I _._0 I 2,50

6 months-1year ....
Horethanoneyear ....

MegrosOriental _H=20) IH=20) [H=iO)
Gessthanonereek - - 3 15.00 3 7.50
I-2_eeks - 19 95,00 9 &5.00 2B 10.00
2-4_eeks - 1 5.00 8 40.00 9 22,50
t-3 months ....
3-6months ....

6 months-1year ......
Morethanone_ear .....
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i1oilo (R=1o)
Lessthan oneweek 1 10.00 9 45.00 2 5.00 12 17.14
1-2 weeks 5 50.00 8 40.00 2& 60.00 37 52.86
2-&weeks 3 30,00 1 5.00 13 32.50 17 24.29
1-3 months 1 10.00 1 5.00 2 2.86
3-6months - ! 2.50 I 1.13
6 months-1year - -
Morethanoneyear - -

kklan (H=IO) (_:20) (N=20) (_=50)
Lessthanoneweek 1 10.00 6 30,00 3 15.00 10 20.00
I-2weeks 6 60.00 10 50.00 5 25.00 21 {2,00
2-4weeks 1 10.00 4 20.00 5 25.00 10 20.00
i-3months i 10.00 - 7 35.00 8 16,00
3-6months 1 i0.00 - - I 2,00

6 months-1Teat .....
MorethanoneTear .....

AllProvinces (N=&O) (K=120) (H=210) (N=370)
Lessthanoneweek 7 17.50 27 22.50 i_ 6.!9 i7 12.70
i-2weeks 21 52.50 73 60.83 68 32.38 162 43.78
2-4weeks 8 20,00 15 12,50 76 36.19 99 26.76
I-3months ] 7,50 4 _,33 4Z 20.00 49 !3,24
3-6months i 2,50 - 7 3.3] 8 2,16
6 months-1year - 3 1.43 ] 0,81
Molethan:oneyear - - I 0._8 i 0,27

fn:dilengpro
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borrowers hence some paper requirements may be lacking; or

(2) coops do not as yet have the manpower capability to

process loans efficiently.

Timeliness of loan. In terms of the timeliness of

loan, majority of the borrower-respondents mentioned that

they were able to receive the loan during the time it was
needed (Table 14). Among credit sources, RB borrowers

reported the highest rate (98%) that received the loan on
time since they reported the fastest length of loan

processing. Surprisingly, even if CRBs process loans faster
than coops, a lower ratio of CRB borrowers reported that

they received their loans on time. Comparing responses

across provinces, it is only in Negros Occidental where a
considerable number of respondents (16%) said they did not

receive their loans on time. On the other hand, all

respondents from Negros Oriental and Cebu said that they
received the loan on time.

Terms and Conditions of Loans Granted

Rural farmers seek for the service of the credit

institutions which can give them the best credit terms and

conditions. This can be in terms of the interest rates

imposed, collateral required and maturity period.

Average interest rate. The average interest rates

charged by all credit institutions ranged from 9 percent

(housing loan) to 26 percent per annum (consumption loan)

(Table 15). Across credit institutions, _the RBs granted the

highest interest rate (25 percent per annum) for

agricultural, commercial, industrial and salary loans. This

high interest rate could be one major reason why the number
of borrowers from RBs is much lower than that of the CRBs

and coops (Table 3). The interestrate charged by coops for

production and commercial loans is understandly much lower

(only 16 to 19 percent) because LBP, their major source of
loanable funds also charge them a low interest rate.

Because of this low interest rate, many small farmers whose

incomes are low obtain their loans from the coops. It may

be noted, however, that while interest rate on production
related activities is low, the coops charge higher interest

rate on consumption loans (26%) although it is still lower

than the rate charged by CRBs. RBs do not grant

consumption/character loans.

The respondents reported slightly different rates of
interest on the loans that they obtained from the CIs

studied (Table 16). For example, coop borrowers said they

are being charged 18 percent interest rate for crop

production loans while the coops said they are charging only
17 percent. This variation may be due attributed to the
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Table 14, Nulberof borrowe_-respondentswhoreceived loan on time, by pzovince andby source
of ¢_edit, 1992.

OnTime NotOnTi_e All

Proyince/ ...............
Sourceof Credit

No, t No, _ No.

NegrosOccidental
CRB 9 90.00 1 10.00 10 100.00
RB 19 95.00 1 5.00 20 lO0,O0
COOP 64 80,00 16 20.00 80 i00.00
All 92 83.64 18 16.36 110 100.00

Bohol
• CNB 7 70,00 3 30.00 i0 I00,00
_B 20 i00.00 - - 20 100.00
COOP 28 93,33 2 6.67 30 100,00
All 55 91.67 5 8,33 60 100.00

Cebu
CRB -
RB 20 100.00 20 I00.00
COOP 20 i00.00 20 I00.00
All 40 100.00 - 40 100,00

NegrosOriental
CRB ......
RB 20 100.00 - - 20 100.00
COOP 20 100.00 - - 20 I00,00
All 40 I00.00 - '- 40 100.00

lloilo
ORB i0 I00,00 - 10 i00.00
_B 19 95.00 -.. I 5.00 20 i00100
COOP 39 97,50 1 2.50 40 100.00
All 68 97.14 2 2.86 70 I00.00

Aklan
CRB 9 90.00 I I0,00 i0 I00.00
RB 19 95.00 i ).00 20 100.00
COOP 19 95,00 I 5.00 20 i00,00
AI! 47 9¢,00 3 6.00 50 100.00

AllProvinces
CRB 35 87.50 5 12.50 _0 100.00
RB I!7 97.50 3 2.50 !20 i00.00
COOP 190 90.48 20 9.52 210 i00.00
kll 3(2 92,43 28 7.57 370 i00.00

fn:resrecei
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Table 15. Interest rate of loans granted by credit institution and
by purpose of loan, 1992. (in % /annum).

Credit Institution

Purpose of Loan
CRB RB COOP ALL

Crop production 21 25 17 20
Livestock production 24 24 19 22
Post-harvest facilities 19 25 * 21
Commercial 24 25 16 24
Industrial 22 24 - 23
Housing 12 6 - 9
Cormumpt ion/character 32 - 26 29
Salary 12 26 - 22

* No response

fn:irategra
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Table 16. Average interest rates paid by respondents by type of loan
and by source of credit, 1992.

Source of Credit

Type of Loan *
CRB RB COOP Others All

Crop production 21 23 18 37 21
Livestock production 21 24 21 12 21
Commercial/business - 27 16 I0 18
Emergency/medical - - - 0 0
House repair/maintenance - - - 15 15
Educational needs - - - 60 60
Others ** 25 25 - i0 21

All 21 23 19 30 21

* Includes informal moneylender, trader, miller, input dealer, DBP, PNB,
sales/lending corp., landlord, GSIS, Pag-ibig, KABISIG, Universal Starch
Corp., DSWD and Iloilo Development Assistance Program.

** Includes fishing, purchase of land/spareparts of vehicles and policy loan.

fn:aveinter
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failure of the borrower-respondents to accurately recall the
terms of their loans. It issignificant to note that those

who borrowed from other sources generally paid a much higher

interest rate than those who borrowed from the LBP conduits,

although there are also cases when interest rate is lower.

For example, crop production loans are charged an average of

37 percent per annum. Loans for educational purposes are

charged an average of 60 percent per annum while livestock

production and commercial loans are charged lower interest
rates. Also, money borrowed for emergency/medical use is

not charged any interest at all. Loans for educational

needs and crop production are commonly obtained from private

money lenders (under the 5:6 scheme) while loans for medical
needs and small businesses are obtained from relatives.

Comparison of the provincial data show that the

respondents from Negros Occidental obtained crop production
loans from both the LBP conduits and other sources.

Interest rate charged by other sources on crop production

loans is 18 percent higher than the CIs. In Iloilo, the

interest rate charged by the coop and the CRB (21%) is

higher than that charged by the RB (20%). Crop production

loans obtained from other sources is charged an interest

that is 14 percent higher than the CIs, while loans for

educational purposes are charged 120 percent. Respondents

from Bohol, Cebu and Negros Oriental borrowed only from the
LBP conduits (Annex Tables 1-6).

Collateral. Abeut 81 percent of the CIs said that they

do not require any collateral for the loans that they grant.

Surprisingly, the proportion of RBs that reportedly do not

require collateral (92%) is much higher than the coops

(81%) and the CRBs (50%). CRBs commonly require farm

buildings or land as collateral for "all types of loans.

Notably, one RB accepted CLOA/CLT as collateral. Also, two

coops asked for collateral for crop production loans. In

these cases, the CLOA/CLT was used (Table 17).

The response of the borrowers differ considerably from

the CI management in terms of collateral requirement°

According to the borrowers, majority (80%) of the RBs

require collateral for all types of loans, although there
were also a few that extend loans even without collateral

(Table 18). Reportedly, all the RBs in Cebu and Aklan do

not grant loans without collateral. Aside from lands

(agricultural), other collaterals used by RB borrowers are

cultivation rights/leasehold contract (7%), house and lot

(8%) and farm animal (1%). This borrower may have availed
of the cattle dispersal program of LBP wherein the animal

is used as collateral. The CRB borrowers reported that they
used either land, cultivation right/leasehold contract and
CLT as collaterals.

The differences in the responses of the borrowers from

that of the management are also very pronounced in the
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Table 17. Collateralrequire_ for loa_s gra_e_ br credit institution and by tFpe of lean, 1992.

Credit Institution
YTpeofLoan/
Collateral

CKB RE Coop All

_o, _ No. _ No. t Re. _ *

CropProduction (N=31 (N=12) (N=lg) IN=3&)
Eone 2 66,67 g 75,00 t6 8&,21 27 79,¢I
Gand/EealEstate

Mortgage 2 66.67 3 25.00 2 10,53 7 20.59
FarmBuildings I 33,33 - I 2,94
ChaLtelNortgage 1 33.33 - i 2.94
c  yc oA - - I e.33 2 10,53 e.e2

Livestock)reduction (N=2) (_=85 (N=75 (N=lT)
Eerie I 50,00 7 87.50 6 85,71 I( 82.35
Land/_ealEstate

Mortgage 2 I00,00 - I 14,29 3 17,65
)armBuildings I 50.00 .... t 5.8B
ChattelMortgage I _0,00 .... I 5,88
CLTIC_Ok i iX,50 - - i 5.88

Post-Harvestfacilities (N=3) (N=I) (N=I) (N=5)
None 2 66.6) I i00.00** I I00,00 ( 80,00
Land/RealXstate

Mortgage 2 66,67 - " : - - 2 &O.O0
FarmBuildings i 33,33 - - I 20.00
ChattelKortgage I 33,33 - - 1 20.00
CLT/CLOA I lO0.O0** - 1 20.00

Cosmercial (N=35 (N=II) (N=!) (N=!5)
None 2 66.67 9 81.82 I I00,00 12 80,00
La_d/EealEstate

NorLgage 2 66.61 3 27.27 5 35.33
)armBuildings I 33.33 - ! 6,67
ChattelMortgage i 33.33 I 9,09 2 12,23
CLT/CLOA - I 9.09 I 6,67

l_dustriaI (N=2) (N:T) (_=9)
None I 50.00 5 71,43 - 6 66.67
Land/_ealEstaLe

Mortgage 2 I00.00 3 12.86 - - 5 55.56
FarmBuildings i 50,00 - - - - I Ii.!!
ChattelKortgage i 50.00 l I¢,29 - - 2 22.22
CLT/CLOA " " I !4_o
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Rone 1 i00.00 - - t 50.00
ChaLtelXortgage I 100.00 .... i 50.00

Consumption/character (N=l) [N=l) (N=2)
Rone 1 100,00 - - 1 100.00 2 100.00

Salary {R=3) (H=7) (M=lO)
Rone 2 66,67 7 100o00 - 9 90.00
ChattelMortgage 1 33,33 - - - 1 10,00

All LoanType (N=4) (e=12) (e=21) (H=37}
None 2 50.00 11 91.67 17 80,95 30 81.08
Land/Real_state
Mortgage 2 50.00 4 33.33 2 8 21.62

FarmBuildings i 25.00 L 2.70
ChattelMortgage 2 50.00 1 8.33 - 3 B.ll
CLT/CLOA - i 8,33 2 9.52 3 B.11

* TotaldoesnottallysincecollateralrequiredbyoneCIcouldvaryacrossloantype
andborrowers.

**Insomeinstances,theRBmayrequireCLT/CLOAascollateralandinso_einstances,it
doesnotrequireanycollateralatall.

fn:collareq
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Fable18.Collateralrequi_edfromrespondentsbysourceofcreditandbyprovince,1992.

SourceofCredit

Province/Colhteral CRB _ COOP Non-_P ILTl
Conduits

No, l No. I No, % No, I No. l

NegrosOccidental (N=IO) (N=21) (N=855 (N=I95 (N=IIO)
None 2 20.00 6 28,5721 24.71 12 63,1639 35.45
Land 3 30.00 9 &2.86 24 28.2( I 5.26 34 30.91
Houseandlot - i 4.76 - - i 0.91
Standingczop - - r - i 5,26 I 0.91
Farm_ipment/macbinery - ! &.76 - - I 0.91
Fernanimals I 4,76 I 1.18 - - 2 1.82
Cultivationrights/leaseholdcontract I I0.00 4 19.0524 28.24 - - 29 26.36
CLT ( &O.O0 - 19 22.35 2 10.53 23 20.91
Others ..... i 0.91

eohol (N=IO) (N:31) (N=l) (N:60)
Hone 2 20.00 6 30,0023 74.19 1 100,0032 53.33
Land 8 80.00 7 35.00 i 3.23 - 16 26.67
Houseandlot - - 3 15.00 - - 3 5.00
Standingclop - - - I0 32.26 i0 16.67
Cultivationrights/leaseholdcontract - 4 20.00 - 4 6,67

Cebu (N:205 (N=205 (N:405
None - - 19 95.00 - 19 47,50
Land - - 18 90,00 2 10.00 20 50,00
Houseandlot - 3 15,00 - - 3 7.50
Others - I 5.00 - - - - I 2.50

NegrosOriental (M=205 (N:205 (N:40)
None - 10 50.00 20 100.00 - 30 75.00
Land - i 20.00 - - 4 i0.00
Houseandlot - I 5.00 - - - i 2.50
Farmanimals - 5 25.00 - 5 12.50

:loilo (N=20)(N:405 (N:95 (N:505
None 8 80.00 2 I0.0039 97.50 8 88.0950 71.43
Land 2 20.0018 90.00 2 5.00 i 11.11 22 31.43
Houseandlot - I 5.00 - - - i 1.43
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Ak]_n (N=IO) (N=ZO) (N=22) (N=2) (N=70)
_one - - 22 tO0.O0 1 50,00 23 {6.00
La_d 10 100,00 19 95,00 - 1 50.00 28 56.00
Others t 10.00 I 5.00 - - 2 4.00

All Prorates (N:40) (_=120) (H=210} (M:31) (_=370)
Rone 12 30.00 24 20,00 1&t 68.51 22 70.97 193 52.16
£_nd t3 32,50 75 62.50 29 13,81 3 9.68 124 33.51
F_=a_i_ls 1 0.83 6 2,86 - 7 1.89
C_ltiutioe rights/le_eholdcontract 1 2,50 8 6,67 2{ 11,{3 - 33 8.92
CLT 4 10.00 - 19 9.05 t 6,15 23 6.22
_t_din9crop - - 10 4.76 1 3.23 11 2,97
House_d Iot - - 9 7.50 - - 9 2,43
Others l 2.50 2 1.67 - - i 1.08

fn:collasoc
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coops. While 81 percent of the coops said they do not
require collaterals, only 69 percent of the borrowers said

so. About 31 percent of the borrowers said that they used

land (14%), cultivation contract (II%), CLT (10%), standing
crop (5%) and animals (3%) as collaterals for the loans that

they obtained from their coops. These data alsoLconfirms

earlier observations that most of the other sources of
credit do not require collateral.

These figures imply that collateral is still a prime

consideration in loan approval by banks. This also explains
why a larger percentage of RB borrowers own more assets than
CRB and coop borrowers. A comparison of the assets owned

by the respondents showed that RB borrowers possess more

than either the CRB or the coop respondents the coop
borrowers own the least (Table 19). Big borrowers and

people who have assets to back up their loans usually

borrow from the banks since these institutions usually
offer higher loan amounts than the coops. On the other

hand, those who have very little asset hesitate to borrow

from the banks because they do not have the necessary

collateral required. Instead, they borrow from the coops

and other lenders that are not very strict in imposing
collateral requirements, if at all. Notably, both the CRBs

and the coops accept CLT/CLOA as collateral not only for

crop production loans but also for livestock production,
post harvest facilities, commercial and industrial loans.

Maturity. The maturity period of loans granted

differed widely, depending on source of credit and type of
loan. Consumption loans obtained from coops mature in one

month while those obtained from CRBs mature in six months.

The period of maturity of crop production is less than one

year, corresponding to one or two cropping seasons, while

livestock production loans mature in one to 4 years (Table
20). Consumption/character loans have the shortest terms of

payment probably because these are small, non-productive,
emergency loans while housing loans involve big amounts that
have to be amortized over a longer span of time. Livestock

production loans obtained from the coops are mostly for
cattle raising. Coop members who want to raise cattle are

provided with animals that were imported by LBP. On the

average, CRBs impose a shorter maturity period compared to
the RBs and coops.

The borrowers, on the other hand, cited that the

average maturity period of loans that they obtained is

around nine months (Table 21). This implies that not one

among the respondents obtained housing loans and/or cattle
production loans from the coops.

Among the different credit sources, private

sales/lending corporations impose the shortest term (3

months) while other sources (e.g., GSIS, Pag-ibig, DSWD),
the longest at 24 months. The landlord, however, did not
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Table19.Assetsownedbyrespondentsbysourceofcredit,allprovinces,1992.

Sourceof Credit

Item CRB HB COOP A11

Ro. --qo....... i ....
(H=i20} (N:210) (=370)

Land
Farmland 26 65.00 90 75.00 125 59.52 241 65.14
Residential lot 28 70.00 97 80,83 i37 65.24 262 70,81

BuLldLng
Eesidential 35 87.50 116 95.67 201 95,71 352 95,14
Farmhouse 9 22.50 20 15.67 20 9,52 49 13,24
Poultryhouse 6 15.00 15 12,50 31 14,76 52 14.05
Hoghouse II 35.00 36 30,00 72 34.29 122 32.97
Others 1 2.50 1 0.83 14 6,67 16 4.32

FarmMachineries
Tractor 3 7.50 I0 8.33 6 2.B6 19 5.14
Weeder - I 0.8H 7 3,33 8 2.15
Thresher I 2.50 13 10.83 11 5.24 25 6.76
Irrigationpump 4 3.33 2 0.95 6 1.62
Others 8 20.00 34 28.33 85 40.48 127 34.32

PersonalAssets
Television 20 50.00 12 60.00 68 32.38 160 43.24
RadLo/cassette 29 72,50 86 71.67 143 68.10 258 69,73
Stereo/sinq-along 6 15.00 36 30.00 24 11.43 66 17.84
Videocassetterecorder 7 17,50 29 24.17 8 3.81 4_ 11.89
Car/jeep 2 5.00 8 6.67 3 1.43 13 3.51
Others** 13 32.50 _9 40.83 52 2_.76 i14 30.81

* TOtalmorethanlOOPduetomultipleresponse.

** Includesrefrigerator,tricycle,vallclock,sewingmachine,truck,electricfan,typewriter,motorcycle
pump boat,gasranqe,salaset,weldingmachine,bicycle,recharchablelamp,washingmachineandsaxoph
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Table 20. Average maturity of loans granted by credit institution and
by purpose of loan, 1992 (in months).

Credit Institution

Purpose of Loan
CRB RB COOP ALL

Crop Production 6 ii i0 I0
Livestock Production 12 ii 48 24
Post-harvest facilities 8 12 * 9
Commercial 6 13 12 ii
Industrial 9 22 - 18
Housing 12 300 - 156
Consumption/character 6 - 1 4
Salary i0 8 - 9

* No response

fn:avmatpur
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Table21.Averagematurityperiodofrespondentsbyprovinceandbysourceofcredit,1992(inmonths].

Provin=e

Sourceof Credit
HegrosBohol Cebu Begros lloiloAklan LII

Occidental Orie,tal

CooperativeRuralBank 6 11 - 6 9 8
RuralBank 8 11 12 8 7 12 9

Cooperative I0 8 I0 12 6 6 9
Privatemoneylender/
trader/miller/inputdealer 6 - - 12 6

I_dlord - - *
Otherha_ks 6 - - 12 12 10
PrLvatesales/lendingcorp. 3 * - 3 3
Others 10 - 18 2& 15

All 9 9 ii I0 l 10 9

_odefinitetermsofpayment.

fn:aveaatur
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set a specific time within which the loan has to be paid.
Loans obtained from private money lenders, CRBs and other

banks of Negros Occidental mature in six months, on the

average.

Comparing the terms and conditions set by thedifferent
credit institutions, the coops seem to provide the most

affordable terms for small farmers. It provides the longest

maturity period coupled with lower interest rates for all

types of loans although the type of loans granted are

limited. Moreso, collateral is not a prerequisite or major
consideration for loan approval.

Mode of Release

More than half of the loans released are in cash form

(57%) but a large proportion (47%) also received their loans
in cash and kind (Table 22). Except for the loans intended

for crop production, loan releases were usually in cash.

Notably, a greater pecentage of loans obtained from RBs

(92%) and CRBs (68%) were released in cash while most (76%)
of the loans obtained from the coops were released in both

cash and kind.

There appears to be a correlation between loan
diversion and mode of release. The incidence of diversion

of crop production loans obtained from CRBs and RBs is

reportedly high compared to the coops. Loans borrowed by the

'coop respondents were actually used for the intended

purpose. Loan diversion could easily, be done if the loans

were in. cash since the debtor could easily use it to buy
things other than what it was intended for. On the other

hand, if loans were in kind, i.e. fertilizer, the debtor

will have to go through the trouble of selling the

fertilizers before the loan can be used for other purpose.

Apparently, financial sources could look at the possibility

of adopting the _mechanism of releasing loans in kind to

prevent loan polevaulting.

Perceived Effects on Productivity and Income/Welfare

Effectiveness of the different credit institutions can

be viewed in terms of the impact of loans availed by the

rural farmers on their productivity and income. During the

survey, respondents were asked about their perceptions on

the effect of their loans on their productivity and

income/welfare.

About four- fifths (80%) of all borrower-respondents

perceived that the loans they got helped increase their
productivity (Table 23). The percentage of positive
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Table 22. Modeof release of loans to respondents,h¥ sourceof credit andby loan purpose,1992.

SourceofCredit

LoanPurpose/
ModeofRelease CEB 2H COOP Non-LHP All*

Conduit

No. I No. ! No. _ No. _ No.

Cropproduction (_=34) (B:109) (R:191) (N:20) (H:324)
Cash 21 61,76 99 90.83 37 19.37 13 65.00 162 50.00
Kind 1 2.94 2 1.83 1] 1.33 - - 17 5.25
CashandKind 12 35.29 13 11.93 145 75.92 7 35.00 171 52.78

Livestockproduction (N=5) (_:8) (H=36) (_=2) (K=51)
Cash 5 lO0.O0 8 100.00 24 66.67 2 100.00 39 76.47
Kind - - 6 16.67 6 11.76
CashandKind - - - 6 16.67 : 6 11.75

Business/Commercial (X:3} (g=3) (g=2) (H=8)
Cash - 3 I00.00 3 100.00 1 50.00 7 87,50
Kind ..... I 50.00 i 12.50
CashandKind .......

Emergency/medicalneeds (_=i) (_:i)
Cash ..... 1 100.00 I 100.00
Kind ..... " - - -
CashandKind .... _ ....

Housing (_:2) (e:2)
Cash - - - 2 100.00 2 I00.00

Kind .... .... -
CashandKind -

Houserepair/maintenance {N:3) (N:3)
Cash - - - 3 I00.00 3 100.00
Kind .......
CashandKind ........
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Others (N:I)
Cash 2 100.00 I 100.00 - - i 100.Q0 _ 100.00
Kind .....
CashandZiu4 ..... "

All Loans_ [_:41) (_:121) (R:Z_g) (N:29) (_:370)
Cash 28 68.29 111 91.74 57 26.03 21 72.41 211 57.03
Kind i 2,¢4 2 1.65 18 8.22 1 3.&5 23 6.22
CashandZind 12 29.27 3 2,48 IH 65.75 7 2i.li 171 ¢7.03

Totaldoesnottallybecauserespondentsmathavemorethanonesourceofcredit.
t,TotaldoesnottallybecauserespondentsmayhavemorethanoneLoanvithdifferent
loanpurposes.

fn:moreleas
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Table23. Humberof respondentswhoseproductivity increased dueto the loan,
by provinceand by source of credit, 1992.

Increase Did Hot Increase All

Province/
Sourceof Credit

No. i No. t Ho.

_egros Occidental
CRB 9 90.00 1 10.00 10 100.00
EB 17 85.00 3 15.00 20 100.00
COOP 64 80.00 16 20,00 80 i00,00
All 90 81.82 20 I8.18 IL0 I00.00

Bohol
C_B 7 70.00 3 30,00 I0 I00,00
RB 10 50.00 I0 50.00 20 i00,00
COOP 28 93.33 2 6,67 30 I00.00
All 45 75,00 15 25,00 60 I00,00

Cebu
CRn - - -
RB 15 75.00 5 2_.00 20 i00,00
COOP 18 90.00 2 10.00 20 i00.00
All 33 82,50 7 17,50 40 100,00

XegrosOriental
CRB - - -
EB 19 95,00 i 5,00 20 100,00
COOP 14 70.00 6 30.00 20 i00.00
AIL 33 82.50 7 17._ 40 100.00

lloilo
CRB 9 90,00 I i0,00 I0 I00.00
RB 18 90,00 2 I0.00 20 I00.00
COOP 35 87.50 , 5 i2,50 40 100.00
AIL 62 88,57 8 IL,43 70 L00.00

Aklan
CRB 6 60.00 4 40.00 iO I00.00
IS 9 45.00 11 55.00 I0 I00,00
COOP 19 95.00 I 5.00 20 i00.00
All 34 68.00 16 3?,00 50 10O.00

All Provinces
CHB 31 77.50 9 22,50 (0 100.00
RB 88 73.33 32 26.67 120 100.00
CO0P 178 84.76 32 15.2! 210 i00,00
All 297 80,27 73 19.73 370 I00,00

fn:prodincr
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response among the credit sources ranged from 73 percent

(RBs) to 85 percent (coops). Of all the provinces covered,
it was only in Aklan where the proportion of borrowers who

said their productivity increased is relatively low (68%).
The highest percentage (89%) was cited by respondents from
Iloilo.

Majority (64%) of those who perceive that their

productivity rose mentioned that the loans they got
augmented their ability to procure inputs (64%) while others

(34%) cited that they were also able to hire additional

labor hence farm productivity improved (Table 24). Appendix

Table 7 shows the responses across provinces. These figures
further confirm the observation that releases of loans

_. through cash and kind help the farmer allocate his

resources. Farm inputs constitute the amount released in

kind while the portion released in cash is intended for farm
related expenses like payment for hired labor.

Majority of the respondents (82%) perceive that the

loan contributed to the improvement of their income/welfare

(Table 25). The perception is almost the same regardless of

source of credit. The proportion of respondents in each

province who said that the loans added to their

welfare/income did not fall below 80 percent except in Bohol

(67%). The highest percentage (94%) was reported by Aklan
respondents (Appendix Table 8).

With the increase in productiDn that the farmers

realized as a result of the loans that they got, the 82
percent of respondents said their welfare/income level

increased and they were able to buy Zheir household needs

(Appendix Table 9). Others mentioned that they were able

to put up small businesses (7%] that provides them
additional source of income.

Other respondents averred that their productivity did

not change despite the loan that they got. The major reason

cited by many (31%) of these respondents is the negative

effect of the long dry season on their crops (Appendix Table
I0). Others (16%) mentioned that they used their loans for

house repair and not for productive purposes hence, it did
not have any effect on productivity and income/welfare.
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Table24.Reasonswhyrespondents'productivityincreased,bysourceofcreditandbyprovince,1992.

SourceofCredit

Frequency
CRB RB COOP All

Ro, l No. _ Ho. l Ro. l

(N:31) (N=i e) (e:287)
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs 15 48.39 53 60.23 115 64.61 183 63.7@
Increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor 5 5.68 5 2.81 i0 3.48
Increasedabilityto procureinputs/
increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor 15 48.39 2B 3_.82 57 32.02 100 34.84

PurchaseequipmentEorfamilybusiness i H,23 - 1 0.35
Noresponse - 2 I 3

fn:reaspro2
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Table 25. Number of respondents whose welfare/income increased due to the loan,
by province and by source of credit, 1992.

Increased Did Not Increase All
Source of Credit

No. % No. % No. %

CRB 31 77.50 9 22.50 40 i00.00

RB 98 81.67 22 18.33 120 I00.00

COOP 174 82.86 36 17.14 210 i00.00

All 303 81.89 67 18.11 370 i00.00

fn:welfinc2_"
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Viability

Viability, which refers to a credit institution's

capability to succeed or become profitable, develop and
function adequately at a given period of time, is another

aspect that was looked into. The viability of a credit
mechanism was assessed in terms of the following variables:

(I) repayment rate; (2) collection mechanism; (3) trend in
number of borrowers; (4) administration/lending cost

incurred; (5) net income of conduits and their farmer-

borrowers; (6) capital build-up; and (7) monitoring system.

Collection Mechanisms

The credit institutions adopted various loan collection

schemes. The largest proportion (68%) usually wait for

borrowers to voluntarily pay their loans/amortizations

although a considerable number of CIs send a written notice
(30%) or representatives (24%) to borrowers to remind them

that their payment is due, then wait for the borrowers to

personally come to their office to pay their loans (Table
26). Sending of representatives/personnel to personally
remind borrowers is a strategy that is more commonly adopted

by the RBs than by the coops. CRBS do not practice this.
In some instances, the coops and CRBs send a collector to

personally collect the amount due.

From the borrowers' end, three common ways of repaying

loans were cited. These are: (I) they were sent notice of

payment due after which they went to the coop/bank to pay

(42%); (2) they voluntarily pay their dues even without
notice from the coop/bank (34%); or (3) they paid their

loans after an official/representative from the bank/c0o p
came to remind them of their obligations (19%) (Table 27).

Some coop and RB borrowers pay their loans through the

quedan while a few of the remaining individual borrowers pay
directly to the LBP.

About one-half of the borrower-respondents (45%)

reported that loans are collected from them every harvest;

others (25%) pay every six months; while some (22%) pay

yearly (Table 28). Most of the coop borrowers pay their
loans after harvest, while CRB and RB borrowers commonly

pay every year (32% and 37%, respectively). Appendix Table
ii show the frequency of loan repayment across province..

Around 95 percent of the borrower-respondents also

mentioned that they paid their loans in cash while an almost

equal proportion paid either in kind or in cash/kind (5% and

4%, respectively) (Table 29). All of the CRB and almost
all RB borrowers paid cash. This is understandable
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Table28. Proceduresof loancollection bycredit £nstitutions,1992.

Credit Institution

Procedures
CHB RB COOP All

_o. _ lo. _ Bo. _ No. I
{n=4) (n=37)

Throughquedan - - - 6 28.57 6 16.22
Horrowerpayspersonallyat
Coop/hank 4 I00,00 7 58.33 It 66,67 !_= 67.57
Bank/cooprepresentative
goestoborrovertore_ind
payientsthenborrovergoes
tocoop/banktopay 5 _;_7 4 19.05 9 24.32
Lettersentbeforematurity .,-
then thecollectorgoesto
borroveronmaturitydate I 25.00 4 33.33 6 28.57 tl 29.72
Collector_s toborroweron
datesof_aturity - 2 IG.67 - - 2 5.41
LBPpersonnelremindspayment
duringgeneralassembly - - 1 4.76 1 2.70

t Total_orethan1009dueto_ultipleresponse.

fn:procoll
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Table27.Proceduresofloanrepapentbyborrower-respondents,bysourceofcredit, all provinces,1992.

Sourceof Credit

Procedures CP_ HB COOP Ell

No. i Io. _ lo. I _o.
(_:_0) (H:I20) (_:_i0) (_:370)

Ea_/coopsendsletter then 26 65.00 64 53,33 66 31.42 156 42.16
borrowerpayspersonally

Coop/ba_vails for theborroverto 7 17.50 28 23.33 09 42.38 124 33.5!
paypersonallyw/osendingletter

Institutionnanager/officialgoesto the 8 20.00 26 21,66 35 16.66 69 18.6_
borrower'shousepersonally

PaydirectlyorpersonallytoL_P - - - 5 2,38 5 1.35
Th/oughqueda_ - - 8 6.67 25 Ii.90 33 8,92
L_nd_ collectorgoesto lendershouse - - - 2 0.95 2 0.54
ThroughBrgy.Chairman _ - - ! 0.48 i 0.27
Throughcoop - - I 0.48 I 0,27
Coopme_oers/officialsholda _se_bly

beforeaat_ity - - ! 0.48 1 0.27

fn:procosoc
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Table28.Frequencyofloancollectionfromborrower-respondentsbysourceu£credit,
all province, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Frequency
C_H _H COOP All

........................................ v-_

No. t No. t Mo. _ No. t
(H=40} (K=120) (_=ZIO) (B=370)

Every 6 months 8 20,00 35 29.17 51 24.29 94 25.41
Everyafter harvest ii 27.50 29 24.17 128 60.95 168 45.41
Every year 13 32.50 44 36.67 26 12.38 83 22.43
Everymonth 6 15.00 7 5,83 3 1.43 16 4.32
Everyquarter 2 5.00 i 0,83 2 0,95 5 1,35
Otherst - 2 1,67 - 2 0.54

Includesevery eightandnine=onths
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Yabie29.Modeof collectionofloansfrol borower-respondents,byso_ceof creditandbyloanpurpose,
allprovinces,1992.

Sourceof Credit

LoanPurpose/
ModeofRelease C_B RB COOP Ron-LBP All*

ConduiL

Mo. I Ro. i _o. _ No. _ _o.

Cropproduction (N--34) (R=I09) (R:191) (R-20) (N:324)
Cash 34 100.00 108 99.08 172 90,05 11 55.00 301 93.83
Kind - - 14 ).33 6 30.00 19 5.BH
CashandKind - - 1 0.92 9 4.71 2 lO.O0 12 3,70

_,ivestockproduction (N:5) (R_) (N--36) (_:2) (H--51)
Cash :. 5 I00.00 8 100.00 36 100.00 2 100.00 51 100.00
Kind ......
CashandKind .... - -

Busiress/couercial (N:3) (I_--3) (N--2) (H--B)
Cash - - 3 _.00.00 3 100.00 2 100.00 8 I00.00
Kind ......
CashandKind .....

_ergencII/_dicalneeds : (M:l) (R:I)
Cash - - - I I00,00 I 100.00
Kind .....
CashandKind .....

P.ducationalneeds (R=2) (H--2)
Cash - - 2 100.00 2 100.00
Kind ......
CashandKind .....

Houserepair/ra_.ntenance {!_:3) (N:3)
Cash - - 3 lO0.O0 3 100.00
Kind .....
CashandKind .....
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o_ers (_:2) (_=i) (H:I) (s=_)
Cash 2 i00.00 1 100,00 - I 100.00 4 100.00
Kind .....
CashandKind ......

Allbans- (a=41) (e=lZl) (a:219) (e=29) (a:37o)
Cash 41 100.00 120 99.17 200 91.32 20 68.97 350 94.59
Kind 14 6.39 6 20.69 19 5.14
CashandKind 1 0,83 9 4.11 3 10.34 13 3.51

* Totaldoesnottally becauserespondentsLayhavesorethanonesourceof credit.
" btaldoesnottallybecauselespoudentseayhave=orethanoneloanwithdifferent
loanpurpose.

fn:mo_Icoll
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considering the fact that the banks do not have mechanisms

to handle payment in kind. Among the credit sources, the

borrowers from other sources of credit recorded the highest
percentage which paid loans in kind (21%) and in cash and

kind (10%). This could be due to existing marketing
arrangements that borrowers and informal creditors enter

into to ensure repayment, market for the goods produced and

assured supply of palay for the traders to sell. Payment in
kind was reported only for crop production loans.

Majority of financial institutions (86%) reportedly
encountered problems in collecting loan repayments from
their borrowers. Among the problems cited, foremost is non-

repayment due to low production (72%) (Table 30). This

problem was encountered by majority of the CIs. In

contrast, almost all the borrower-respondents (98%) claim
they had no problems regarding the loan collection scheme of

their creditor institutions (Table 31). The problems cited

by coop borrowers are in relation to the group liability
principle. There are some members of the group who are
unable to raise the necessary funds to meet their

obligations while others do not remit their payment on time

such that their payments are not credited by the coop/LBP.
Bank borrowers on the other hand, said that the

inaccessibility of banks constrain them from remitting their
payments on time.

Repayment Rate

The average repayment rate of the respondents was about
37% (Table 32). The low repayment rate is due to the fact

that as of interview date, most of the loans have not

matured. The borrowers from non-LBP conduits (particularly

GSIS, Pag-ibig and informal lenders/traders/millers),

recorded the highest repayment rate of 56 percent. Among

the LBP conduits, the Coops have the highest repayment

rates, while CRB debtors posted the lowest, at 26 percent.

Across loantypes, the highest (58%) repayment rate reported

are those house repair/maintenance while the lowest (8%) is
that of emergency and medical loans. The repayment rate is
high for house repair/maintenance loans because these loans

were borrowed from sources such as GSIS and Pag-ibig where
payment is done through monthly salary deduction.

Meanwhile, coop borrowers aho loaned for commercial/business

purposes recorded thehighest repayment rate. The repayment
rate for livestock production (47%) is higher than that of
crop production (37%).

The efficiency of non-LBP conduits (mostly traders), in

collecting loan repayments is further reflected in the high

repayment rates reported by borrowers in Negros Occidental,

Aklan and Bohol (Appendix Tables 12 to 14). In fact, in

Bohol, repayment rate to non-LBP conduits is 100 percent
although coop borrowers who availed of loans for livestock
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Table30.Problemsencounteredincollectingloansfromborzowersby czeditinstitution,1992.

Credit Institution

Problems
CRB RB COOP All

No. _ _o. l No. _ Ho. l *

(n=i) (n=ll) {n=17) (n=32)

Onlytheinterestispaid l 9.09 : l 3.13

Horrowerstaketheirloanforgranted 1 25.00 - 2 ii.76 3 9.3B

Diversionof loan - - - I 5.Be i 3.13

_on-repaymentduetolowproduction 3 ?5.00 7 63,61 13 76,4? 23 71.88

Nopermanentofficetoholdtransaction - - 2 II.?6 2 6.25

Productsoldtoanotherlarketinspire
ofmarkettie-upagreement - - i 5.88 1 3.13

FailureofPClCtopayborrowersclair - - - 2 11.76 2 6.25

Horrowersdied I 9.09 - - 1 H.13

Borrowertransferredtoanotherplace 2 iB.I8 - 2 6.25

Total i 100.00 11 91.HP 21100.00 36 97.20

• Totalmorethan1009duetomultiphresponse.

fn:proencou
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Table31.Problemsencounteredbyborrower-respondentsretheircreditors'collectionscheme,
allprovinces,1992.

SourceofCredit

)roblels CRB NB COOP All

Ro. l Bo. i No. i No.
(N=40) [N=I20) (N=210) (N=370)

Kone 38 95,00 116 96.67 208 99.05 362 97.84
Cannoteasilyremitpayientsinceother
lembersolthegrouphaveno_oney i 1.50 i 0.(8 I 0.5¢

SomepaymentwasnotremittedtoLB) I 0.48 l 0.21
b)thecreditsource -

Transportationgoingtothebank I 0.83 - - i 0.21
Noresponse i 2.50 ( 3.33 - = 5 1.15

fn:proschea
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Table 32. Average repayment rate of borrower-respondents by source of
credit and by type of loan, all provinces, 1992.

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production 31 35 38 62 37
Livestock production 18 26 55 69 47
Co_rcial/business - 42 79 27 42

Emergency/medical - - - 8 8
Educational needs - - - 0 0
House repai_/maintenance - - - 58 58
Others 20 21 - - 20

All 26 36 41 56 37

fn:averate
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production also posted a very high repayment rate of 99

percent. In Iloilo, CRB borrowers recorded the highest

repayment rate (83%) although mortgagors from non-LBP
conduits who borrowed for livestock and crop production

reported repayment rates of 100 percent and 73 percent,

respectively (Annex Table 15). In Cebu and Negros Oriental,
where no respondent sought financial assistance from non-LBP

conduits, the highest repayment rates were paid by the coop

(75%) and BB (27%) borrowers, respectively (Annex Tables 16
and 17). High repayment rates to the non-LBP conduits can

be attributed to the tie-up mechanism that they employed

to ensure efficient loan collection. For instance, traders

and input dealers use marketing tie-up strategies, GSIS and

Pag-ibig have the salary deduction scheme and the landlords

normally deduct their tenant's loan from their share of the

produce.

More than three-fourths (76%) of the borrowers claim

that they are always able to pay their loans (Table 33).

The highest proportion (38%) of borrowers who said they are
not always able to repay their loans on time are the CRB

borrowers while the lowest (17%) are the RB borrowers. The

percentage of borrowers in each province who say that they
are always able to pay their loans ranged from 67 percent

(Bohol and Negros Occidental) to I00 percent (Cebu)

(Appendix Table 18).

The borrowers' inability to repay their loans was

attributed to a number of factors, foremost of which is the

occurence of calamities that adversely affected their

harvest (Table 34). This reflects the uncertainties and

risks involved in agri-lending which is the primary reason

why a large number of banks particularly the commercial
banks focus on other types of loans." Another reason why

some of the borrower-respondents were not able to pay was

that loan funds were used for other purposes.

Unfortunately, data gathered from the institutions are

not sufficient to compute for the repayment rates since data
on loan collection include repayments on matured and

unmatured loans. Nevertheless, the amount of loan

collection across credit sources were captured.

Table 35 shows that the average amount of loans

collected decreased continuously from 1989 (B7.1 M) to 1992

(F5.4 M). This, however, is not a reflection that repayment
rates are dropping since basically loans granted during the

said period decreased. Repayment for crop, livestock and

post-harvest facilities constituted the biggest portion from
1989 to 1992 primarily because this loan type also got the

largest share of loan grants. Across credit institutions,
RBs reported the highest loan collection in 1989 and 1990

and CRBs, in 1991 and 1992. Note that the percent share of

repayment for commercial loans of CRBs has increased

tremendously from 2% in 1989 to 24% in 1992. Likewise,
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fable 33. Number of borrower-respondents who are always able to pay their loan,
by province and by source of credit, 1992.

Always Not Always All
Source of Credit

No. % No. % No. %

CRB 25 62.50 15 37.50 40 i00.00

RB i00 83.33 20 16.67 120 i00.00

COOP 156 74.29 54 25.71 210 i00.00

All 281 75.95 89 24.05 370 i00.00

fn:ablepay2
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Table34. Reasonsfor non-repayaentby sourceof credit, all provinces, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Reason_ CRB RB . COOP All

_o. _ _o. l Xo. _ _o. I

(_=15) (N=20) (K=54) IN,89)

Badharvest/lowproduction due to 2 13.33 4 20.00 7 12.96 13 14.61
calaeiLies/pestsanddiseases 10 66.67 15 75.00 39 72.22 6_ 71.91

Mona?las usedfor otherpurpose 3 20.00 4 20.00 8 1_.81 15 16.85
Lowzarketprice o[ crop - 1 5.00 4 7.41 5 5,62
Nozoneyto pay/incoaedeficiency 2 13.33 3 15.00 I 1.85 6 6.74
Thebalancewasrestructured - - - 3 5.55 3 3.37
Highfarmezpenses - - - 3 5.56 3 3.37
Delayedharvesttime - - - 2 3.70 2 2.25
PCICfailedtopaythesugarplanters - - - 2 3.70 2 2.25
PaymentswerenotremittedtoLBP - - - 1 i.a5 I 1.12
Noresponse 2 13.33 2 10.00 3 5.56 7 7.87

fn:nonrepay
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Table35. kmountof loanscollected, bytypeof loanandbyyeaz.

YEAR

CreditInstitutions/ 1989 1990 1991 1992
tlW of loan

_unt | Aeount _ L_o_t | Liouet i
(P) {P) (P) {P)

CooperativeE_al Bank

Agricultural 6,006,781 73.54 6,549,039 57.30 6,613,529 44,70 9,018,726 66.91
¢ouercial 122,819 1.50 2,221,428 19.43 1,938,701 13.10 3,218,486 23.88
Industrial 28,314 0.35 42,371 0.37 41,074 0.28 7,106 0.05
Housing - - 47,808 0.42 3,469,775 23.{5 68,067 0.50
Coes_ptioa 13,000 0.26 7,000 0.06 13,000 0.09 39,333 0.29
Salary 1,996,861 24.45 2,562,546 22.i2 2,720,5?518.39 1,127,091 8.36

Total 8,167,774100.00 11,430,192100.00 14,796,65:_100.00 13,478,809100.00

Rural8a_ "

Agzicultural 5,987,119 60.95 7,795,300 63.58 6,462,70760.45 4,6_,709 62.06
Couercial 2,840,724 18.74 2,943,441 24.01 2,898,163 27.11 1,376,392 18.40
Indutrial 1,025,511 i0.44 811,410 6.62 246,218 2.30 184,986 2.47
_usin_ 260,523 2.65 - 332,925 3.11 636,73i 8.51
Constmption ......
Salary 708,327 7.21 710,640 5.80 751,605 7.03 639,714 8.55

Total 9,822,203100.00 12,260,791100.00 10,691,618100.00 7,479,532100.00

CooperatiYa

Agricultural '.
' Cropproduction 76,647 100.00 386,570 91.40 572,1i7 92.81 868,950 78.38

Livestockproduction - 21,000 3.41 236,00021.29
_st-harvestfacilities .... 14,531 2.36 3,738 0.34
Couercial - - 36,364 8.60 8,824 1.43
Industrial .....
Housing .... -
Couu_tion .......
Sala_ .......

_otal 76,647 100.00 422,934100.00 610,502I00.00 1,108,687100.00
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All

Agzicultuzal 4,513,187 63.79 4,336,057 62.67 3,271,345 57.43 3,632,65667.25
Couercial 1,058,436 14.96 1,548,805 22.38 1,189,885 20.89 1,001,95418.55
In4usLrial 582,159 8.23 331,343 4.79 84,725 1.49 76,645 1.42
8ousi.n] 146,544 2.07 7,649 0.11 555,108 9.75. 269,763 4.99
Consunption 2,128 0.03 1,120 0.02 1,677 0.03 5,364 0.i0
Salary 772,845 10.92 694,262 10.03 593,495 10.42 415,395 7.69

Total 7,075,609100.00 6,919,238100.00 5,696,236100.00 5,]01,777100.00

fn:_Llo_ep
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share of repayment for commercial loans of RBs has also gone

up from 1989 (19%) to 1990 (24%) and 1992 (27%) although in
1992, it dropped to 18 percent. Meanwhile, the amount of

loan repayment for coops rose from _76,647 to _i,108,687

primarily because loans granted by coops also grew.

Maintaining a high repayment rate is criticai to the

viability of a financial institutions since it is through

high repayment rate that the roll-over of funds is assured.
However, achieving high repayment rates is heavily dependent

on an efficient and aggressive collection scheme.

Apparently, it is not enough that the banks/coops adopt the
"wait and see" attitude in loan collection. In fact, to

ensure high repayment rates private traders/lenders make

sure that during harvest time, they are present so that

they can get the payments right away.

Another mechanism that credit intermediaries could look

into is the mode of loan repayment. Note that those who

obtained crop production loans from non-LBP conduits and who

paid their loans in kind or in cash/kind reported the

highest repayment rates. Among the LBP conduits, the coops

recorded the highest repayment rates and they also reported

the highest payments in kind or cash and kind. On the other

hand, CRB borrowers who generally pay in cash had the lowest

repayment rates. If payments are made in cash, there are

possibilities for the cash to be used for other purposes

especially if the payment cannot be made immediately and

considering the low level of income and savings of the

farmers. Moreover, it will take sometime before the produce

is, sold and encashed so, oftentimes, cash payments are not
delivered to the lender right away.

Another scheme that could be considered is marketing

tie-ups. When the CRB was conceived, a market-tie-up scheme

with the Area Marketing Cooperative (AMCs) was supposed to

be employed. However, due to several factors, foremost of

which is mismanagement, majority of the AMCs stopped their

Operations. Hence, if a marketing tie-upwill be undertaken,
it is imperative to ensure that the capacity of the

institutions/organizations involved to deliver the necessary

tie-up services can be maintained.

Financial Status of Conduits and Farmer-borrowers

Credit conduits. Based on their latest financial

records, the 37 credit institutions netted an average income

of _162,842 (Table 36). Across financial intermediaries,

CRBs derived the highest average net income (P481,444)
although the RBs generated higher gross revenues. On the

other hand, coops incurred an average net loss of _3,887.

CRBs and RBs have higher average gross revenues and expenses

because their volume of lending transactions are much bigger
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Table38. Financialstatusofthecreditinstitutions(inpesos)_.

CreditInstitutions

lien CZB _ COOP All

IncoaeStatement

Averagerevenue 3,106,000 3,313,903 198,246 1,520,643
Averageexpenses 2,624,555 2,977,729 20Z,133 1,357,802

Averagelendingcost 952,590 1,431,729 55,531 599,818
Percenttoave.expenses 36.30 ]8.18 27.47 41.18

Administrativecost 389,066 786,612 12,469 304,265
Percentto lendingcost 40.8t 5t.8_ 22.i5 50.73
Costoffunds 93,348 82,403 9(4 37,353
PercenLto lendingcost 9.80 5.74 1.70 6.23

Averagenet income 481,444 336,17i (3,88?) 162,842

Balance Sheet

Averaqeassets. 19,938,632 18,029,540 988,294 8,930,675
Averageliabilities L3,974,8i0 li,182,861 887,228 6,864,769
Averageowner'sequity 5,963,793 3,846,67_ 101,066 2,065,906

Periodcovered varied _rom1991to1992.

_n:[insLat
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than those of coops. The CRBs normally cover one province;
the RBs service at least one town; while the coops normally

cover only one barangay/barrio.

The viability of the CIs could be assessed more thor-

oughly through the trends in their income at least-for the
last 3 years. However, due to the lack of trends on the

part of the coops and the hesitants of most CRBs/ARBs to

provide the necessary financial statements, this could not
be done. The average assets and liabilities of the CRBs are

much higher than the RBs and the coops.

In terms of average owner's equity, the CRBs reported

the highest (_5,963,793) while the coops reported the lowest

figure (_I01,066).

More than half (57%) of the RBs reported net incomes

above PS0,000 (Table 37). Moreover, not a single RB
incurred losses. In contrast, all the coops with financial

statements reported net incomes of _50,000 or less with two

incurring net losses. Meanwhile, the CRBs showed extreme
trends in terms of net incomes. While one CRB netted more

than one million pesos, another incurred net losses.

The lending cost constitute a large portion (44%) of

the average costs of the CIs (Table 36). Almost half (48%)

of the expenditures of the RBs were for its lending

activitieS. In contrast, lending cost of the coops is only

27 percent of its average outlays. More than half (54%) of
the lending cost of the RBs were for administrative outlays

while the coops' administration expenses constitute less

than one -fourth of the total lending cost. This is because

coops usually have very few personnel. Furthermore, the
cost of funds incurred by the coops is also the smallest

probably because the amount of financial assistance they
receive is less than the other credit sources and they are

charged much lower interest rates compared to CRBs and RBs.

Income of farmer-borrowers. The respondents reportedly

earned an average annual income of ¥51,390 in 1992 (Table

38). Among the three sources of credit, the RB borrowers

had the highest average income (¥65,082) while the coop
borrowers earned the lowest income (P43,866).

Across provinces, respondents from Cebu received the

highest average annual income (_91,501) while those from
Bohol had the lowest at P30,530.

Table 39 shows that about 50 percent of the respondents

fall below the poverty line of B32,500 per annum or

_2,709/month (1992 NEDA Statistical Yearbook). The

proportion of borrowers falling below this income level is

highest among coop respondents (52%) and lowest (40%) among

CRB borrowers. On the other hand, the proportion of

borrowers who received incomes of more than PI00,000 is
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Table37. Incoaedistributionof creditinstitutions.*

Credit Institutions

IncomeClass CRB RB -Coop All
(Pesos)

_o. t Ho. t _o. _ Ko.
in:4) (_:t2) (_:21) (N:37)

<0 1 25.00 - 2 9.52 3 8.11

O-SO,O00 1 25.00 2 16.67 11 52.38 1] 37.84

50,001-10Q,000 1 8.33 2 9.52 3 8.11

100,001-500,000 - 4 33.33 - - 4 10.81

500;001-1,000,000 1 25.00 2 16,67 - 3 8.ii

>lg 1 25.00 - - - - 1 2.70

FSnotayailable - - 3 25.00 6 28.57 9 2{.32

All 4 I00.00 12 100.00 21 100.00 37 i00.00

datesof financial statementranqedfro= 1991to 1992.

fn:incodist
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Table38. Averageannualincomeof borrower-respondentsby source of creditand by province, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Province
CRB R@ COOP All

Amt. No, A_t. No. Ait, No. let. No.

(Pesos)Reporting(Pesos)Reporting(Pesos)Reporting(Pesos)Reporting

HegrosOccidental 41,282 10 67,491 20 45,173 80 48,877 110

Bohol 36,864 10 24,495 20 32,441 30 30,530 60

Cebu - - 96,396 20 86,806 20 91,501 40

MegzosOriental - 81,220 20 41,979 20 81,599 ]0

Iloilo 58,892 10 78,032 20 38,003 40 51,424. 70

kklan 65,224 I0 44,857 20 26,i50 20 41,848 50

AllProvinces 49,815 40 65,082 120 43,888 210 51,390 370

fn:avelinco
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Table39. Incona distribution of borrower-respondentsby source of credit, by province and
brincomeclass,1992.

@ourc_of Credit

Province/
IncomeClass C_B RB COOP A11

_o. _ Ko. _ _o. _ No. l

gegrosOccidental
32,500andbelow 4 40.00 6 30.00 29 36.25 39 35.45
32,500- 49,999 2 20.00 3 15.00 27 33.75 32 29.09
50,000- 99,999 ( 40.00 7 35.00 I9 23.75 30 27.27
I00,000andabove - 4 20,00 5 6.25 9 8.18
All i0 i00,00 20 100,00 80 100,00 ii0 100.00

Bobol
32,500andbelow 5 50.00 15 75.00 23 76.67 (3 71.67
33,500- (9,999 1 10.00 ¢ 20.00 3 10.00 8 13.33
50,000- 99,999 { {0.00 I 5.00 3 10.00 8 13.33
I00,000andabove - - - I 3.33 I 1.67
All 10 i00,00 20 100.00 30 I00.00 60 I00.00

Cebu
32,500andbelow - 6 30.00 9 (5.00_ 15 31.50
32,500- 19,999 - 3 15.00 3 15.00' 6 15.00
50,000- 99,999 - 5 25.00 4 20.00 9 21.50
i00,000aadabove - 6 30.00 ( 20.00 i0 25.00
All - 20 i00,00t 20 I00.00 ]0 100.00

gegrosOriental
32,500audbelow - II 55.00 11 55.00 22 55.00
32,500- 49,999 - - - 5 25.00 5 I2.50
50,000- 99,999 - 2 10.00 3 15.00 5 12.50
100,000andabove - ? 35.00 1 5.00 8 20.00
All - 20 i00.00 20 i00.00 40 I00.00

11oilo

32,500andbelow 5 50.00 ? 35.00 25 62.50 37 52.86
32,500- 49,999 I I0.00 - - _ i0.00 S ?.t4
50,000- 99,999 3 30.00 8 (0.00 i0 25.00 21 30.00
I00,000andabove I 10.00 5 25.00 i 2.50 7 10.00
All I0 i00.00 20 i00.00 TO I00,00 70 I00.00
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kklan
32,500andbelow 2 20.00 8 40.00 13 65.00- 23 46.00
32,500- 49,999 2 20.00 3 15.00 6 30.00 11 22,00
50,000- 99,999 4 40.00 8 40.00 1 5.00 k13 26.00
100,000andabove 2 20.00 1 5.00 - - 3 6.00
All 10 L00.00 20 100.00 20 100.00 50 100.00

All Provinces
32,500andbelov 16 40.00 53 44.17 110 52.38 179 48.38
32,500- 49,999 6 15.00 13 10.83 48 22.86 67 18.11
50,000- 99,999 15 37.50 31 25.83 40 19.05 86 23.24
100,000andabove 3 7.50 23 19.17 12 5:.71 38 10.27

All 40 100.00 120 100.00 210 100.00 370 i00.00

fn:incosoc
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highest (19%) among RB borrowers. Less than i0 percent of

the CRB and coop borrowers fall within this income class.

Across provinces, the hfghest and lowest incidence of

poverty can be observed in Bohol and Negros Occidental

where 72 and 35 percent of the respondents, respectively
fall below the poverty level. The figures, however, do not

show any conclusive relationship between source of credit

and income level of borrowers. An equal proportion of low

income borrowers from Negros Occidental, Bohol, and Negros

Oriental borrow from the RBs and coops. It is only in

Iloilo and Aklan where a considerable number of poor
borrowers (62% and 65%, respectively) obtained loans from

thecoops.

The trends in incomes could be related to the

respondents' occupation. It can be observed that although

across credit institutions, the bulk of the respondents'

source of primary income are farm related, the proportion of

coop borrowers who derive most of their income from the farm

is higher (83%) than either the RB (66%) or the CRB (72%)

borrowers (Table 40). In contrast, one third (33%) of the

RB loaners derived incomes primarily from non-farm jobs

while only 15% of coop borrowers are dependent on such

source of income. The sources of primary income across

provinces as indicated in Appendix Table 19 while Appendix
Table 20 reflects their primary occupation.

Moreover, about half of the CRB and RB borrowers who

have secondary sources of income considered farming only as
their secondary source (Table 41). These show that most

coop borrowers rely heavily on farming than other sources of

income but as empirical studies have shown incomes derived

from farming is normally lower than other sources of income

especially non-farm sources. Furthermore, Appendix Table 21
indicate that about half of CRB and RB borrowers consider

farm related activities as their secondary sources of
income.

The RB borrowers are the least dependent on farming but

they derived the highest annual net farm income (_32,360)
(Table 42). On the other hand, CRBs borrowers received the

lowest farm income (P20,359 per annum). The highest farm

income (_73,126) was reported by a RB borrower from Negros

Oriental while the lowest (¥8,450) was made by a CRB
borrower from Bohol. Among RB borrowers, those from Bohol

also reported the lowest farm income (PI0,269). This could

be related to the farm area, crops raised and average
production across credit institutions.

RB borrowers cultivate/own the highest average farm

area (2.40 has.) while CRB borrowers, the lowest (1.76 has.)

(Table 43). The borrowers who reported the highest and

lowest farm incomes have farm sizes averaging to 4.51 and

0.74 hectares, respectively. Regardless of source of credit,.
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Table 40. Sourcesof priaar¥ incomeof borrower-respondentsby source of credit, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Source of
Income CR5 R8 COOP All

_o. _ Xo. I io. ! io.

Farm 29 72,50 79 65,83 175 83.33 283 76.49

Off-farm - - 1 0.83 3 1.43 i 1.08

Ron-farm 11 27,50 &O 33.33 32 15.24 83 22,43

All 40 i00.00 120 100.00 210 100.00 370 100,00

fn:priminco
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Table41.Secondaryoccupationo£borrower-respondentsbysourceofcredit,i%92.

Sourceof Credit

SecondaryOccupation CRB RB COOP All

_o. I Jo. _ Jo. _ Io.
{K:26) {_=82) (_:139) (X=247)

Farmer 8 30.77 36 43.90 29 20.86 73 29.55
hsiness_a, i 3.85 6 7.32 4 2.88 Ii 4.45
Hiredfarmlaborer/helper- - 7 8.54 16 11.51 23 9.31
Dressmaker/tailor 1 3.85 2 2.44 2 1.44 5 2.02
Storeowoer 2 7.69 2 2.44 6 4.32: 10 4.05
Laborer - 4 4.88 8 5.76 12 4.86
Carpenter - I 1.22 i0 7.19 11 4.45
Fishing 2 7.69 i 1.22 7 5.04 10 4.05
Pensioner - 2 2.44 5 3,60 7 2.83
Animalraising 5 19.23 4 4.88 19 13.67 28 11.34
Vendor I 3.85 4 4.88 fi 4.32 11 4.45
Orgy.official 1 3.85 1 1.22 ii 7.91 13 5.26
Others* 5 19,23 12 14.63 16 11.51 33 13.36

Total 26 100.00 82 100.00 139 100.00 247 100.00
Percenttototal

borrower-respondents 65.00 68,33 : 66.19 66:76

i IncludesTruck�tricycle�motorcycleoperator,Securityguard,Welder,Teacher,hraer,
Zlectrician, Tubagatherer, Carpenter/Salesrepresentative,aookeeper,Zrainedh/lot,
Coopof[icial/employee,Salvaromaking,Remittancefromabroad,

_n:secoccup
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Fable 42. Average annual net farm income of borrower-respondents
by source of credit and by province, 1992 (in pesos).

Source of Credit

Province CRB RB Coop All

Negros Occidental 22,263 40,380 20,576 24,330
Bohol 8,450 10,269 18,274 13,968
Cebu 13,942 39,736 26,838
Negros Oriental 73,126 31,100 52,112-
Iloilo 12,763 20,056 16,487 16,975
Aklan 37,960 36,388 10,383" 38,305

All 20,359 32,360 21,324 26,421

fn:netinco
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Table 43. Average farm size per respondent, by source of credit
and by province, 1992 (in hectares).

Source of Credit
Province

CRB RB COOP All

Negros Occidental 2.54 2.14 i.92 2.02

Bohol 0.74 i.27 i.71 i.40

Cebu - 2.75 1.27 2.01

Negros Oriental • - 4.51 5.94 5.22

Iloilo i.53 2.43 2.12 2.12

Aklan 2.21 i.27 i.35 i.49

All Provinces I.76 2.40 2.19 2.21

fn:avefasiz
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farmers from Negros Oriental cultivate the largest farms

(5.22 has.) while the Bohol farmers till the smallest (1.4

has.). Farms in Negros Oriental are relatively big because
most of these lands are either sugar-based or coconut-based

plantations.

The farmer-respondents planted different crops, the

most common of which were palay (65%); sugarcane (23%) and

corn (19%) which are all annual crops (Table 44). Some

raised permanent crops such as coconut (9%) but most planted

annuals because they provide immediate returns. Meanwhile,

there were few respondents who planted legumes and bananas
basically for home consumption.

Regardless of crops planted, RB borrower recorded the

highest _verage production per hectare (33,903 kgs.) while

the CRB debtors reported the lowest at 5,054 kgs. per
hectare Table 45).

Across provinces, respondents from Negros Oriental

gained the highest average income (_52,112) probably because

the most common cropplanted in this province is sugarcane
which is a high value. In contrast, Bohol which had the

lowest average net farm income of P13,968 grow rice mostly.

The above discussion supports the premise that RB

borowers are more affluent than the CRB and coop borrowers.

This could be due to the fact that the Rbs put emphasis on
the borrower's capacity to pay and income is one of the

indicators of the capacity to pay. Moreover, the revenues

of the borrower-respondents could also be associated with

the collaterals being usually asked for by the RBs since the

higher the income of the borrowers, the greater is his

capability to buy large assets t_at could serve as

collaterals being asked for. On the other hand, those with

low incomes and cannot afford to buy the collaterals being
asked by institutions such as RBs and CRBs will shift to

other sources such as coops, other farmer organizations and

even informal credit sources like private moneylenders,
traders and input dealers who do not require collaterals.

Capital Structure/Build-up

The authorized capital of credit institutions surveyed

averaged B3.2 million, of which PI.5 million (47%) is

subscribed and PI.6 million (51%) is paid-up (Table 46).

Of the three types of institutions, RBs have the highest
authorized capital (P7.8 million) while the coops have the
lowest (¥0.4 million).

Funds for the institutions were raised through paid-up
capital, membership fees, savings generated and other

sources like annual dues, and general assembly fees (Table
47). In 1992, the average capitalization of the CRBs
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Table 44, Hajor crop_ planted by respondentsby sourceof credit, all provinces1992o

Sourceof Credit

Crops
C_H _H coOP All

No. _ Ro. | llo, _ No. | t
(N--40} (_--120) (_--210) (1=370)

Pala¥ 33 82.50 77 64.17 130 61.90 240 64.85
Corn 6 15.00 28 23.33 38 18.10 72 19.46
Sugarcane 1 2.50 16 13.33 69 32.86 86 23.2&
Coconut 5 12.50 10 8.33 19 9.05 34 9.19
Eootcrops 3 7.50 I 0.83 13 6.19 17 4.59
Legumes I 2.50 9 7.50 4 1.90 iI 3.78
Banana 3 7.50 4 3.33 7 3.33 14 3.78
Others i 2.50 1l 9.17 10 4.76 22 5.95
Noresponse 2 5.00 8 6.67 8 3.81 $8 4.86
Not applicable 2 5.00 - 2 0.95 4 1.08

Totalmorethan100%duetomultipleresponse.

fn:croplant
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Table 45. Average production per hectare, all crops,
by source of credit, all provinces,
1992 (in kgs. ).

Average Production
Source of Credit Per hectare

Cooperative Rural Bank 5,054

Rural Bank 33,903

Cooperative 8,534

All 18,623

fn:aveprod
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Table 46. Capital structure by credit institution, 1992 (in pesos).

Kind of Capital

Credit Institution Authorized Subscribed Paid-up

Cooperative Rural Bank 4,250,000 2,172,200 2,444,076

Rural Bank 7,844,742 3,477,225 4,117,450

Cooperative 423,778 158,654 80,576

All 3,244,223 1,511,007 1,645,346

fn:capstruc
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Table 47. Averageamountof capital by source andby credit institution, 1992.

Credit Institution

Sources CRB RB COOP All

Amount _ Amount t Asou,t | Amount |

(Pesos) (Pesos) (Pesos) [Pesos)

Paid-upcapital 2,441,07633.99 1,117,15071.36 80,576 92.56 1,615,34660.98

Membershipfee 16,250 0.23 - 2,85) 3.2B 105,946 3.93

Savings 1,803,03925.07 1,282,16022.22 1,445 1.66 611,57922.67

Others 2,928,058 40.72 370,205 6.42 2,173 2.50 335,279 12.43

All 7,191,423 100.00 5,769,815100.00 87,051 100.00 2,698,150100.00

fn:caphl4
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reached _7.2 million, the RBs - P5.8 million and the coops -

P87,051. In terms of generating savings and raising funds

from other sources, the CRB ranked first. In 1992, the

average savings generated by the CRBs was PI.8 million

compared to the RBs' ¥1.3 million and the coops' BI,445.
The CRBs were also able to generate substantial amount of

funds from other sources (_2.9 million) while the RBs raised

only about ¥0.4 million and the coops, only B2,173.00. The
weakness of the savings mobilization scheme of the coops is

indicated by the fact that savings comprise only two percent

of the coops total capitalization in contrast to 25 percent

of the CRBs and 22 percent of the RBs. "

The limited amount of capital generated will redound on

the amount of loans that can be loaned out. The bigger the

amount of capital base, the higher is the amount of loans

that can be provided to the borrowers. Hence, the RBs and

CRBs granted the larger amounts of loan than the coops.
Moreover, the size of capital base also has bearing on the
timeliness of loan. BecaUse the institution has the

resources, it can readily release loans upon approval of the

application. This is probably one cause why RBs and CRBs

process loans faster than coops.

In addition, the type of loan offered may also be

influenced to some extent by the availability of funds.

Rural banks and CRBs have greater capital base than coops

hence they can afford to offer diversified loan types within

the bounds of Central Bank restrictions. Much as some coops

would like to offer other loan types, they are inhibited by

the amount of funds available. For instance, acquisition

of farm machinery/equipment is essential to farm production

but not all coops can provide this type of loans and they

have to give priority to production loans.

These findings indicate the capability of the CRBs to

raise funds that may be available for lending and the

relatively weak position of the coops, in general, in terms

of putting up the necessary capital to back-up its

operations. This could be related to the "age" of the
institutions. All the CRBs have been operating for 11-15

years while majority (76%) of the coops have been in

existence for less than 5 years (Table 48). The coops may

have not yet built up their systems of processing loans and

collecting repayments, and their manpower may not yet be as

efficient as the CRBs or the RBs. On the other hand, the

CRBs and RBs may have developed systems and mechanisms to

more efficiently operate and manage their resources based on

their long years of experience in the business.

The fact that the CRBs and RBs have stayed in the
business for more than I0 years is an indication of the

viability of their operations. On the other hand, it may be
too early to say if the coops are viable or not considering

that many of them are in operation for only a few years2
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Table 48. Distribution of CI-respondentsby nuaberof years of operation, 1992

Credit Institution

Ho.ofyears CRB RB COOP All
oloperation ....................................................

Ro. ! No. i )o. l )o. i

(N=4) (_=12) (N:21) (_=37)
Ill .... ) ........ ( ............. I .... _ ............. ( .... I ............. l .... ( .... _ ......

0-5 - - 16 76,19 16 4).2(

6m10 I 8,)] i (.76 2 )'¢i

11-15 4 100.00 ) 16.6) 1 4.76 7 18,91

16-20 - - 1 8.33 - - i 1.70

21 and above - - 4 33.33 - - 4 10.81

BoHesponse - - t 33.33 3 1¢.29 7 18.92

Total 4 i00,00 12 i00,00 21 i00,00 37 I00.00

fn:disoper
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Given time andproper supervision from concerned government
agencies, they may also grow and become as viable as the
other conduits of rural credit.

Trend in Number of Borrowers

The current number of borrowers was discussed on the
section on effectivity. However, the trend in the number of
borrowers across institutions was not captured.
Nevertheless, for the coops and CRBs, one indication that
could be used instead is the increase in the number of
members. For the coops, membership grew from 903 to 3,906
while for CRBs, from 1,735 "to 3,289 coops. If the number of
members have increased, it could be inferred that these
coops and CRBs are able to provide the necessary services to
their members hence other people in the community are
enjoined to become members too.

Monitoring System

The existence of loan diversion implies some lapses in
the CIs' monitoring systems. Apparently, after loan
release, most of the sample institutions do not check
whether loans have been really used for the purpose that it
was intended for. Probably because this entails additional
manpower/administrative cost and because loan repayment is a
more important consideration than utilization of loan for
intended purpose. The attitude could be as long as loans
are paid, loan diversion to other uses is immaterial; hence
monitoring of loan utilization is not qiven much attention.
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Sustainability

The sustainability of the operations of the CIs is

assessed to determine if they have the capability to
continuously serve as a conduit of rural credit for a long

period of time. Sustainability is related to the viability
of a CI because a CI cannot provide continuous service

unless it is viable. The variables critical to

sustainability include: policies re-qualification of

borrowers, default or non-repayment, credit investigation,

savings mobilization, management/staff capability, (HRD,

investment, etc.) and linkages with other FIs, and

development organizations.

Lending Policies/Procedures

Borrower, s qualification. The credit institutions

require different qualifications of their borrowers. Nearly

38 percent consider membership as a prime consideration

while about 34% consider not only plain membership. They

require that their borrowers should also be in good

standing. About 35 percent each look at the applicant's

capacity to pay and possession of collateral (Table 49).
Across credit conduits, the foremost criteria differed.

Rural banks considered more the capacity to pay (75%) and

ownershi p of collateral (58%) while coops give priority to
members (52%) especially to those members of good standing
(38%). The difference in the criteria of these institutions

could be" due to their objectives. Banks operate for profit
while coops were organized to provide service to their

members. Meanwhile, CRBs which is a cross between RB and

coops in terms of organizational set-up and functions, take

into account membership (75%) and the possession of

collateral (50%). One CRB also considers the viability of
the borrower's business since it requires theborrowerto be

in business for at least three years.

Farmer-respondents cited the same reasons why they are

qualified to borrow foremost of which is that they are

Samahang Nayon/coop members (68%) (Table 50). Other

important qualifications include also ownership of
collateral (43%) and applicant must have a good track of
record in terms of loan repayment (38%). These three factors

are also the major qualifications preferred by each credit

source although their ranking vary.

The importance to RBs of collaterals and good track of

record is more evident in the provinces of Negros
Occidental, Cebu, Negros Oriental, Iloilo and Aklan

(Appendix Tables 22 to 26). It is only in Bohol that RBs.

considered SN/coop membership as a primary requirement
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Table49. Lendingpolicies on qualification of borrowersby credit institution, 1992.

Credit Institution

Policy CRB RB COOP kLL

NO, % No. t No, % No, % *
(N=4) {N=12} (N=21} (_=3T}

Capacitytopay/
Withcollateral 3 75,00 7 58.33 7 57.l& 17 45.95

Goodcharacter - 3 25.00 - 3 8.Ii
Paidthesetminimumshares- - - 2 g.52 2 5.41
Actualtiller 1 25.00 2 16.67 4 19,05 7 18,92
Undergoseminaronnature

ofloanappliedfor - - I 4.76 ! 2,70
Memberofgoodstanding 1 25,00 - - 8 38.10 9 24.32
Membership 3 75,00 - - 11 52.38 14 ]7.84
Nooutstandingloan - - - 3 li.2g 3 8.1!
Inbusinessfor ..

threeyears I 25.00 - I 2.70
CLT/EPHolder l 4.76 i 2.70
Residentoftownbarangay - 6 28.57 6 16.22

• Totalmorethan100%due tomultipleresponse.

• fn:lendpol
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Table50. Qualifications of borrowersby source of credit, all provinces, 1992.

Sou_ceof Credit

Oualifications CE_ Ra COOP All

No. t _o. t _o. t _o. t
(1=40) (_=120) {_=210) (_:370)

SamahangNayon/coopmember 32 80.00 46 38.33 175 83.33 253 68.38
W/collateral (i.e., land) 25 62.50 86 71.67 48 Z2.86 159 42.t7
W/goodtrack record/without
outstanding loan 17 42.50 52 43.33 79 37.62 148 40.00

Residentof/knownin the baranga£ 4 10.00 7 5.83 31 14.76 42 11.35
WIshareof stocks in the institution 2 5.00 1 0.83 28 13.33 31 8.38
A£8beneficiary - - - - 27 12.86 27 7.30
Goodcitizen/with good.oral character - 9 7.50 14 6.67 23 6.22
W/rela¢ives/friends vorking in the bank - - 22 18.33 - - 22 5.95
A Earner 1 2.50 3 2.50 18 8.57 22 5.95
Attendedpre-memborsbipseminar 1 2.80 1 0.83 19 9.05 21 5.68
_/regularsourceofincome 4 i0,00 8 6.67 ! 0.48 13 3,51
Hasa positioninthecooplhanE - 11 5.24 11 2.97
Farmlandisreadyforplanting - - 8 3,81 8 2,16
Co-makeris an employeeof the coop - 1 1.10 4 1.08
A depositor - 4 3.33 ( 1.08
ParentsareEural Sankborrovers - 1 0,83 1 0.27

fn:qualifi
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(Appendix Table 27). On the other hand, most coop members
in Negros Occidental, Negros Oriental, Iloilo and Bohol were
granted loans due to their membership. It is only in Aklan
where good track record is essential for coop-members while
in Cebu, SN/coop membership and having a good track record
are almost equally important.

Because the primary objective of coops is to provide
the necessary services to members, even members with no
capacity to repay are granted loans without any type of
security. The laxity in the criteria of most coops in terms
of borrower qualification may prove to be detrimental to its
repayment rate and consequently, to its viability and
sustainability. On the other hand, the main criteria of the
RBs enhanced their financial viability hence among the
three, they reported the highest net incomes. Moreover, at
the borower level, , The RB respondents posted the highest
annual incomes and they also reported more assets than the
CRB and coop borrowers.

Documentation requirements. The financial
institutions require a number of supporting documents from
the borrowers but the major requirements include: (I)
residence certificate; (2) sketch plan/location map of farm
and ID picture; and (3) tax declaration/current land tax
receipt (Tables 51 and 52). About half of the RBs ask for

the borrower's current land tax receipt while 42 percent
asks for copy of the tax declaration. For the coops, more
than half (52%) ask for ID pictures; 48 percent, for sketch
plans/location maps and about 20 percent require CLT/EP,
current land tax receipt and DAR certification re: being
CARP beneficiary.

Most of the borrowers (95%) reportedly did not
encounter any problems in complying with the various

documentary requirements although about two percent reported
that the preparation of these documentary requirements took
some time (Table 53). This problem was cited mostly by the
RB borrowers.

Credit investiqation. Almost all (95%) of the
financial institutions conduct credit investigation (Table
54). Only two CIs, both coops, did not conduct formal
credit investigation but also informally assessed the
qualifications of the borrowers before granting loans.

The common method of credit investigation is by field
visitation and inspection of the borrower's farm/project.
This is done by the majority of the CIs surveyed (Table 55).
About one-fourth (26%) investigate the borrower's
character/credit standing, while some (20%) appraised the
value of the borrowers' collateral as part of the
investigation process.
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Table51.Documentaryrequirementbycreditinstitution,1992.

Credit Institution

Requirement CRB RB COOP ALL

_o. % Ko. | _o, | Ho. % ,

(H:&) (X=I2) (H=21) (N=]7)

Chattel/realestatemortgageI 25,00 4 33,33 I 4.76 6 16.22
Applicationforcrop

insurancewithPCIC - 1 8,33 I 4,76 2 5.41
Sketchplan/locationmap I 25,00 i 33.33 i0 47,62 15 40,5i
Eesidencecertificate 1 25,00 2 16.67 6 lB.51 9 24,32
ID picture - - & 33,33 11 52.38 15 (0.S&
CLT/XP .... 5 23.81 5 13.51
Taxdeclarntion I 25.00 5 41.67 2 9.52 8 21.62
Currentland tax receipt i 25.00 6 50,00 ( 19.05 Ii 29.73
OARcertificationre:

CAHPbeneficiarf - - - i 19.05 i 10.81
COOPmembershipform 1 25.00 - - 2 9,52 3 8,11
Special powerof attorney - 2 16,67 - 2 5.il
Affidavitofadjacentowners - 2 16.67 - 2 5.&I
Statementofco-makers - 2 16.67 I 4.16 3 8.11
Landtitle i 25.00 3 25.00 2 9.52 6 16,22
Incometaxreturn - 3 25.00 - 3 8,11
Farmplan andbudget - 2 9.52 2 5.41
Proofofownership/deed ,.

of sale - 3 25.00 : - 3 8.11
Othersi, 2 i 3"14.29 6 16.H

* Totalmorethani00_duetomultipleresponse.
** Includespension/incomestatement,marketingagreement,OkCertifiCation,
recommendationofcoopleader, disclosure statementanddiscountstatement

fn:docreqci
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Table52. Supportingdocumentaryasked fromborrower-respondentsby source of credit,
all provinces, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Docusentary C_8 EB COOP All
requirements

{M:_O) (H:I20) (K:210) (_:370

Residencecertificate 39 97.50 100 83.33 134 63.81 273 73.78
Sketchplan 26 65.00 77 64.17 166 79.05 251 72.70
IDpicture 30 75.00 47 39.17 112 53.33 189 51.08
Taxdeclaration 5 IZ.50 58 48.33 71 33.81 134 36.22

Coopcertification i0 25.00 20 16.67 99 47.14 129 h.85
Landtitle 8 20.00 35 29.17 62 29.52 105 28.38
Ca-taker 15 37,50 37 30,83 48 22.86 100 27.03
DA/DAEcertification 10 25.00 27 22.50 60 28,57 97 26,22
Geaseholdcontract 10 25.00 27 22.50 42 20.00 79 21.35
Certificateof.landtransfer i0 25,00 7 5.B3 50 23,81 67 18,11

Emancipationpatent i0 25.00 7 5,83 50 23.81 67 18.11
lawclearance 5 12.50 30 25,00 20 9.52 55 16.86
Certificateofbanktechnician 1 2,50 I0 8,33 39 18,57 50 13.51
Tazltrustreceipt 5 !2,50 20 16.67 [5 7.14 40 tO.B1
?inancial statement - - 20 16.67 20 9,52 40 I0.81
Landownercertification - - 20 16.67 19 9.05 39 10,54
Powerofattorney lO 25.00 IS 12,50 i0 4.76 35 9.46
Feasibilitystudy - I0 B,33 20 9.52 30 8.11
Incometaxreturn - 20 16,67 10 4.76 30 8.11
Vicinity plan - 20 16,67 10 4.76 30 8.11
Deedofassignment - : 20 9,52 20 5.41
Police/BrgLclearance 19 9,05 19 5.14
Hudgetplan - - 12 5,7! 12 3.24
Others_ 20 50.00 117 97.50 61 30.(8 20t 51A2

_Includesaffidavit,parcellaryplan,_arketingaqreement,hoardresolution,etc.

fn:docreqre
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Table53. Probleas encounteredby borrower-respondentsin complyingwith the documentaryrequirements
bysourceofcredit,allprovinces,1992.

Sourceof Credit

Problems ORB RB COOP All

_o, l _o, l No. I Mo. 1

(N:40) (_:120) (N=2tO) (_:370)

Bone 38 95.00 108 51.43 204 97.14 350 94.59
Coopofficialsarenotavailable I 2.50 i 0.48 I 0.48 3 O.Sl
Difficultyinpreparinq feasibility
tooktime i 2.50 6 2.S6 1 0.48 8 2.16

Others* - 5 2.3B 3 1.13 8 2.16
Horesponse - 1 0.t8 1 0.27

* Includes;preparationoidocumentarxrequirementsistideconsusing;misentryof information,difficultyin
filling-upapplicationform,findinga co-makerandtakingholdoflandlord'scertification;processingof
taxdeclarationisveryslow;andscreeninqcouitteedoesnotsigntheapplicationfor_righta_ay.

fn:co_ply
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Table 54. Number of institutions conducting credit investigation
by credit institution, 1992.

Conducting Not conducting All

Credit Institution No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural Bank 4 100.00 - - 4 i00.00

Rural Bank 12 100.00 - - 12 I00.00

Cooperative 19 90.48 2 9.52 21 100.00

All 35 94.59 2 5.41 37 100.00

fn:invest
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Table 55. Hethodsof credit investigatio_ hy credit institution, 1992.

. Credit Iustitution

Hethods CRB RB COOP ALL

Ho. _ Ho. I Ho, _ Io, _ *

(X:4) (X:12) (N=21) [_:_7)

Ocularinspection/field visitation 4 lO0.O0 8 66.67 15 78.95 27 77.14

Appraisalof collateraI 2 50,00 4 33,33 I 5.26 7 20.00

Examinationof project proposal - 2 16.67 l 5,26 ] 8,57

Investigationof borrowerscharacter�credit 2 50.00 i 33.33 3 15,79 9 25.71
standing

Investigationofcreditcouittee .... 3 15.79 3 8.57

Personel interviewwithborrowers/referrals1. 25,00 - . -

Totalaorethan100%dueto multiple response.

fn:proced
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Among those conducting credit investigation, (60%)
have a full-time credit investigator (Table 56). Almost all

(92%) of the RBs have full time investigators while less

than half of the coops (42%) and half of the CRBs have. In
some CIs, credit investigation is done by the loan officer
or the credit committee so they have no need for a full-time

credit employee just for credit investigation (Appendix

Table 28).

Different methods were employed to check the background
of the borrowers. For the 307 borrowers who underwent

credit investigation (Appendix Table 29), 79 percent

reported that on-site farm investigation/ocular inspection

of collateral were conducted (Table 57). Others said that

information was drawn from their neighbors (11%) while

previous credit records of around seven percent were
examined.

Sixty-three borrowers were granted loans without credit

investigation. About 80% of five CRB and 37 coop borrowers
and 57% of RB borrowers were able to obtain loans on the

basis of good track record and good character (Appendix
Table 30).

Conducting credit investigation lessens the risk of
loan defaults since the qualification of the borrower and

his capacity to pay is assessed thoroughly. The probability

of recouping the Cis' expenses is improved through high
repayment rates Consequently, continuous turnover and

flow of funds from the lending institution to the borrowers

are assured thus enabling the CI to maintain if not further

improve its financial position and _erve more and more

clientele. However, some credit sources especially coops
have scarce financial resources to hire full-time credit

investigators thereby constraining their ability to screen
borrowers. To be able to better screen borrowers and ensure

high repayment rates, the coops can strengthen its

information and education campaign regarding the

responsibilities of its borrowers and instill social/peer
pressure within the organization.

Loan limit. As pointed out earlier, the CIs set loan

limits. The major factor considered in setting loan limits

is the type of loan although farm size is also essential to

some CIs (Table 58).

Based on the responses of all farmer-borrowers the

average loan ceiling regardless of credit source in all

provinces is P27,766 (Table 59). Across credit sources,

CRBs have the highest average loan ceiling at _54,421 while

cooperatives, the smallest (P14,902). These loan ceilings
could be related to the capital/resources of the three

credit sources since RBs and CRBs usually have higher.
capital base/assets than coops. Hence they have more funds
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Table 56. Number of CI-respondents who have full-time credit investigator,
1992.

Credit With Full-Time W/outFull-Time A1
Institution Investigator Investigator

No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural Bank 2 50.00 2 50.00 4 i00.00

Rural Bank ii 91.67 1 8.33 12 i00.00

Cooperative 8 42.11 Ii 57.89 19 i00.00

All 21 60.00 14 40.00 35 i00.00

fn:numinve
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Table57. Mannerof credit investigation undergoneby borrower-respondentsby source of credit,
all provinces, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Mannerof Credit

Investigation ORB HB COOP All

_o. I No. l Ro. _ Ko.

(_:35) (M:99} (_=173) (K:307}

On-siteinvestigationoffarm/
ocularinspectionofcollateral 31 88.57 81 81.82 132 76.30 244 79.48

Askedinformationfromneiqhhors 2 5.71 ii II.11 20 11.56 33 10.75
Reviewpreviouscredit records i 2.86 6 6.06 14 8.09 21 6,84
Askedother coop_embers/co-far_ers - - - 14 8.09 14 4.56
LBPofficials/credit couitteeassessed

capacity to pay of the borrower - - 9 5.20 9 2.93
Askedinfo.fromboundarylandowner 3 8,57 5 5,05 - 8 2.61

Askedquestionsfromco-maker i 2.86 7 P,07 8 2.61
Inquiref_olotherbanks/lenders 2 5.71 5 2.89 7 2.28
Payshareofcapital I 2.86 2 1.16 3 0.98
AskedRrgy.Capt.abouttheborrower - 2 1,73 2 0.98
Checkedwithlandowner - i 1.01 I 0.58 2 0,65
Askedinfo.fromSamahangNayonmanager I 2,86 I 1,0l 2 0.65
Checkedwithotherbanks - I 1,0I - i 0.33

fn:manner
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Table58,Criteriaonloanlimitbycreditinstitution,1992.

Credit Institution

Policy CKB _B COOP ALL

Collateral offersd 1 25.00 2 16.67 1 4.75 4 10.81

Capacitytopay I 25.00 2 16,67 2 9.51 5 13.51

Characterofborrower - 2 16,67 3 14,29 5 13.51

IIpeofloan 2 50,00 2 16,67 18 85.71 12 5g.(6

Policiessetblthose
in-charge 1 25.00 5 il.67 2 9.52 8 21.62

Viabilityofproject I _5.00 - - l 4.76 2 5.(I

_oresponse - 2 16.67 i 1.76 3 8,11

* TotalmorethanlOOiduetoiuliplerespoese.

[n:criteria
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Table 59. Average loan ceiling by source of credit and by province,
1992 (in pesos).

Source of Credit

Province

CRB RB COOP All

Negros Occidental 6,950 14,211 15,510 14,498

Bohol 23,215 38,450 7,774 18,513

Cebu - 89,500 20,400 51,111

Negros Oriental - 13,125 i0,000 ii,515

Iloilo 20,350 57,158 20,526 30,735

Aklan 161,000 45,368 6,794 56,250

All Provinces 54,421 42,874 14,902 27,766

fn: loanceil
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to relend besides the funds which they source from other

financial institutions such as LBP.

Among the six provinces, the CRBs in Aklan have the°.

highest loan ceiling (¥161,000) while the CRBs In Negros
Occidental (P6,950) and the coops in Aklan (¥6,794) and

Bohol (P7,774) are the lowest. Among the Cls in Bohol,

Cebu, Negros Oriental and Iloilo, the RBs have the highest
loan ceilings. It can be noted that the average loan

ceiling for all CIs is lowest in Negros Occidental (_14,498)

and Negros Oriental (¥11,515). This is quite surprising
considering that major crops in these provinces is

sugarcane, a crop that is capital intensive.

Re!endinq tq delinquent borrowers. The CIs impose

disciplinary action against borrowers who fail to pay their
dues on maturity date without valid reason (Table 60).

Appendix Table 31 indicate the basis of how CIs consider a
borrower delinquent.

l

Imposition of surcharge ranging from two (2) percent to

five (5) percent per month and litigation and foreclosure
are the common actions taken against delinquent borrowers.

Surprisingly, the coops impose a relatively higher surcharge

(1% to 5% per month) than the RBs (2% to 8% per year). The
RBs and CRBs resort to litigation and foreclosure more than

the other measures probably because they require collaterals

more than the coops. In some cases [22%), the CIs took over

the management of the erring borrowers' farm, monetized the

produce and used it to cover the loan. About 33 percent of
the coops and eight percent of the RBs surveyed have taken
this action against loan defaulters.

These disciplinary measures had been verified at the

borrower level. Most of the borrower-respondents mentioned

that their credit sources usually impose fines on erring

borrowers while some, mostly coop borrowers, cited farm

management take-over (Table 61). However, only a few bor-
rowers reported that their credit sources resort to court

litigation and foreclosure. The discrepancy could be due to
the fact that many respondents have not undergone any disci-

plianry measure as evidenced by the 22 percent who said that
although they know that their credit sources impose penal-
ties on delinquent borrowers, they are not aware what these

penalties are.

Further actions are taken by. the CIs against these

borrowers. Majority (70%) of the credit sources surveyed do

not relend to delinquent borrowers (Table 62). This course

of action is taken by almost all [90%) of the coops. On the

other hand, delinquent borrowers from CRBs and RBs are

allowed to borrow again once they have settled their

_bligations, although more stringent terms are imposed

(Appendix Table 32). The borrowers were either charged

higher interest rates or, in case of those who claim crop
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_able60. Disciplinaryaeasuresagainst delia_ent borrowersbr credit institution, 1992.

Credit Institution

DisciplinaryReasures C@8 R8 COOP ALL

Xo. _ No. | Io. _ _o. I
i_=_} {_:12) (S=211 (,:_7)

Inpositioao__ioes 1 25.00 a 66,67 i1 '5_.38 20 54.05

Litigationandforeclosure 2 50.00 8 66.67 6 28,57 16 (3,24

Fateaaeageee_tLakeover - - 1 8,33 7 33.33 8 21,62

Noreloan I ZS,00 1 8.33 i ],76 3 8.11

Balauceeillbededucted

_roRtheteioan ! 25,00 I 8.33 - - 2 5.(I

Suspension i 25.00 1 2.70

Xxclusionf_olbeinl ano[ficer - - i 4,76 I 2.?0

* Totalmorethan100_dueto multipleresponse,

f_:d_delbor
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Table61, Penaltiesimposedfor non-repaymentby sourceof credit, ali provinces,1992.

Sourceof Credit

Penalties CRB RB COOP All

_o. | _o. | 1o. _ _o.
(H=40) (1=120) 41=210) (_=370}

IRpositionof fines 17 42,50 68 56.67 91 42.33 176 47.57

Fareeanage_enttake-over 1 2.50 8 6.67 61 29.05 70 18.92

Litigationandforeclosure I 2,50 4 3.33 11 5.2t 16 4,32

Can'tavail0£anyloanunlesspreviousloanispaid - I 0.83 5 2.38 6 1,62

Thereisapenaltybutrespondentdoesnotknow I0 25.00 30 25.00 41 19.52 al 21,89

fn:pe_onrep
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Table 62. Distribution of Cl-respondents that relend and do not relend
to delinquent borrowers, 1992.

Credit Institution Relend Do not relend All

No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural
Bank 2 50.00 2 50.00 4 I00.00

Rural Bank 7 58.33 5 41.67 12 I00.00

Cooperative 2 i0.53 19 90.48 21 i00.00

All ii 29.73 26 70.27 37 _00.00

fn:distrel
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failure as the cause of non-repayment, asked to present
proof of crop failure (Appendix Table 33).

An average of 64 percent of the loan must be repaid for
the credit sources to allow borrowers with outstanding
balance to borrow again (Table 63). In general, RBs require
their defaulting borrowers to pay at least 82% of t their
obligations while the CRBs and coops require a lower
percentage (53% and 52%,_ respectively) before they can
borrow again. The 80% requirement of RBs is almost the same
in all provinces studied, indicating that the figure may
have been set for all RBs. There is great variation,
however, in the requirements of CRBs and coops. The CRBs'
loan repayment requirements range from 40 percent to 80
percent while that of the coops range from 25 percent in
Iloilo to 65 percent in Negros Occidental. These measures

are taken to minimize the risk of further defaults by
delinquent borrowers.

The policies and procedures discussed influence the
sustainability of a credit institution. If policies
implemented are not workable and many problems arise, the
number of borrowers will drop and repayment rates will

decrease and the financial position of the institution may
be jeopardized thus limiting its reach and compromising its
long-term operations. In general, coops impose more
stringent measures than the CRBs and RBs to ensure repayment
of loans. This could be because coop loans do not require
collaterals that can be foreclosed in case of defaults and
through which the coops' expenses can be recovered.

Savings Mobilization Scheme

Savings is one of the major sources of loanable funds.
To be able to raise funds from people's savings, all CRBs,
about 50 percent of the RBs and only 38 percent of the coops
implement a savings mobilization scheme (Table 64).
Notably, most of the coop (62%) do not have a savings
mobilization scheme. This is attested by the fact that
savings comprise only two percent of the coops' capital
build-up.

Among the 18 credit conduits conducting savings
mobilization schemes, 61 percent hold raffle draws to

attract additional depositors or larger deposits from
present depositors (Table 65). Some (22%) campaigned for
deposits by offering higher interests.

LBP should motivate its conduits to develop fund
generating programs and learn to rely on its own resources
since there is no assurance that LBP will always have funds
to supply the credit market. And even if if does, one cannot"
assume that the funds will always be sufficient to meet the
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Table 63. Average percentage of loan repaid to allow reloan
by source of credit and by province, 1992.

Source of Credit

Province
CRB RB COOP All

Negros Occidental 80 80 65 68
Bohol - - * -
Cebu - 80 - 80
Negros Oriental - 88 58 70
Iloilo 40 73 25 50
Aklan - 88 - 88

All Provinces 53 82 52 64

*Respondent does not know.

fn:pereprel
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Table 64. Distribution of Cl-r espondents with or without savings
mobilization scheme, 1992.

With savings Without savings All
Credit Institution mobilization mobilization

scheme scheme

No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural 4 100.00 - - 4 i00.00
Bank

Rural Bank 6 50.00 6 50.00 12 i00.00

Cooperative 8 38.10 13 61_90 21 i00.O0

Total 18 48.65 19 51.35 37 i00.00

fn:distsavm
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Table_5. Descriptiono[ savings_obilization schemeb_credit institution, 1992

Credit-Institution

Savings CaR RB C00P All
Mobilization ....................................................

Scheme No, t Ro. _ Ro. ! Ro. I *
(_={) (X:6} (K:8) {N:18)

Collects 3_ for every borrowerfor
capitalbuild-up - - - i 12,50 I 5.55

Campaignfor savingsdepositby
offeringhigherinterest 1 25.00 2 33.33 l 12.50 4 22,22

Raffle drawevery year 2 50.00 6 100.00 3 3).50 I1 61.iI

Pledgesfrommembers(PSO,OO) - - - I 12,50 I 5,56

Initialcapitalbuild-upfornew
members(PlO0)andmembership
fee (PI0) - - 1 12,50 I 5.56

Savingsincentiveprogra_for
commercialhorrozer 1 25.00 - i 5.56

Birthdayplan - - - i 12.50 I 5.56

• Totalmorethan100%duetomuRipleresponse,

fn:sawohsc
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ever growing credit demands of farmers especially for
production loans since input prices continue to rise. The

fact that some CI-respondents claim that loans granted by
LBP are not adequate imply that the CIs would have to find
other means of generating funds. Moreover, the credit
institution's capacity to produce its own funds have an

impact on timeliness of loan. If a financial intermediary
is not dependent on external funds for its lending
activities, it will be able to release loans immediately
upon loan aprrovall This could be one explanation why coops
have longer loan processing time. Since their own funds are
limited, they have to rely on external funds to be able to
provide the loans.

Credit institutions consider their savings mobilization
programs as a form of investment wherein they are able to
attract more depositors. The return on investment is
reflected on the increase in the number of

savers/depositors. This indicates an increase in capital
build-up, particularly the savings component. These are
mechanisms that can help credit institutions attain

financial soundness and stability. Moreover, if lending
institutions are already self-sufficient,
inavailability/lack of funds and allocation of capital will
not be a vital problem in the rural credit market. Likewise,
self-sufficiency means credit institutions can maintain the

continuous flow of financial resources in the whole economy
without relying on external sources.

Management/Staff Capability

Profile of inc,_mhent chairman. All the incumbent
chairmen have not handled any other position in their
respective financial institutions before becoming chairmen
of the Board of Directors (Table 66). Both the RB and CRB
chairmen have finished college, having completed at least
15 years of education while the coop's chairmen of the Board
attended school for only an average of 12 years. This
implies that there are coop chairmen of the Board who did
not finish college.

Two of the CRB incumbent chairmen participated in the
Management Training Seminar while the rest participated on
the following trainings: (i) CB Seminar for Board of
Directors; (2) Basic Rural Banking Courses; and (3)
Leadership Training conducted by the CDA. Meanwhile, most
of the RB chairmen/president attended seminars such as (I)
Basic Rural Banking Courses; (2) Management Training; and
(3) CB Seminar for Board of Directors. On the other hand,
COOP chairmen have the most extensive trainings attended

which include: (I) Pre-membership Education Seminar; (Z)
Management Training Seminar; (3) Value Enhancement; and (4)
Rapid Appraisal Management.
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Table 66. Profile of incumbent chairman of the Board of Directors by type
credit institution, 1992.

Credit Institution

CRB RB COOP All
Profile

Average no. of years in position held i 2 1 2
Average no. of years in school 14 15 12 14
Trainings attended

Management Trairdng/Seminar 2 2 8 12
Technology Transfer for Plant and Animals
/Farmers Class - - 3 3

CB Seminar for Board of Director 1 2 - 3
Rural Banking Course 1 7 2 i0
PMES (Pre-membership Education Seminar) - - 16 16
Leadership Training (COA) 1 - 3 4
Executive Banking Course - 1 - 1
Value Enhancement - - 5 5
Rapid Appraisal - - 1 1

fn:chair
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Profile of in_imhent manaqer. On the average, the
number of years that the incumbent managers have been in
position is five (Table 67). Cooperative incumbent

managers have served the shortest number of years (2 years)
and RBs, the longest (8 years). Cooperative rural bank
managers have held their positions for an average of four
years. This indicates that RBs rarely change their managers
probably because most RB managers have run their own banks
efficiently as evidenced by their strong financial position.
Nevertheless, this could be a disadvantage if the incumbent
manager is inactive.

All managers have spent an average number of 13 years
in school. The CRB and RB incumbent manager had an average
of 14 years of schooling while coop managers have 12 years.
This also implies that incumbent managers from CRB and RB
are all college graduate, while those from coop were not
able to finish college. Also, it shows that coops are not
very strict in terms of the educational attainment of their
managers.

Other than being a manager, other positions were held

by the incumbent manager. In CRB, as a Division head, while
in RB as a Cashier. Meanwhile, record shows that Coop
managers have the most varied positions held. Among these
are Account officer, Coop officer, Auditor and Treasurer.

Comparing credit institutions, coops comprise the
highest proportion of incumbent managers with various
trainings attended, the most common of which are: (I) Pre-
membership Training Seminar (PMES); (2) Cooperative
Management/Basic Management; (3)_ Basic and Advance
Bookkeeping.' The CRB, on the other hand, participated
mostly in the Basic Rural Banking Courses, and RB manager,
the Basic Rural Banking Course, Credit Management and
Planning and Budgeting.

It appears that the lack of formal training by coop
managers is somehow compensated by the provision of informal

training. The RB and CRB managers, on the other hand, who
are better educated may alreadyady be prepared to handle the
job and threfore requires little informal training.

For bank personnel, particularly those holding key
positions, college education in the field related to banking
and finance is a necessary requirement. They have to be
professional who have leadership and management capabilities
to make the bank earn profit.

On the other hand, educational qualification does not

seem to be a critical requirement for coop personnel. Coop
managers are oftentimes not professional managers. Some
chairmen/presidents act as the manager at the same time.
Thus some key officials to the coops do not have the
experience and skills to handle effectively the affairs of
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Table 67. Profile of incumbent manager by type of credit institution, 1992.

Credit Institution

Position CRB RB COOP All

Average no. of years in position held 4 8 2 5
Average no. of years in school 14 14 12 13
Other positions held

a) Cashier - 1 - 1
b) Chairman/Chairperson/President 1 - - 1
c) Auditor - - 1 1
d) Treasurer - - I I
e) Account Officer - - 4 4
f ) Division Head 1 - 1 2
g) Cooperative Officer - - 3 3
h) No response - 1 - 1
i) none 2 9 8 19

Trainings attended
Pre-membership Education Semin_ - - 15 15
Strategy and Management - - 1 1
Basic/Advance Bookeeping - - 4 4
Mgmt. of Small & Medium Scale Industries - 1 1 2
Credit Management i 2 - 3
Human Relation - - 3 3
Basic Rural Banking 3 i0 - 13
Coop. Mgmt./Basic Mgmt. 1 - 5 6
Rediscounting Processing 1 - - i
Livestock Dispersal " 1 - - 1
Feasibility Study Preparation & Appraisal - 2 3 5
Planning & Budgetary 1 - 3 4
Supervisory Development - 1 - 1
Credit and Collection - - 1 1

* 13 Cooperatives reporth_g

fn:manage
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the coop. This can be one of the causes of failure of some
farmers' cooperatives.

This is collaborated by the findings that among the
three credit sources, only the coops suffered average net
income losses. As a result they are not able to provide
sustained and long-term services to farmers. A strong

managerial foundation is necessary to be able to efficiently
run an organization, much less handle its financial affairs.
A credit institution handled by educated and well-trained
officers is more likely to survive and succeed as shown by
the CRBs and the RBs.

Moreover, the soundness of policies and procedures
created hinge on a strong managerial foundation since
management, particularly the Board of Directors is the one
who formulates the policies. The coop may be at a
disadvantage since most coop managers and Board of Directors
do not have the essential educational training.

Training Activities and Other Assistance Provided

Training activities. Majority (76%) of the financial
sources conduct trainings for its members/borrowers (Table

68). The coops being generally young conduct more
trainings than either the CRBs or RBs. They conducted
various types of trainings from management training to value
enhancement (Table 69). It is notable, however, that not
one among the coops conduct training s on credit collection
while both RBs and coops hold training on technology
transfer.

In almost all the trainings, the involvement of the
trainors from government line agencies like the DA,

CDA/BACOD, LBP and DAR is noticeable (Appendix Table 34).
Some NGOs also provided help in the training, particularly
PBSP, SIFI, SWCP, LRB and NEDF among others.

Other assistance provided. Besides the financial
assistance they are providing, 27 percent of the CI-

respondents provide other types of service/assistance
(Appendix Table 35). Surprisingly, there are more CRBs than
either coops or RBs that give other forms of assistance to
their borrowers.

The types of assistance provided is mostly related to
technical services, i.e., seminars/training on crop and
livestock production. Only one coop takes charge of the
marketing/transporting of the produce of its members (Table
70).
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Table 68. Distribution of CI-respondents who oonduct training activities
1992.

Conduct Do Not Conduct All
Training Training

CreditInstitution
No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural Bank 3 75.00 1 25.00 4 i00.00

Rural Bank 7 58.33 5 41.67 12 i00.00

Cooperative 18 85.71 3 14.29 21 i00.00

All 28 75.68 9 24.32 37 i00.00

fn:train
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Table69. Typeof training cond,cted by CI-respondentsfor borrowers/members/officers,1992.

Credit Institution

Typeof training CRB NB COOP Ill

No. i Ko. I No. _ No, _ _
(N:3) (N:7) (N:Z8) (N:28)

_anageaentTraining/Seminar I 33.33 2 28.57 4 22.22 7 25.00

TechnologyTransfer - - 4 57,14 l 38,89 It 39.29

AccountOfficersTraining I 33,33 - H 16,67 ( I(,29

CreditCollection I 33.33 i 14.29 2 7.14

premmembershipZducation8eminar(PKES}2 66,67 - - 15 83,3) 17 60,71

LeadershipTraining(CDA) ! 33,33 2 Ii.II l 10.71

Valuehhancelent ! 33;33 I 14.29 i i.56 3 i0,71

RapidAppraisalManageaent ,I 33.33 - - I 5.5)

..................... ) ...... k .......... .................. ) ....... . ................ _ ................ . .....
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Table 70. Other assistance provided by credit institution, 1992.

Credit Institution

Typeof
Assistance CRB RB Coop All

No. % No. % No. % No. %
(N=3) (N=I) (N=6) (N=I0)

Marketing/transporting - - - - 1 16.67 1 10.00
of produce

Technical 3 i00.00 1 100.00 5 83.33 9 90.00

fn:othass
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Generally, provision of training activities and other
assistance is a vital role that is supposed to be played by
the credit conduits of LBP.

Linkages With Other Financial _nstitutions

The capital that the 37 institutions generate are not
sufficient to sustain their lending activities. Hence, they
resort to borrowings to augment their loanable funds.

Sources of financial assistance. The credit conduits

surveyed were able to avail of loans from LBP, Central Bank
of the Philippines (CBP), and other sources such as the
Cooperative Development Authority (CDA), Bangkoop, Office
of the Provincial Government of Negros Occidental, DTI and
USAID (Table 71). Because all the Cls interviewed are LBP
conduits, all have borrowed from ' LBP. In addition to
sourcing funds from LBP, others also got financial
assistance from the CBP.

The CRBs appear to have more access to the different
sources of credit. One advantage of the CRB over the
coops is that it has rediscounting/credit lines from CBP as
long as it passes the past due ratio criteria. Note that
because CRBs are banks as well as coops, its operations are
regulated by both the CBP and the CDA.

Loan amount. The size of loan received by the credit
institutions varied according to type of loan and source of
loan. Among crop production loans, CBP gave the highest
loan amount (P3,146,000) and the othir sources the lowest
(_50,000) (Table 72). The LBP supported projects are crop
and livestock production and facility loans while CBP
focussed on crop production, commercial and industrial
loans. The other sources provided for multi-purpose loans,
crop production, palay trading, industrial loans and
facility loans.

The average amount of loans received across types of
conduits differed. Cooperative rural banks got the highest
loans from LBP for crop production (_2,056,557), while the
coops received the lowest loan amount from LBP (PI,268,162).
Notably not one among the coops have borrowed from the CBP.
The CBP, on the other hand, is the RBs' biggest source of
crop production loan funds. Regardless of loan type, CBP
appears to provide bigger loans than LBP or other sources of
credit while RBs derive higher loan amounts, ranging from
PI,505,399 to P3,146,000.

These indicate that the rural CIs are quite dependent
not only on LBP for loanable funds, but also on CBP andother

sources to augment such funds. Rural banks, in particular,
appear to rely heavily on CBP. Moreover, these show that CIs
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Table 71. Sources of credit of CI-respondents, 1992.

Credit InstitutiQn
Sources of credit

CRB RB COOP _[.F.

No % No % No % N %
(N=4) (_=12) (N=21) (N=37)

LBP 4 I00.00 12 I00.00 21 i00.00 37 i00.00

CBP 2 50.00 2 16.67 - 4 10.81

Other Sources 2 50.00 - - 4 19.05 6 16.22

* Includes CDA, BANGKOOP, Office of the Provincial Government of Negros Occ
DTI and USAID.

fn:soccirep
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Table 72. Average amount of loans availed by credit institutions, by sources of
loan and by loan type, 1992 (in pesos).

Credit Institution
Sources/
Type of Loan

CRB RB COOP ALL

LBP
Crop Production 2,056,557 1,505,399 1,268,162 1,438,765
Livestock Production - - 529,825 529,825

Facility loan - - 166,250 166,250

CBP

Crop Production 2,000,000 3,146,000 - 2,382,000
Commercial 1,000,000 2,473,000 - 1,982,000
Industrial 1,000,000 1,800,000 - 1,400,000

Other sources

Multi-purpose 400,000 - - 400,000
Crop production 1,200,000 - - 1,200,000
Operating capital loan - - 50,000 50,000
Industrial - - 500,000 500,000
Facility loan - - 464,000 464,000

fn:amtavail
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are dependent on borrowed funds and that funds borrowed from
LBP are not sufficient to meet credit demands so CIs have to

borrow from other formal and informal sources.

Interest rates of loans availed. The LBP charged

interest rates of six to 14 percent per annum and those

provided by other sources ranged from five to seven percent

per year (Table 73). The CBP charged an average interest
rate of 15 percent annually for crop production, commercial
and industrial loans although it can be noted that CRBs

reportedly pay a higher interest rate (16%) compared to the
RBs (14%) for the same type of loan. Also, CBP charged a

higher interest rate compared to LBP.

Relending rates . The relending rates of funds sourced

from LBP, CBP and other sources ranged from 16 to 26 percent

per annum (Table 74). Facility and operating capital loans
were not used for relending because they were utilized by

the coops. The former was used to buy facilities such as
rice mill and office equipment while the latter was utilized

for additional operating capital. Relending rates of RBs

(24 to 27% per year) appear to be higher than those of CRBs

(19 to 26% annually) and coops (16 to 25% per annum).

Comparing Tables 73 and 74, the margins between the

borrowing and the relending rates differed across lending
institution and loan type. The highest margin, ranging from

10-13% was charged by LBP. For crop production loans, the

loan commonly obtained by farmers, RBs charged the highest

interest rate margin of 13%. The margins set by CRBs (5% to

10%) is comparable to that of the coops (4% to 10%).

Margins charged by RBs are highest (13_) for crop production
loans which were funded by LBP. In contrast, loans provided

by LBP to CRBs and coops are charged very minimal margins

(6% and 4%, respectively), just enough to cover lending

costs. The margins of the RBs couldbe the highest because

among the credit conduits the lending cost of the RBs is

highest. Nevertheless, these margins are translated into
incomes of the CIs, that is, the higher the margins set, the

bigger are the incomes per loan transaction.

These findings indicate that interest rate charged by

LBP should be at a reasonable level so that the mark-up
imposed by the credit conduits on the relending rates will

just be enough to recover their costs from lending
ac£ivities. This proposition will avoid farmer-borrowers to

be penalized by the high interest rates charged by the

credit conduits. Anyway, the goal of the wholesale lending
scheme of LBP is to make credit services available and

accessible to the rural sector and not to take advantage of

the high demand for financial assistance.

Banks have to be encouraged and provided incentives to

lend to small farmers but the interest rate margin charged

by the RBs seem to be quite high making credit less
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Table 73. Average interest rate of loans availed by credit institution,
by source of loan and by type of loan, 1992 (in percent).

Credit Institution
Sources/
Type of Loan

CRB RB COOP All

LBP
Crop Production 13 14 12 12
Livestock Production - - 12 12
Facility loan - - 6 6

CBP

Crop Production 16 14 - 15
LivestockProduction ....
Post-harvest facilities ....
Commercial 16 14 - 15
Industrial 16 14 - 15

Other Sources
Multi-purpose loan * *
Crop production 5 - 5
Operating capital loan - - 7 7
Industrial - - 6 6
Facility loan - - * *

* No response

fn:iravail
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Table 74. Relending rate by credit institution and by source of loan
1992 (% per year).

Credit Institution

Source/Type of Loan

CRB RB COOP ALL

LBP
Crop Production 19 27 16 17
Salary ....
Facility loan - - * *

CBP

Crop Production 3 24 - 24
Livestock Production ....
Post-harvest facilities ....
Con_nercial 21 25 - 23
Industrial 21 25 - 23

Other sources
Multi-purpose loan 26 - - 26
Crop production 15 - - 15
Operating capital loan - - * *
Industrial - - 16 16

Facility loan - - * *

* Not applicable

fn:relrate
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accessible to small farmers. This could also explain why the
percentage of ARB borrowers is lowest for RBs.

Loan maturity. The average maturity of loans availed
by the credit institutions differed according to type and
source of loan. Facility loans from LBP had the longest
term (18 months) while facility loans from other sources,
the shortest (five months) (Table 75). Loans for crop
production from CBP have longer paying periods (10 months)
than those from LBP (nine months).

Across credit institutions, the maturity period of
loans availed by coops is longer (ranging from five to 60
months) than that of CRBs and RBs (ranging from eight to 12
months) although one source which provided facility loan to
the coops had a five-month terms of payment. Cooperatives
may be given longer terms of payment because among credit
conduits, they have the weakest financial position and
therefore they have to be given more time to pay.

Collateral. The LBP usually required collaterals such

as land/real estate mortgage (35%) from the respondents
although it also accepted a variety of other collaterals
like leasehold contract, standing crop and coop status
(Table 76). Real estate mortgage were also the collateral
required by CBP from three CI-respondents while three coops
submitted their status to other credit sources as
collateral.

Requiring borrower-coops to present collaterals to back
up their loans is contrary to the major thrust of LBP's
wholesale lending scheme (i.e., that _inancial assistance
will be given on a non-collateral basis). This is because
the target beneficiaries of this lending program are small
farmers who are considered by other credit institutions as

non-bankable because they do not have collaterals. However,
LBP and its credit conduits cannot be censured for requiring
collateral in their lendinding activities since inclusion of
collateral lowers the risk due to non-repayment of loans.

Mode of DaTment. Most of the loans from LBP (84%) were
paid in cash while the rest_ in kind and cash (Table 77).
All CBP loans as well as 83 percent of loans provided by
other sources were paid in cash. Except for one who had no
response, all loans secured by the CRBs, regardless of
source were paid in cash. Meanwhile six coops (29%) paid in
cash and in kind to LBP.

Length of loan processinq. Length of loan processing
of other sources appear to have extreme trends. While one-
half of those who borrowed from other sources waited for
less than one week to get their loans, the other half
received theirs within one to three months (Table 78).
Similarly , half of those Who borrowed from CBP claimed tha£
their loans were processed within a week but only 25 percent
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Table 75. Average maturity of loan availed by CI-respondents by type of
type of loan and by sources of loan, 1992 (in months).

ir

Credit Institution

Sources/
Type of Loan

CRB RB COOP ALL

LKP

Crop Production 9 9 9 9
Livestock Production - - 17 17

Facility loan - - 18 18

CBP

Crop Production i0 12 - 10
Co,mercial 8 I0 - 9
Industrial 8 8 - 8

Others sources
Multi-purpose loan * - - *
Crop production 12 - - 12
Operating capital loan - - 12 12
Industrial - - 36 36
Facility loan - - 5 5

* No response

fn:maturava
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Table76. Collatezal required fromCI-respondentsbT sources of loan an_by type of loam, 1992,

Cre_iL Institution

Sources/Typeof Loan CEB KE COOP ALL

LBP (n=4) (n=12) (n=2I) (n=37)
Land/EEM(RealEstateMoztgage) 3 75.00 7 58.33 3 14.29 13 35.14
Chattel Mortgage 1 25.00 - - 1 4.76 2 5.41
Leuehold contract - - I 4.76 1 2.70
Promissorynote - - 3 14.29 3 8,11
Cropstand£ng - - - 1 (.76 1 2.70
Coopstatus - - - 3 14.29 3 8.11
Ezancipatioupateat - - - i 4,76 I 2.70
Noresponse - - 5 tl.67 8 38.10 13 35,14

ceP (o=2) (n=4)
lealEstate8ortqage I 50,00 I 50.00 - - 2 50.00
Horesponse 1 50.00 1 50.00 - 2 50,00

Othersources (n=2) (n=4) (e=6)
Coopstatus - 2 50,00 2 33.33
Noresponse 2 I00.00 - - 2 50.00 ¢ 66.67

fn:collcire
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Table 77. Modeof paymentof CI-zespondentsandby sourceof loan, 1992.

Credit Institution

Sources of Loan/
Modeof Payment CRB RH COOP Ar,L

Xo | No _ No | No. I

LBP (n=IZ) {n=Zl) In= 7)

Cash 4 100.00 12 i00,00 15 71,43 31 83.78
Kind ....
Cash/kind - 6 28.57 6 16,22

CRP (_:2) {a:2) [n=i)

Cash 2 i00,00 2 i00.00 - - 4 I00.00
Kind .....

Cash/kind .....

Othersources {n=2) (n=4) (n=6}

Cash 1 50.00 - 4 100.00 5 83.33
Kind ....
Casblkind ....
Noresponse I 50,00 - I 16.67

fn:modpapci
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Table78. Lengthof processing of CI-respondents,by sources of loan, 1992.

Credit Institution
Sources of loan/

Length of loan
processing CRB EB COOP ALL

No. _ Ho. | No. | No, i

LaP (H:4) (H:37)
less than 1 week 3 75.00 2 16.67 6 28.57 ii 29.73
1-2vks - - V 58.33 6 28.57 13 35.14
3-4 wks - 5 23.81 5 13.51
1-3 mos 1 25.00 1 B.33 3 14.29 5 13.51
morethan3 nos 1 4.76 1 2.70
Xoresponse 2 16.67 - 2 5.41

caP (H:2) (N:2) (_:4)
less than I week 1 50.00 1 50.00 - 2 50.00
1-2 wks - 1 50.00 1 25.00
3-_wks - - ....
I-3 mos 1 50.00 - - - l 25.00
morethan 3 mos

Othersources* (N:2) {l:4) (R=6)
less than 1 week 2 100.00 - - 1 25.00 3 50.00
I-2wks - -
2-4wks - -
I-3nos - 3 75.00 3 50.00
morethan3 los -

• includesCDA,BANGKOOP,OfficeoftheProvincialOov't.offlag.Occidental,DTIan_OS+.ID.

fn:loanproc
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took one to three months. In contrast, only 30 percent of
the LBP debtors were able to get their loans in one week to
one month's time. Fourteen percent reported that loan
processing of LBP took one to three months while one
respondent claimed that he waited for more than three
months.

The bulk (76%) of the CI-respondents said that they
received their loans from LBP on time while 14 percent

reported otherwise (Table 79). Likewise, all respondents
from CBP said their loans came on time but in contrast, only
half of those who availed of loans from other sources got
their loans on time.

LBP documentation requirements. The list/bio-data of
officers/board members/stockholders is the major requirement
by LBP from most (65%) borrower institutions (Table 80).
Some (35%), particularly many of the coops were required to
present judge clearances. Other documents that were
required include the following: (I) tax declaration; (2)
articles of corporation/by-laws of coop;and (3) loan
voucher. Seventy five percent of the CRBs were made to
submit the list/bio-data of their officers/board
members/stockholders and another 75 percent, resolution/by-
laws.

The documentation requirements appear to vary depending
may be on the particular use of the borrower institution.
This implies that there are no specific/standard
requirements for all types of borrowers. Around 81% of the
CI-respondents averred that they had no problems in
complying with LBP's documentary requirement (Appendix Table
35a). Appendix Table 36 also show the problems encountered
by six CIs.

Adequacy_ of ' LBP loan. Close to 68 percent of the
credit sources surveyed claimed that the loans provided by
LBP are adequate to meet their loan fund requirements
(Appendix Table 37). The proportion of institutions whose
needs are adequate met is highest among the cooperatives.
This could be because the loan fund requirements of the
coops is not as much as the demand and needs of the CRBs and
RBs.

Transaction cost with LBP. The average transaction
cost with LBP of all credit institutions surveyed is B4,741
with coops spending the most (_5,505) and RBs, the least
(P3,869) (Table 81). A large proportion (59%) of the
expenses incurred by CRBs were on documentation while
transportation cost constituted the greater percentage of
the transaction costs of RBs and coops (51% and 42%,
respectively). The expenses incurred for transportation by
coops are greater than that of CRBs and RBs probabaly-
because coops are usually located in the barangays/remote
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Table 79. Distribution of CI-respondents which received and did not receive
their loan on time by source of loan, 1992.

Credit Institution

Source of loan CRB RB COOP ALL

No. % No. % No. % No. %

LBP (n=4) (n=12) (n=21) (n=37)
on time 3 75.00 8 66.67 17 80.95 28 75.68
not on time 1 25.00 1 8.33 3 14.29 5 13.51

No response 3 25.00 1 4.76 4 10.81

CBP (n=2) (n=2) (n=4)
on time 2 i00.00 2 i00.00 - - 4 i00.00
not on time ........

No response ........

Other sources * (n=2) (n=4) (n=6)
on time 2 i00.00 - - 1 25.00 3 50.00
not on time .... 3 75.00 3 50.00

* Includes CDA, BANGKOOP, office of the Provincial Gov't. of Negros Occidental,
DTI and USAID.

fn:ontime
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Table80. Documentationrequirementthat LSPaskedfromthecredit institution, 1992.

Credit Ins tiLution

Docueentaryhquireeent C_B RB COOP All

lo. _ He. _ _o. ! Ko. _
(H:4) (e=t2) (e:21) (_=37)

SLatusof faraers i 25.00 3 25.00 _ 28.57 10 27.03
Listlbio-data of o[ficers! ....

board_eehers/stockholders 3 75.00 6 50.00 15 71.43 24 64.86
Generalasseehlyresolution 1 8.33 1 4.76 2 5.41
Insuredproperties 2 50.00 6 28,57 8 21,62
Co-makersstaLeaent 1 25.00 4 19,05 5 13.51
Tax declaration i 25.00 4 33.33 7 33.33 12 32.43
Deedof assignment - - 3 25,00 8 38.10 11 29.73
Eediscountin9agreement 1 25.00 I 8,33 1 (.76 3 8.11
Articles/by-lawsof institution 3 75.00 1 8.33 8 38.10 12 32.43
Judgeclearance - - 2 16.57 11 52,38 13 35.14
Lo_nvoucher 2 50,00 i 8.33 9 42.86 12 32.43
_reet receipt .... 1 1.76 i 2.70
Noresponse - 2 16.67 2 5.41

t Total _orethan 100_dueto mulLipleresponse.
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Table81. Averagetransaction cost with LBPby credit institution, 1992{in pesos],

Credit Institution
................................................................. T .....

Item CRB R8 COOP All

Amount _ Amount l _ount | Amount l

(Pesos) (Pesos) (Pesos) (Pesos)

Transportationi,414 30.45 1,973 51.00 2,296 41.71 2,096 44.21
Documentation 2,719 58.55 1,257 32.49 1,113 20.22 1,33( 28.1i
Food 500 10.77 381 9.85 1,434 26.05 991 20.90
Fees 11 0.2_ 30 0.78 590 10.72 20I 4.24
Donations/gifts- 195 5.07 37 0.67 85 1.79
Others - 32 0.83 35 0.64 34 0.72

All 4,644 100.00 3,869 100.00 5,505 100.00 4,741 100.00

fn:transco
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barrios while the RBs and CRBs are usually in the town
proper and so transportation cost to LBP office is less.

Affiliation With Other Organizations

Majority (62%) of the financial institutions are
affiliated with other organizations (Table 82) although
linkaging is not yet common among coops. All CRBs are
members of other associations while 83 percent of the RBs
are also part of other organizations. In contrast, less
than half (43%) of the coops are affiliated with other
organizations.

There is no common organization joined by the 23
institutions although all the RBs are affiliated with the
Rural Bankers Association of the Philippines (RBAP) (Table
83). Close to one-half (48%) of the 23 credit institutions
have been affiliated with other organizations from one to
five years while less than two-fifths (39%), for more than
fiveyears (Appendix Table 38).

Nearly one-half (48%) of the credit institutions joined
other organizations because it was required while most (52%)
claimed that the organizations are sources of
assistance/services (Table 84). All CRBs became affiliates
of other organizations because it was required. On the
other hand, most RB-respondents gave the following reasons:
(I) it was required (67%) and (2) thethey are sources of
assistance/services (67%). The latter is also the major
reason cited by 56 percent of the coops although around 33
percent sa said it was required.

Each credit institution has its own group of
association or linkage from which they source
assistance/services. With the help of these financial
institutions and development organizations, credit conduits
were able to sustain the ever-growing credit needs of rural
farmer-borrowers.

Development Plans and Programs

Plans to put uD other Drojegts. Of the 37 C!-
respondents, only 32 (86%) have plans to put up other
projects while the rest plan otherwise (Table 85). The
CRBs recorded the highest percentage (100%) with plans of
putting up various projects followed by coops (95%). Only
67% of the RBs plan to put up other projects.

Future projects planned by the CI-respondents varied
across credit institutions. Half of the CRB plan to set up

projects that will provide technical and financi_l
assistance to the members while the rest plans to campaign
for more responsible members/borrowers, put up additional
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Table 82. Distribution of CI-respondents affiliated with other
organization, 1992.

Yes No All
Types of services.

No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural Bank 4 100.00 - - 4 100.00

Rural Bank i0 83.33 2 16.67 12 i00.00

Cooperative 9 42.86 12 57.14 21 i00.00

All 23 62.16 14 37.84 37 i00.00

fn:affilia
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Table83.HaaeofotherorganizatonswhereCi-respondentsareaffiliatedwith,1992.

Credit Institution

NameofOrganization ...................................................................
CRB RB COOP" All

No. | No. ] Ho. % No.

FACNORI(Federationof Agr, Coop.in NegrosOriental Inc.] - 1 11.11 1 4.35

VICTO

lloiloFoundationofRuralBankers i 25.00 i I0.00 I 8.70

RuralBankersAsso.ofthePhils. { 40.00 { 17.3g

ProvincialCoop.Union I 25,00 I 4,35

XurciaFe_erationCoop. I II,Ii I 4,35

Coop._uralBaukofOccideutalNegros(CARON} I II.Ii I 4.35

Neg.Occ,Fed.ofRuralBank I 4.35

Phil,BusinessforSocialProgress(PBSP} I 11.11 I 4.35

CebuFederationofRuralBank I 4,35

RorthCebuCoop.LeaderAssoc. I ii.ii i 4.35

PCIC i _i0.00 I 4.35

AklanFederationofRuralBank I 4.35

BANG[OOP I 25,00 I ii,Ii 2 8.70

BoholFederationof Coop, I II.II I 4.35

RuralBankAsso. of Reg,Occ, i I0.00 I 4,35

FederationofCoop/RuralBank i 25.00 ! ii.II 2 8,70

Coop.UnionofthePhils. I ii,II I 4.35

ALL 4 10U,00 10 $00.00 9 i00.0U 13 i00,00
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Table 84. Reasons of CI-respondents for joining other organizations, 1992.

Credit Institution

Name of organization/ CRB RB CCOP ALL
Reasons for joining

No. % No % No % No %

(N=4) (N=I0) (N=9) (N=23)

Required 4 100.00 4 40.00 3 33.33 ii 47.83

Source of assistance/service - - 6 60.00 6 66.67 12 52.17

fn:joinorg
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Table 85. Distribution of CI-respondents with plans to put up other
projects, 1992.

Credit Institution With plans Without plans All

No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural Bank 4 I00.00 - - 4 I00.00

Rural Bank 8 66.67 4 33.33 12 i00.00

Cooperative 20 95.24 1 4.76 21 i00.00

37 100.00

fn:plans
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branches, provide post harvest facilities/marketing services

and operate consumer store/consumer cooperatives (Table

86). Meanwhile, 63 percent of the RB respondents plan to
establish other branches while the rest intend to extend

loans for irrigation, campaign for quality membership,

provide loans to nearby municipalities and procure computers

to upgrade their data banking system (12% each). On the
other hand, coop respondents mentioned about eleven future

projects. Of all the projects mentioned, putting-up of

post-harvest facilities/marketing services is their main

concern/interest (65%), followed by livestock/fattening

breeding (20%), and putting-up of consumer stores/consumer

cooperatives (15%).

Pl_ns to provide other services. More than half of the

respondents (59%) have plans to provide other services

besides the one that they are currently offering (Table 87).

Across credit institutions, coops posted the highest

percentage which have plans for future services (81%). On
the other hand, only one-fourth (25%) of the CRBs and one-

third (33%) of the RBs have plans of providing other
services to their members. This could be because CRBs and

RBs are already providing other services to their borrowers

but the coops are still planning to expand their services.

The major future plans of coop respondents include the

following: (I) putting up of consumers cooperative (35%);

(2) post-harvest facilities and scholarship grant (18%
each), and provision of agricultural farming inputs (i.e.
fertilizers, pesticides etc.) and technical assistance to

the members (12%) (Table 88). Meanwhile, RB respondents
intend to upgrade their checking account (50%), offer

foreign exchange service (50%) and provide payroll
services/grant salary/commercial loans (25%) while one CRB

wishes to provide checking accounts.

Credit institutions should take into account the

current needs of their borrowers in general and the rural

farmers in particular. The lending institutions can devise

projects, as well as, new policies that are responsive to

teh immediate needs of the farmers/borrowers, and at the

same time will make credit more accessible and affordable to
the farmers.

Provision of financial support should be complemented
with technical assistance to assure better utilization of

loans, greater benefits from such loans and to avoid

diversion of funds among farmer-borrowers. With a package of
technical and financial assistance farmers can be imbued

with the value of savings and investment. With improved

services to the borrowers and more responsive lending
policies, more borrowers can be reached, the efficiency of

operatons can be improved, thus lowering the cost of lending
and improving the sustainability of the lending operations _
of the CIs.
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Table86.Futureprojectso£Cl-respondents,19%2.

Credit Institution

Projects CRB RB COOP ALL

Ro. % _o. % No. % Ho. %

(N:&} IH:8) (N:20) IN=32)

L£vestook/fatten£ng/breeding - - 4 20.00 & 12.50
Htreetl£ghts - - I 5.00 i 3.12
_atersystem - - 2 10.00 2 6.25
Build-upconcretecoop.bldg. - - I 5.00 I 3.12
Schoolscholarship - - l 5.00 I 3.13
Healthcenter - - 1 5.00 I 3.12
Campaignforresponsiblemembers/

borrowers 1 25.00 i 12.50 - 2 6.25
Technicalandfinancialassistance 2 50.00 2 6.25

Set-upbranches I 25.00 5 62.50 - - 6 IS.P5
Extendindustrial/commercialloans l 12.50 - - I 2.13
Palaytradin9 - - 2 10.00 2 6.Z5
Post-harvestfacilities/marketing

service I 25.00 - - 13 65.00 14 43.75
Consumerstore/cooperative I 25.00 - - 3 15.00 4 !2.50
Extensionofloansforirrigation - - I 12.50 2 I0.00 3 9.38
Stonecraft - - 1 5.00 l 3.!3
Extendloanstonearbymunicipality - - I 12.50 i 3.13
Procurementofcomputer - - 1 12.50 I 2.13

* Totalmorethan100%duetomultipleresponse.

fn:future
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_au±_ 47. Distribution of CI-respondents with plans to provide other services
by credit institutions, 1992.

Credit Institution

Other services CRB RB COOP ALL

No. % No. % No. % No. %

With plans 1 25.00 4 33.33 17 80.95 22 59.46

Without plans 3 75.00 8 66.67 4 19.05 15 40.54

Total 4 i00.00 12 i00.00 21 i00.00 37 i00.00

fn:planserv
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Table 88. Futureservices of CI-respondents, 1992.

Credit Institution'

Services CRB gS COOP ALL

Xo. t No, I 11o. _ _o. _
(_:11 (_:4) (K=17) (N=22)

Consumerscooperative .... 6 35.29 6 27.27
Pose-harvestfadliCies/services .... 3 17.65 3 13.64
Checkingaccount 1 LO0.O0 2 50.00 1 5.88 4 18.18
Payroll services/grantsalary/commercialloan - - 1 25.00 1 5.88 2 9.09
Agriculturalfarminginputs .... 2 Ii.76 2 9.09
Burial donorwith deathbenefits .... 1 5.88 l &.55
Scholarshipgrant .... 3 17.65 3 13.64
Foreignexchange - - 2 50.00 2 9.09
TechnicalassistanceLonesbers - - - 2 i1.76 2 9.09
I_oresponse " - - 1 5,88 l 4,55

* Total morethan100_dueto multiple rssponse.

fn:futuser
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RESULTS OF CASE STUDY

The previous sections show that despite its goal, the

wholesale lending scheme of LBP is reaching only La small

percentage (30%) of small farmer borrowers and agrarian
reform beneficiaries since collaterals are still essential

especially among the RBs and CRBs. Moreover, problems such

as low repayment rates, delay in ioanprocessing and weak
collection strategies have plagued the scheme. Other

financial institutions besides LBP and its credit conduits

have developed diverse strategies to reach the small rural

borrowers particularly the farmers.

In this section, the mechanisms employed by eight

credit institutions will be discussed to get more insights

into the effectiveness of their operations and the viability
and sustainability of the institutions. This section also

studied the schemes employed by three private informal

creditors to find out how different are their strategies
from the formal lending institutions and why farmers

continue to avail of this credit scheme. In the past, the
instability and insufficiency of farmers' income and limited

availability of credit to "non-bankable" farmer-borrowers

caused them to resort to borrowing from informal lenders.

This resulted in the proliferation of non-formal sources of

credit despite the high interest rate that it is charging

compared to formal credit institutions . However, given the

new credit delivery strategy initiated by LBP through
farmers' cooperatives, it may be interesting to find out

which institution the small farmer-borrowers will patronize.

The eight credit institutions studied include one

private development bank (Northern Mindanao Development
Bank); one people's organization (People's Livelihood

Foundation); two non-government organizations (Visayas
Central Training Organization and Center for Agriculture and
Rural Development) and four Lending Investors.

Profile of the Different Credit Institutions

Northern Mindanao Development Bank (NMDB). NMDB is one

of the country's fast-growing financial institutions that

has a lending program specifically catering to the needs of

the small farmers. Since its establishment in 1982 up to
1991, it has earned an average net income after tax of P2.0

million. Also, during the same period, the bank's initial

authorized capital of ¥10.7 million surged to ¥95.2 million

(Table 89). The institution's profitability led to the
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Table 89. Authorized capital (P) of the different institutions,
1992.

Institutions Authorized Capital
(P)

Lending Investors
Case I 500,000
Case 2 500,000
Case 3 600,000
Case 4 2,000,000

Bank
NMDB 95.2 Million

PO

PLF (TILCO) i Million

NGO
VICTO (VCF) 6.172 Million
CARD (LPF)

Individual Informal Lenders
Mrs. B
Mr. O
Mr. M

fn:authcap
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The bank initially engaged in home financing but when

a new manager took over in 1985, the institution began to

finance agricultural as well as industrial projects focusing

on lending to small and medium scale enterprises.

_eople's Livelihood Foundation (PLF). PLF was
established through the leadership of Mr. Bernabe Buscayno,
widely known as "Kumander" Dante. The Foundation was
registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
in August 1988 but started its operation only on November 2,
1988.

PLF is an umbrella organization whose ultimate goal is

to form a cooperative that will provide technology,

marketing and credit assistance to the small farmers of

Tarlac. These services were initially offered by PLF.
However, in the early part of 1990, when the foundation's
farmer-members were already prepared to organize and manage
their own association as well as contribute their own

shares, PLF decided to form Tarlac Integrated Livelihood

Cooperative (TILCO). The cooperative was initially
authorized to generate a capital-base amounting to Pl

million (Table 89). With the birth of TILCO, the foundation

gradually transferred some of its responsibilities and

physical assets to the cooperative. Thereafter, PLF
concentrated in the extension of services such as managing

of central support services; conduct of seminars and
trainings for accountants and other administrative personnel

of the TILCO; consultancy services and bridge financing of

the cooperative.

After the transition period of 1990, TILCO took over
the financing/provision of credit to small farmers, while
PLF handled non-agricultural loans ranging from P5,000 -

P25,000 for small enterprises such as sari-sari store,

machine shops, etc.

Visayas Central. Training Organization _VICTO). VICTO is

a non-government organization (NGO) established in 1972 in

response tothe strong demand by existing coops for training
services. At first, it had 20 coop-members. As of 1992

total membership has increased to 285 cooperatives. VICTO

is affiliated with the National Conference of Cooperatives

(NATCCO) and provides services to cooperatives in the

Visayas regions.

The center's operation started in Leyte but it rapidly

developed its corporate structure and expanded its area of

operations in cther provinces/regions in the Visayas. The

organization is offering services such as' education and

training; consultancy; audit; inter-coop trading; community

organizing and financial assistance through the Visayas

Central Fund (VCF). Although VCF is one of the major
component in VICTO's organizational structure, it is

managed by a separate management committee (NANCON). It also
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Th_ center's operation started in Leyte but it rapidly
developed its corporate structure and expanded its area of
operations in other provinces/regions in the Visayas. The
organization is offering services such as education and
training; consultancy; audit; inter-coop trading; community
organizing and financial assistance through the Visayas
Central Fund _ (VCF). Although VCF is one of the major
component in VICTO's organizational structure, it is
managed by a separate management committee (MANCOM). It also
has a separate fund from VICTO. As of 1992, VICTO has a
total asset of ¥42 million which is more than twice that of
VCF's B18.3 million assets.

Center for Aqriculture and Rural Development (CARD).
CARD was formed in December 1985 and was registered with the
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in 1987. However,
it started its operation in January 1988. It was established
to help uplift the standard of living of Filipinos living
below the poverty level, especially those from the
countryside. To attain its goals, CARD undertook three major
activities: (I) capability/organization building; (2)
demonstration of the actual use of appropriate farm
technology; and (3) credit assistance.

In the first activity, CARD facilitated the skills and
attitudinal development of farmers on the various

technologies through training and direct organizing
activities. In the second, CARD, demonstrates the farming
systems approach to agricultural production in its one-
hectare farm located in barangay San Cristobal, San Pablo
City. Modules in the farm includes, coconut, pineapple,
vegetable, legumes and fruit production; livestock and
poultry raising; and compost making. In the third activity,
CARD provides direct financial assistance to its clientele
partly using its revolving fund and other funds accessed
through grants and financial aide from banks, donor agencies
and civic organizations.

Lendinq investors. Lending investor number one (LII) is
located in San Pablo City and its base of operation is
concentrated in the market area. Its actual date of

registration with the Central Bank of the Philippines
(CBP) is December ii, 1991, but it actually started its
operation on January 2, 1992. Initially, it had only
26 borrowers. The number of borrowers increased
significantly and as of Nov. 1992 , the number has
increased to 80. The authorized capital that CBP allowed
(LII) to generate is _500,000 (Table 8g).

The second lending investor (LI2) is also located in
San Pablo City and its operation is concentrated within the
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city proper. St was registered with the Central Bank of the
Philippines (CBP) in April 1991 but actually started
operating in May 1991. It started serving only 20 borrowers
but as of Nov. 1992, the number of borrowers has increased

to 200. St has an initial capital-base of P500,000 (Table
89) which grew to P1.5 million in 18 months' time.

The third lending investor (LI3) is located in Lipa
City and its operation is also concentrated in the city
proper. It was registered with the Security and Exchange
Commission (SEC) in June 1991 but started its actual
operation in October 1991. In its initial month of
operation, it had only I0 borrowers and this number has
increased to about i00 as of Nov. 1992. It was allowed to
generate an initial amount of capital worth P600,000 (Table
89).

The fourth lending investor (LI4) which is also located
in San Pablo City provides services to the provinces of
Quezon, Batangas, Tarlac and even Metro Manila. This is the
oldest of the LIs that were included in the study. It was
registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (8EC)
and at the same time started its operation in September
1987. It has an initial capital of P2 million (Table 89)
which was generated from the shares of 19 persons who were
given 2.5 percent monthly interest income.

Individual informal lenders. The first individual
informal lender (ILl) (referred to as Mrs. B) resides in
Loay, Bohol. She has been a resident of the village for 30
years when she started her moneylending activities in 1972.

She started with an initial capital of _I0,000 which she got
from her husband who worked abroad (Table 89).

The second informal lender (IL2) (called Mr. O) lives
in Capitan Sabi St. Talisay, Negros Occidental where he has
been residing for II years. He is a college graduate whose
main occupation is a rice miller/trader. He has been
involved in the milling business for eight years and in
trading for six years. Initially, Mr. O tried these
businesses because these respond to the immediate needs of
the farmers during those times. Starting with a capital of
PI0,000 which was derived from his own savings, Mr. 0 now
has a total capital of ¥200,000 for both. businesses. In
1991, he applied for a loan from banks because his own money
was not enough to meet the increasing credit needs of the
small "suki" farmers. With his lucrative lending business
he was also able to provide credit to other farmers and
small entrepreneurs (e.g., sari-sari store owners).
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The third informal lender (IL3), Mr. M presently
resides in Tabogon, Cebu although he has stayed there for
only three years. He was not able to finish any degree but
he earned units in commerce, criminology, and education. His
primary occupation is farming. He owns 378 hectares of
lands located in different towns of Cebu ( Bogo, Daan
Bantayan, San Remigio and Tabogon). Of his lands, about 78
percent are leased to farmers while the remaining 22 percent
which Mr. M supervises is farmed by hired laborers. The
major crops' planted in his farms are sugarcane and coconut.
Annually, he is getting more than 50 bags of sugarcane for
every hectare although coconut production is highly
variable. In the leased lands, the sharing arrangement is
60 percent for the lessees and 40 percent for him.

Lending Operations

Mechanisms to reach small farmers. The NMDB, PLF, VICTO
and CARD have devised various strategies/schemes of
extending loans to small farmers. The NMDB created the CPN
Consortium along with the Cagayan Agro-lndustrial Pioneer
Corporation (Capicor), a trader of agricultural products and
the Philippine Agro-lndustrial Corporation (Phil-Agro), a
manufacturer of cassava starch. Meanwhile, PLF, VICTO and
CARD created other organizations namely TILCO, VCF and
Landless People's Fund (LPF), respectively, which serve as
their lending channels/financing arms. These lending
channels have their own resources and staff but its
operations are still being supervised and monitored by the
"mother" institutions, i.e., PLF, VICTO and CARD,
respectively.

CPN Consortium. NMDB's approach is more holistic and
integrated and goes beyond mere provision of credit. The
CPN Consortium provides three types of services/assistance
(i.e., technology transfer, marketing and financing) to
their beneficiaries. Phil-Agro provides the technical
support by teaching farmers the appropriate methods of
cassava cultivation and providing needed inputs like
planting materials, fertilizers and pesticides. Meanwhile,
Capicor handles the marketing component which involves
monitoring the area at planting and more importantly at
harvest time; arranging for the pick-up and delivery of
produce, and ensuring prompt payment for the farmer's
produce at an agreed price. Provision of credit is carried
out by NMDB.
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In 1989, NMDB granted a total of ¥1.2 million in

production loans to 185 cassava farmers in Manolo Fortich,
Bukidnon. The average loan size then was _6,800 per hectare.
Total loans granted has increased to about P3 million in

1992 with average loan ranging from _9,000 - F9,800 per
hectare while number of borrowers rose to about 310.

TILCO. TILCO began as Tarlac Integrated Livelihood
Program (TIPLP) which was the first experimental project of
PLF. Implemented in October 1988, it aimed to assist farmers
and other members of Tarlac in bringing about for themselves
through the concept of cooperativism, viable and
sustainable sources of livelihood. The project was
initiated in six barangays of Capas, Tarlac with 506 farmer-
beneficiaries tilling an area of 1,019 has. of rice lands.
Support services which include the provision of production
loans, facilities for marketing and processing of the
beneficiaries' palay, and technical assistance on palay
farming were provided.

After two years, the TIPLP Was converted to TILCO. As

of 1992, the number of beneficiaries have increased to 3,134
covering a total area of 6,675.79 hectares, located in 51
barangays in the second and third districts of Tarlac.

LPF. In 1990, CARD initiated the LPF with the following
objectives:

I. To provide banking services especially designed
for landless rura_ workers (LRWs) by
bringing bank services _ to community
sites with the least financial costs;

2. To provide loans to "non-bankable ''projects with
no collateral; and

3. To institutionalize and establish a non-stock,
non-profit Landless People's Bank with a
minimum capitalization of _i00,000 from
pooled LRW members' Group Fund.

The LRWs are required to form into groups of five

members afterwhich they have to undergo series of trainings
before LPF recognizes them as legitimate members and
qualified to borrow from the LPF. The training consists of
the following modules:

I. community organizing concepts and principles
including value formation;
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2. technical inputs in managing their organization,
i.e., assisting the groups in writing their
constitution and by-laws;

3. micro-enterprise development and management; and

4. orientation on LPF systems and procedures such as

group formation, house to house visit, group
recognition test, proposal preparation, loan
approval, loan disbursement, loan utilization
survey, monitoring of weekly meetings and weekly
savings/loan amortization collection.

CARD's strategy is patterned after the Grameen Bank
model. This strategy is founded on the belief that
innovations that are combined social institutions building
would have more long-term and sustainable effects in terms
of changing people's attitude towards credit.

Implemented initially in San Pablo, Laguna, the LPF has
as of September 30, 1992 covered 55 barangays in 13
municipalities (Table 90). It has organized and trained 192

groups which have been formed into 61 centers. The groups
have 827 recognized members as of Nov. 1992. Through LPF, a
total of P4.1 million had been loaned out to the members in
the four provinces. The groups, on the other hand, have been
able to generate ¥415,919.90 in savings. Loan recovery rate
is high at 99.24 percent.

Note that the numbers of barangays reached (22),
recognized members (420), number of groups organized (99)
and centers formed (28) are highest in Laguna since the
operation of the LPF was initiated in the said province. The
largest financial assistance (_1.6 million) also went to

beneficiaries in Laguna who in turn generated the .biggest
group fund (¥294,677).

VC___F.VCF was created in 1978 to address two main goals
which are:

i. to generate capital which involves the

mobilization of surplus funds from the coops to be
placed in VCF in the form of investments and/or
deposits; and

2. to deliver credit to coops to help them raise
their financial viability and stimulate
activities at the coop level.
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Table90. Statusof LPFas of September30, 199_.

Province

Laguna Quezon Karinduque_asbate Total

Eulber of municipalities 2 2 3 6 12

NUmberof haranqays 22 10 I2 11 55

Numberof members 420 115 134 158 837

lu_be_ of centers 28 13 11 9 61

iuber of qroups 99 34 27 32 192

Total Financial Assistance 1.6 1.2 0,5 0.3 4.1

Ialgroup fund(Pesos) 294,677 54,377.90 3_,215 32,_50 _15,919.90
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From _1.9 million in 1986, VCF's total loans released grew
to _I0.2 million in 1992, at an average rate of 73 percent
per annum (Table 91). However, the highest amount of loans
granted (¥11.7 million) was realized by VCF in 1990. During
that year, 75 coops were able to avail of loans from VCF.

Lendinq Investors and Individual Le/iders. Although the
four lending investors grant loans to small rural borrowers,
they have not ventured into small farm lending. In contrast,
lending transactions of the three individual lenders are
with small farmers.

Terms and Conditions of Loans Granted

Because of the heterogeneity of borrowers' needs, and
the multiplicity of loan purpose, credit terms and

conditions imposed, and different types of loans extended by
either the formal or informal lenders vary considerably.
Interest rate, maturity period and collateral requirement
normally vary depending on the type of loan and the type of
lending institution. Loans may either be secured (with
collateral) or unsecured (without collateral): Since loans

are extended in various forms different lending
institutions also set different requirements regarding
frequency of payment and penalties for non-repayment.

TTDe of loans qranted. Type of loans granted differed
across types of lenders. Lending investors cater to the
credit needs of the small urban .entrepreneurs, most
particularly market vendors because th_ risk& are much less
and, because the borrowers have daily incomes collection of
repayments can also be made daily. There is therefore, a
faster rate of turnover of loanable funds which are then
used to lend to other clientele. NMDB (CPN), TILCO and PLF
on the other hand, provide agricultural loans to small
farmers in addition to providing non-agricultural loans
(Table 92). Similarly, the private informal lenders give
financial assistance to small farmers, mostly for
agricultural production.

VCF has four kinds of lending windows: (I) the
liquidity window - for immediate and short-term financial
need; (2) loans used for purposes like relending to
individual coop-members, purchase of merchandise, production
and marketing activities; (3) special loans approved based

on the guidelines used for a particular project; and (4)
special financing window wherein loan will be used for
acquisition and improvement of existing assets.
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Table 91. Loans grsnted and number of coops served,
VCF, 1986-1992.

Year Loans Granted No. of coops
(Pesos) Served

1986 1,889,188 21

1987 3,768,257 20

1988 7,415,782 23

1989 8,982,374 51

1990 11,665,953 75

1991 10,418,225 57

1992 10,208,737 37

fn:igravcf
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7able 92. Termsa_4conditionsof loans granted by sourceof credit, 1992.

Sourcesof Credit/Typeof Loan Interest rate Katurity FrequencyoE Collateral
(Wannum) Payment

A. LendingInvestors

CaseI
*Marketvendor'sloan 4) I00days daily none

Case2
*Commercial(includes 36 I00days daill none

marketvendor'_
loan)

* Salary (averagefor 6months15th&3Orbofthemo. none
*Chattel allloantypes) one)ear monthly moveableassets

* Heal)state oneyear monthly land

Case3
*Marketvendor'sloan I00days dail) none
* Salary InIo,not 6months15th&mothofthemo. none
i Chattel given onelea_ monthly moveableassets

*RealEstate oneyear monthly land

Case4
*Marketvendor'sloan 46 100days " daily none
* Salary 38,9 one_ear 15th%)Orbofthemo. none
*Chattel 40 oneTear _onthly moveableassets

RealEstate iO o_eyear monthly lands

* Additionalcapital
loan 40 oneyear monthl) none.

B. Pri_ateDevelopmentBank

N_B(CPEConsortium)Prevailingmkt, 8months everyharvest RE_,Chattelmortgage
rates(I0-21%) an)thingthatis

ofvalue

C> People'sOrganization

PGF(TILCO)
* Productionloan 2¢ one)ear everyhalvest trustreceipts,

D. Non-governmentOrganizations

vlcTo(vcY)
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LiquiditywindoH 14 3 co.- 1 year everyharvest none

: Relendingwindo_ 14 oneyear everyharvest none
Specialfinancing 14 oneyear everyharvest none

= Specialcredit 12 oneyear everyharvest none

CARD(LPF)
_9ricultural
Small-scaleenterprise
Sizeof loan (P)
500-1000 18 3-5 months Neekly none
1500-2000 6-10aonths
2500 10-12months
3000 12months
5000 12=onths
tO000 12sonths

E. Indiv£dualInformal
Lenders

Hrs. B
Provident 36-120 1-2months da£1y none
Production (dependingon 4-6months everyharvest none

the typeof loan) "

Hr.0

Production 60 3-4months everyharvest land
(cropbasis)

Hr.

Production 0 oneyear ., everyharvest land

fn:tcl9
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Interest.rate. Among the credit institutions, informal
lenders imposed the highest interest rate of 60 percent per
annum (Table 92). _ It is followed by lending investors,
TILCO, CPN consortium, LPF, and VCF. One informal lender
charged zero interest for his borrowers but strictly
requires collateral (i.e., land) because once the borrower
is not able to pay his due he automatically forecloses the
farmers' land.

Maturity. Maturity period differs by type of loan
offered and the type of credit institution but on the
average, the most common maturity period is on an annual
basis (Table g2). Lending investors usually offer the
shortest maturity period; i.e. 100-day maturity period;
while the POs/NGOs offer the longest - one year. Maturity
of loans from the CPN Consortium (8 months) is tied up to
cassava production, the crop that CPN is supporting. The
informal lenders, on the other hand, usually tie-up their
loans to gestation period of the crops for which the loan
was used, and this is usually four months.

Frequency of paTment. The frequency by which lending
institutions collect loan amortizations is apparently
determined by the type of loan and borrower's type of
economic activity. For instance, farmer-borrowers are

required to pay their amortizations every after harvest
while in the case of a government worker who applied for a

salary loan, the payment is automatically deducted from his
salary every 15th and 30th of the month and market vendors
are asked to make daily payments.

Collateral. POs and NGOs appear to be more lenient with

collateral requirements than banks, lending investors and
individual lenders. Lending investors who offer chattel and
real estate mortgage loan requires moveable assets and land
as• collateral, respectively (Table 92). The consortium also
requires collateral such as land or other real estate
mortgage, moveable assets and anything that is of value to •
the borrower. The value is not measured in monetary terms
alone. CPN accepts collaterals that have
"sentimental/emotional" value to the borrower even if the
monetary value is low. For example, CPN accepts wedding

gowns as collateral. In addition to the collateral, the
farmer has to sign a loan marketing agreement with the
consortium.

On the other hand, two individual informal lenders

require land as collateral. Other lending agents including
TILCO, VCF, LPF, and one individual lender• do not require
collaterals.
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Documentary requirements. Formal credit sources usually
require the borrowers to fill up certain forms and present
papers attesting to the legitimacy of their business
operations, feasibility and viability of the business
enterprise that will be put up and promiso_y note. On the
other hand, informal lenders like traders _and landowners,
usually do not require any written document from the
borrower. However, it was found in this study that some
individual lenders also require the borrowers to sign a
marketing agreement with the lender although the PO
respondent and one informal lender do not require any
documents. Nevertheless, the documentation requirements of
the informal lenders is still much less than that of the
formal lenders (Table 93). The doc%Iments required by the
formal institutions included in the case study are, however,
much less and relatively simpler than those required by the
banks covered in the survey.

Collection scheme. The lending institutions employ
different collection schemes as indicated in Table 94 The
CPN Consortium collects payment through market tie-ups while
LPF conducts weekly meetings to collect amortization from
borrowers.

Before, VCF just waits for its clientele to come to
their office to pay. This method proved to be inadequate
since the number of :delinquent coop-borrowers increased
tremendously from eight (in 1988) to 65 (in 1991). The
delinquency rate in fact grew from 7% to 62% for the said
period while the amount of delinquent, accounts rose from
_223,324 to F3,629,724. Due to high delinquency rate, VCF
hired a loan monitoring officer in February 1992, to ensure
that there are no loan deviations and improve the collection
rate. However, because of the high incidence of bad debt on
past due accounts, the attention of the loan monitoring
officer is currently focused on collecting bad debts.
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Table93. Documentaryrequirementsof loansgrantedbysourceof credit, 1992.

Sourcesof Credit/Typeof Loan OocumentaryRequirements

A. LendingInvestors

CaseI -
: Harketvendor'sloan Loanapplication;

Mayor'spermittooperate
business

Case2
Commercial(includes Hayor'spermit;Loanapplication
marketvendor's
loan)
Salary Loanapplication

* Chattel lo_napplication;
Cert.ofregistration,

Officalreceipt

* RealEstate Landlille

Case3
* Marketvendor'sloan Mayor'spermit,Loanapplication
t Salary Loanapplication
* Chattel Cert.olregistration,Loanapplication

Offical receipt

=RealEstate landTitle;Loanapplication

Case4
: Marketvendor'sloan Mayor'spermit;Loanapplication

* Salary loanapplication
: Chattel Cert.ofregistration,Loanapplication

Offioalreceipt

RealEstate Landtitle;Loanapplication
* Additionalcapital Incomestatementand

loan Balancesheetofbusiness;
Loanapplication

B. PrivateDevelopmentBank

NMDB(CPHConsortium) Loanapplicationpromissory
note,loan/marketingagreement
withconsortiu_

C, People'sOrganization
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PLF(TILCO) Loanapplication,promis_ry
* Productionloan note,trustreceipt,farmplan

and budget

D, Non-governmentOr{anizations

VICTO(VCF) Projectproposal,
* Liquiditywindow loanapplication;promisory

noteandtrustreceipt

* Relendingwindow
* Specialfinancing
* Specialcredit

CARD[LPP) Loanapplication,promissorynote,
* Agricultural projectproposal
* )mall-scalee_terprise -do-

Z. Individuall_formal
Lenders

* Mrs.B
Provident none
Production none

* Mr.0
Production Harketingagreement

* Hr,M
Pro6uction Contractagreement

[ntdoclg
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Table 94. Collection scheme of the different credit institutions.

Source of Credit Collection Scheme

Lending Investors
Case 1 Collector goes personally to the market

area/send notice for delayed payments

Case 2 Collector goes personally to the borrower
while some voluntarily go to the lending
investor's office

Case 3 Waits for the borrower to pay in person/
send notice of delayed payments

Case 4 Collector goes personally to the borrower/
send notice of delayed payments

NMDB (CPN Consortium) Through market tie-up

PLF (TILCO) Coop provides trucking

VICTO (VCF) Waits for clientele to pay

CARD (LFP) Weekly meetings are conducted to collect
payments

Individual Informal
Lenders

Mrs. B Lender visits the borrower's house
Mr. O Lender visits the borrower's house/borrower

sometimes go personally to the lending agent
Mr. M Borrower goes personally to the lender

fn:colls¢"
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Other lending agents such as lending investors also
assigned collectors to go personally to the borrowers' house
to collect payment or just send notice to those who defaults
from their payment. LI3 only waits for the borrowers to

come to their office and personnaly pay their
loans/amortizations. Borrowers who get delayed in paying
their accounts are sent letters reminding them of their
obligations.

TILCO employs a more innovative collection scheme. It

accepts payment in kind using its marketing and trucking
system. Produce are collected and sold to TILCO. TILCO, on
the other hand, buys the produce at prevailing market
price. All expenses incurred by the borrowers (from land
preparation to hauling) are properly accounted for and then
the loan which includes the principal and interest, is
deducted from the total cash value of the borrowers'
harvest.

Informal lenders usually visit the borrowers' house to
collect the payment but sometimes, the borrowers are the
ones who personally go to the lender's house to pay their
amortization.

ReDawment rate. Table 95 Shows that repayment rates
vary from one institution to another, although the repayment
rates reported by the different institutions are much higher
than other rural credit programs particularly those operated
by government institutions. No information on repayment
was obtained from the three informal lenders interviewed.

Among the credit institutions, NMDB appear to have the
highest repayment rate of 100 percent_ This reflects the
advantage of an integrated approach to delivery of service
to the small farmers. The strength of this strategy is the
well-organized structure of its consortium and the strong
and effective linkage mechanism between the credit,
production and marketing services provided by the
consortium.

CARD ranked second in terms of repayment with a rate of
99.24 percent, followed by the lending investors of San
Pablo both at 98 percent. The lowest repayment rate was

reported by VICTO and LI3, and they are now trying to
improve this by stepping up their loan collection efforts

Apparently, there is a correlation between loan
collection schemes and repayment rate. The consortium
through its marketing tie-up was able to achieve I00 percent
repayment rate. The lending investors which employ
collectors have high repayment rate too. TILCO's trucking
system and CARD's weekly meeting/collection facilitated the
remittance of payments thus increasing their repayment
rates. In contrast, LI3 and VCF which usually wait for,
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Table 95. Repayment rates of the different credit institutions.

Source of Credit Repayment Rates (%)

Lending Investors
Case I 98
Case 2 98
Case 3 80
Case 4 97.5

NMDB (CPN Consortium) I00

PLF (TILCO) 90-95

vlc_ (VCF) 8i.59

CARD (LPF) 99.24

Individual Informal
Lenders
Mrs. B
Mr. O
Mr. M

fn:repcase
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their clients to come have relatively low repayment rates

compared to the other lenders.

Moreover, repayment rates of the different credit
institutions are also influenced by the frequency of
payment. Specifically, based on the result of the case
study, if the lender requires daily or weekly remittance of
payments, repayment rate is higher compared to those who
applied monthly, quarterly and annual basis. Also, the rate
of turnover of money is faster, thus improving the liquidity
of the lender and its capability to lend to other borrowers.

Income from and Cost of Lending

Only three of the respondents provided information on their
net income (the CPN Consortium/NMDB, TILCO and VCF). The
others said this information is highly confidential and
therefore, cannot be provided to the research teamm Thus,
the analysis of the financial soundness and viability of the
institutions is constrained. Based on the reports, TILco
registered a higher net income (_I.167 million per annum)
compared to the income of the NMDB from the consortium
(R38,g20) and VCF (R868,054.04) (Table 961.

In terms of cost of lending, it was found out that the
lending investors incur the lowest lending, cost. Lie I, 2,
and 3 exhibited equal cost of lending of PO.03 for every one

peso lent or (m03_)- LI4 on the other hand, reported that
it incurred a total cost of PTO0,O00 per month.

The CPN consortium reported the highest cost of lending
amounting to PI.05 million. This is about 22 percent of
their total income. According to TILCO, VCF and LPF their
lending cost amounts to 12 percent, 29.17 percent, and 24
percent of their total income, respectively. This implies
that TILCO, the institution that registered the highest
income and serviced the most number of small farmers has a

very efficient and effective mechanism.

Quite expectedly, not one among the informal lenders

gave information on the cost they incurred from lending.
This could be due to a number of reasons: (I) they probably
do not really take account of all the costs associated with
their lending operations since lending is just one of the
activities that they undertake with the borrowers; or (2)
their cost of lending is very small compared to the
interest rate that they are charging and the income that
they are getting from their lending operations.
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Table 96. Net income and cost of lending by source of cre

Source of Credit Cost of Lending

Lending Investors
Case 1 For every one peso lent the cost is

around P0.03

Case 2 -do-

Case 3 -do-

Case 4 P700,000/month

NMDB (CPN Consortium) PI.05 M
(22% of total income)

PLF (TILCO) 12% of total income

VICTO (VCF) 29.17% of total income

CARD (LPF) 24 % of total income

Individual Informal
Lenders

Mrs. B
Mr. 0
Mr. M
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Duration of Loan Processing

The length of loan processing time vary depending on
the lender and this can be due to a number of factors: (1)
availability of funds; (2) security of loan; (3) number of
supporting papers required and the extent of completion of
these documentary requirements; (4) size of :loan; (5) amount
applied for; (6) track record of the borrower; and (7)
availability of the signatories.

According to the key respondent in Case 1, it takes
them only one day to process loan applications and release
the loan if they have available funds but if fund is
limited, processing takes 2-3 days (Table 97). Case number 2

on the other hand, can process the loan in one day provided
that the borrower has submitted all documentary requirement
and funds are available. If funds are not enough to serve
all the borrowers, they strictly employ the "first come,
first serve" policy. Case number 3 allows itself more

flexibility in terms of loan processing time. They
guarantee, however, that loans can be released one week (7
days) after filing, Lending investor number 4 sets a

separate timetable for different sizes of loans. Big loans
(which usually require collateral) takes one week before
approval and release, while small loans (which donot
require collateral) takes only 1-2 days.

The CPN Consortium can process re-loans in 2-3 days
while new loans (new borrowers) are processed in about 1
week's time.

%

In VCF, processing and approval of loan takes so much
time especially if the amount applied for is large since it

will have to go from one committee to the next higher
committee for approval. The loan application goes through
various committees, namely, the in-house credit committee,
loan committee and management committee (MANCOM). The
composition of each committee varies in each region. The in-
house committee can approve loans amounting to B1,000 to
¥20,000 in Regions 6 and 8. The in-house committee in Region
7/Cebu can approve loans ranging from _i,000 to ¥50,000.
The loan committee in Regions 6 and 8 approves loans ranging
from _20,001 to ¥500,000 while the loan committee in Cebu
approves loans from P50,001 to P1 million. For loans
amounting to _500,001 to ¥I million filed in Regions 6 and 8
Hence, this will be approved by the Cebu Loan Committee. For
loans greater than _I million, only the MANCOM has the

authority to approve. Hence, for this amount of loan,
processing time takes more than one month since the MANCOM
only meets once a month. Long processing period is not a

critical concern for VCF borrowers since these are coops
that have more flexibility in fund allocation and whose

application for loans is based on the projected (not
immediate) needs of its members. Oftentimes, coops file
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Table 97. Loan processing time by source of credit, 1992.

Source of Credit Processing Time

Lending Investors
Case 1 1 day, with available funds/

2-3 days, with limited funds

Case 2 i day , with complete papers and funds/
ist come, ist serve if fund is limited

Case 3 1 week

Case 4 1-2 days for unsecured loan/
1 week for secured loans

NMDB (CPN Consortium) 1 week for new loan/2-3 days for reloan

PLF (TILCO) almost no processing farmer must only
sign papers such as promisory note

VICTO (VCF) depends on the amount of loan

CARD (LPF) less than PS,000.00 - 1 week or less
P5,000.00 or more - 2 weeks

Individual Informal
Lenders

Mrs. B Almost no processing_farmer must only approach
the lender right away

Mr. O Almost no processing farmer must only approach
the lender right away

Mr. M Almost no processing farmer must only sign a
contract

fn:loaproc
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their loans in advance in anticipation of the needs of their
members. Hence, even if the loan processing time in the VCF
is idnger than other Cls, funds still become avilable when
needed. In contrast, the the other CIs generally serve
farmer-borrowers who would need the loans for immediate

need, and to them, efficiency in loan professing is very
critical.

• 1

In LPF, loan processing time also varies depending on
the size of the loan because of the level of management
action that is necessary for loan approval. Processing time
for loans, amounting to less than ¥5,000 is faster (I week or
less) because the branch manager, who is the approving
authority, is always available to evaluate the loan
application. For loans amounting to _5,000, only the
Executive Director has the authority to act on the
application, and processing usually takes two weeks since
the documents have to be brought to CARD's office in San
Pablo City where the Executive Director is based.

One reason why TILCO and the 3 informal lenders are

able to process loan applications in a very short period of
time is because they do not require much paper works. The
borrowers are only required to sign a promissory note or
they could just approach the lender and request for a loan,
then they will be asked to sign a contract of agreement and

the loan can be released right away. The contract normally
states that the payment will be deducted upon the sale of
their produce.

SavingsMobilization Program

One of the sources of loanable funds of credit
institutions is savings hence, to generate additional
capital these institutions particularly private banks, NGOs
and POs engage in savings mobilization program. They
implement this kind of program primarily to attract
depositors to save and invest in their institution. One

common means of attracting investors/savers is offering
higher interest on savings and time deposits.

In the case studies, only NMDB, PLF, VICTO and CARD
implement savings mobilization schemes/strategies to attract

additional depositors/investors (Table 98). The four lending
investors do not employ such scheme because they are not
allowed to generate savings in the first place. Instead,
they rely on capital contributed by individual investors. To

attract other individual investments to the LI, the lending
investors offer interest rates of two to three percent per
month on the individual investor's capital depending on

their earnings and volume of business. On the other hand,
individual informal lenders usually have enough funds for
their own relending activities, although in one case, the
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Table 98. Savings mobilization program by source of credit,
1992.

Source of Credit Savings Mobilization Program

Lenaing Investors
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4

NMDB (CPN Consortium) More branches; find transfer
services; give incentives to
employees who can attract additional
depositors

PLF Every harvest farmers used to give
2 cavans = P500 as savings, which they
leave at the warehouse so that in 5 years
farmers do not have to loan from LBP
because they have enough funds to
loan from themselves

VICTO (VCF) Investment of member-coops in VCF
earn a com_titive interest in the
form of dividends

CARD (LPF) Group/pledge savings of P5.00 per week;
automatic deposit of 5% of approved
loan; additional 5% of'loans from
group fund; paid intere'stof 3%
on loans from project

Individual Informal
Lenders
Mrs. B
Mr. O
Mr. M

fn:savmob
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lender borrowed from the bank to augment his lending
capital. This implies that the earnings the lender derives
from his lending business is enough to cover at least the
interest rate charged by the bank.

NMDB, the only private development bank considered in
the study, employs a different strategy for its fund
generating project. The bank gives incentives to employees
who can recruit depositors. Through these incentives bank
employees will be motivated to exert extra effort to attract
additional depositors and savers to the institution.
Moreover, the establishment of other branches attracted
more depositors. Another strategy to encourage and attract
more depositors is by providing a fund transfer service.
However, the CPN consortium has no savings mobilization
component.

PLF encourages farmers to save 2 cavans of rice which
is equivalent to _500, every harvest. The rice is deposited
in PLF's warehouse and monetized, and it is estimated that
after five years, farmers will not have tO rely on loans
from the LBP because they have enough funds of their own to
finance their farming operations.

VICTO's savings strategy is implemented through the
investment of member-coops in the central fund. This
investment earns a competitive interest in the form of
dividends. CARD, on the other hand, which also believes that
a savings program is an important factor for members to
attain self-reliance, conducts the following schemes:

I. pledqed savinqs of _5.00 per week. Every group
member deposits five pesos every week as a
personal saving. This is accumulated in an
account called Group Fund account which is held
and managed by the group.

2. Automatic deposit of 5% of apDr0ved loan for

project. When a group member receives a loan,
an obligatory deduction is made at the rate of
five percent of the loan amount. This is known as

the group tax. A member pays this tax for enjoying
the financial services coming to him through the
group and also to build up a reserve for the
group itself. Group tax collection is also
deposited in the Group Fund account.

3. Additional 5% of loans from Group Fund. Loans from
this fund, at terms set by the group, may be
used for additional capital for livelihood
projects. However, five percent charge on
loans from this fund is obligatory so that the
Group Fund will always have reserve funds. The
existence of this common fund provides the group
with experience in funds administration. It also



encourages the members to take up larger
projects collectively.

4. Paid interest of 3% on loans from proiect. Members
are obliged to pay an interest of three
percent on loans from projects after full
payment based on annual refund declaration.

Lending institutions including NMDB, TILCO, VCF, and
PLF employ savings mobilization schemes to generate more
funds to cope with the increasing demand of farmers for
credit services and to generate funds internally so that

borrdwing and cost of money can be reduced. Consequently,
with larger capital and lower relending rates these lending
institutions will be financially sound and more competitive.

Assistance Received

Formal and informal rural credit institutions received
loans as well as grants, from other organizations , both
government agencies and private institutions. These
financial support are released either in the form of cash or
in kind (e.g., computer, farm animals, fertilizers, etc.)
with a corresponding interest except for grants which carry
no interes. Grants are usually received in the form of
commodities just like that of PLF's complete set of computer
with printer and second hand bulldozer which they received
from the Netherlands Embassy and Japanese Embassy,

respectively (Table 9_). The computer is primarily used for
documentation while the bulldozer is used for clearing an
area that may be used as a relocation site for the victims
of Mt. Pinatubo eruption, particularly for the indigenous
tribe of Aetas.

To augment their capital base, lending investors borrow
from private banks or private individuals, while the two
NGOs were able to access funds, mostly grants, from foreign
NGOs. Moreover, VCF, which has a credit line with LBP, is
able to borrow from BPI Foundation at eight percent per
annum. The PLF and CARD were also able to get loans from
DRDAP. Meanwhile, one moneylender borrowed from a bank, too.

The NMDB was able to source funds from CBP, DBP, LBP,
PBSP, KASAPI, Union Bank of the Philippines and Maatschappij
Von Ontruikkebuigalanden N. V. (FMO), a Dutch investment

company. However, the loans from these credit institutions
are used for their regular lending activities (i.e.',
agricultural loan, commercial and other loans) and not for
the CPN Consortium. Funds for the consortium come from the
savings generated by the bank and their earnings.



Table 99. Sources of financial assistance by source of credit,
1992.

Source of Credit Source of Financial Assistance

Lending Investors
Case I Private banks
Case 2 Private banks
Case 3 Private individuals
Case 4 None

NMDB CBP, DBP, r.n_,PBSP, KASAPI, Union
Bank of the Philippines, a Dutch
investment company

PLF (TILCO) DA, DRDAP, TLRC, Netherlands and
Japanese Embassies

VICTO (VCF) LBP, BPI Foundation, NEDA, Foreign
NGOs, i.e., Netherlands

CARD (5PF) DRDAP, Foreign NGOs in Taiwan, Japan
and Thailand

Individual Informal
Lenders
Mrs. B None
Mr. O Bank
Mr. M None

fn:sfinass
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Affiliation with Other Organization

The different groups of lending institutions seek for
additional funds and assistance to augment their financial
resources and link with other institutions to assist their

borrowers particularly in the social institutions building
aspect. So, they have established linkages or tie-ups with
other organizations, government and private institutions.

The two NGOs are members of the Cooperative Union of
the Philippines (CUP), People's Council on Rural Savings and
Finance (PCRSF), Philippine Partnership for the Development
of Human Resources in Rural Areas (PHILDHRRA) and (NATCCO)
(Table 100). Furthermore, VICTO, is registered with CDA.

On the other hand, private firms such as NMDB and the
lending investors are affiliated with private groups. NMDB
is a member of the Development Bank Association of the
Philippines, Cagayan de Oro Chamber of Commerce; PBSP and
Personnel Management Association of the Philippines while
the four lending investors are members of their town's
lending investor's association.

Development Plans and Programs

All institutions are expected to have their future
plans for development. NMDB, through its CPN Consortium is
planning to reorganize its ARN Consortium, a baby corn
project (Table I01) which operates in the same way as the
CPN .consortium except that the project is baby corn and not

cassava. The first activity of the project was very
successful . However, because of the big profit that the
consortium realized, a member of the consortium demanded for
a bigger share which the other members flet was
unreasonable. As of the time of the study, the project has
stopped although NMDB plans to pursue the project with
another partner, they were in the process of reorganization.

On the other hand, PLF is hoping to build irrigation
canals since this is the immediate need of farmers. PLF

observed that many farmers were not able to plant because
there is no irrigation facilities in their area. It is

expected that, once the irrigation facilities are built,
farmers will have the capacity to pay their loans in the
coop (TILCO). At the same time more farmers will be
encouraged to join the cooperative.

VICTO, on the other hand, wants to develop and improve
its loan monitoring activities, particularly with the
central fund's borrowers. CARD, meanwhile, plans to convert
PLF into a bank that will be owned and managed by the
landless beneficiaries themselves.
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Table i00. Affiliation with other organizations.

Credit Institutions Organizations

Lending Investors
Case Number 1 San Pablo Lending Investor's Associatio
Case Number 2 San Pablo Lending Investor's Associatio
Case Number 3 Lipa Lending Investor's Association
Case Number 4 San Pablo Lending Investor's Associatio

Private Dev't Bank

NMDB (CPN Consortium) Cagayan de Oro Chamber of Commerce,
DBAP, PBSP, PMAP

People's Organization
PLF (TILCO)

Non-Gov't Organization
VICTO (VCF) CUP, PCRBF, PHILDHRRA, NATCCO

CARD (LPF) PCRSF, PHILDHRRA

Individual Informal
Lenders
Mrs. B.
Mr.. O.
Mr. M.

fn:affili
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Table 101. Development plans and programs by source of credit, 1992.

Credit Institutions Development Plans/Programs.

Lending Investors
Case Number 1
Case Number 2
Case Number 3
Case Number 4

Private Dev't Bank
NMDB (CPN Consortium) ARN Consortium_ more branches

People's Organization
PLF (TILCO) Irrigation canals & constm_r store

Non-Gov't Organization
VICTO (VCF) Developed and improved loan

monitoring activities
CARD (LPF) Conversion of PLF into a bank

which will be owned and managed
by the LPWs

Individual Informal
Lenders
Mrs. B.
Mr. O.
Mr. M. '-

,fn:devplan
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Note that the plans and programs for future
development of the aforementioned institutions are centered
on the improvement of the welfare of the farmer-borrowers
and strengthening of the financial and managerial status of
their respective institutions. In contrast, the four lending
investors expressed anxiety to go into small lending
transactions. The four lending investors were asked whether

they intend to lend to small farmers. Lending lnvestor
3 mentioned that they provide loans for agriculture through
post-harvest facility loans but they have noplans of going
further to small farmer lending. The reasons cited why the
lending investors are hesitant to go into such venture are
the following: (I)lending cost will increase considerably;
(2) they do not have the capability; and (3) loan
monitoring/collection will be difficult and costly. It can
be surmised that there is no "pressure" for the lending
investors to go into small farm lending because government
has not provided them any form of assistance, whether
financial or technical.

Problems/Constraints

Some of the lending organizations are plagued with
problems. Among the financial institutions , LPF appears to
have the most problems inspite of its high repayment rate.
_he problems cited include:

I. Existence of other NGOs _ in their area of

operations whose policies and rules are contrary
to that of LPF (e.g., rules on repayment for
financial assistance provided are not strictly
implemented); thus affecting the social
institutions building program and value
reorientation activities of LPF;

2. Beneficiaries do not as yet have fullappreciation
of the concepts of group lending. Some groups do
not carefully screen the qualifications and
readiness of their group mates since their primary
concern is just to comply with the required
grouping of five potential loaners, so they can
borrow soonest;

3. LRW's reluctance to undergo basic training
requirements;

4. Many LRWs exhibit "public fright" in the presence
of perceived people of authority, (e.g., LPF
management staff) during the group recognition
test. Consequently, they find difficulty in
replying to simple questions about their

understanding of the program. As a result, they
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fail the test so they have to be retrained,
thereby slowing down the process of membership
recruitment/expansion; and

6. Although many community members are interested in
the program, they adopt a "wait and see" attitude.
They would like to observe first how the program
fares before actively participating in it.

The PLF, on the other hand, has manpower problems since
it cannot offer competitive salary rates due to limited
funds. Meanwhile, NMDB is constrained to expand the CPN
Consortium because their small farmer lending program

competes with its other priorities. In addition, its area
of operation and choice of partners are also limited.
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Conclusions and Re_dations

Conclusions

1. The above discussions show that the conduits of rural
credit can be generally classified into two: (a) those
that lend using privately generated funds (e.g., rural
banks, cooperative rural banks, development banks,
informal money lenders and lending investors), and (b)
those who finance their lending operations using mostly
grants and/or soft loans (coops, NGOs,and POs).

2. The lenders that belong to the first group also have
different lending policies depending on their
assessment of the risk involved and the scarcity of
their resources. The banks can charge a relatively low
interest rate compared to the informal lenders because
their loans are collateralized. They can recover their

exposures by foreclosing the collateral, in case of
defaults in loan repayment or imposing fines on past
•due accounts. So, while they can offer low interest
rate, their terms are not flexible, the entire
operation is very formal and impersonal and does not
generally appeal to the common rural borrower.

3. The informal lenders, on the other hand, are more
accessible, they do not require collateral, the terms
and conditions of the loan are more flexible, and their

approach and relationship with the borrowers are more
personal and conform with the social norm among the
rural borrowers. However, because of the high risk of
defaults they charge a high interest rate. Despite
these, informal money lending continue to be a thriving
business in ru.ral areas and •their importance and
acceptability cannot be discounted even with the
proliferation of credit coops.

4. The lending investors do not require collateral and do
not charge very high interest rate, but limit their
lending operations to those who have sure incomes.
They do not lend to small farmers and other rural
borrowers because they do not want to take the risk and

they want to minimize cost. Like the informal lenders,
their approach is more personal since collectors visit
them daily/weekly to collect their payments.

5. NMDB is one innovative bank that implements a special
credit program for the benefit of the small farmers.
This program is more costly and less profitable than
their commercial lending operations but they sacrifice

big returns just to be able to help the small-
borrowers. This is a good program for the other
banking institutions to adopt.
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3. Encourage capital build-up among coops for them to
attain financial security.

All CIs cater to different clientele who have various
credit needs. The results indicate that coops are the
most effective rural credit conduit that reach small
farmers and ARBs because they are accessible and offer

more affordable credit terms. However, they are
constrained by their limited capability to finance
bigger ventures and manage/administer big loan
operations. Moreover, they are heavily dependent on
subsidized loans from the government and grants from
external sources, (usually foreign) and there is no
assurance that these funds will always be available.
Hence, the question of sustainability of operations
come to fore. Coops should be able to generate their
own funds to be able to sustain their operations.

At this stage when funds are still available for
cooperative development, they should be provided
assistance to help them encourage their members to
build-up their savings and improve farther their
capability to handle big credit operations.

So far, there are indications of the viability of
coops. They are able to manage their lending
operations; their borrowers report higher rapayment
rates than CRBs and RBs as a result of their collection

mechanism (i.e., receiving payments in kind); and they
are able to maintain their operations at low cost
despite limited manpower capability. They should be
able to maintain this even with minimal or without
government support.

4. Provide greater opportunity and encourage development
banks to extend rural credit assistance

The development banks will continue to be critical in
providing credit assistance to rural borrowers who are
not coop members and whose credit needs can not be met
by the coops. They can be partners of government in
the implementation of rural development programs so
they canbe exposed to and deal with small borrowers.

5. Appeal to the CIs especially private commercial banks,
and encourage them to undertake lending programs like
that of the NMDB. In addition to financing, marketing
and technical assistance are also very critical to the
success of any business undertaking. The package of
services provided by the consortium makes the

financial assistance more effective and meaningful.
Therefore, if the government decides to embark on new
credit programs, such services should also be included.
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6. The coops/NGOs/POs on the other hand, obtain their
loanable funds at a reasonable interest rate and
therefore, can afford to lend also at a low interest
rate. Furthermore, since most of their funds came from
grants, there is not much pressure for them to recover
their exposures. Their terms and conditions are more
liberal and flexible, and the incentive to increase
their efficiency to improve their profit is not as
great as those that use their own funds or bear the
full cost of their operations.

7. Based on these it can be surmised that the elements and
features of an effective, viable and sustainable rural
credit delivery mechanism are: accessibility;
capability to provide necessary credit assistance to as
many borrowers on time; reasonable rate of interest;
short period of loan processing; efficient collection
mechanism; ability to offer flexible terms and
conditions to respond to the needs of the small
borrowers; and capability to generate resources with
minimal or without government subsidy.

Recommendations

To improve the effectiveness, viability and
sustainability of the RCDMs studied, the following
recommendations are forwarded:

1. Policy support

a. GFIs and big development banks (DBP, PNB, etc.)
should channel their loanable funds to the rural
based Cls like the RBs, CRBs and coops to improve
their funding capability.

b. Provide incentive (e.g., rediscounting/loan
restructuring) to the private lenders to
encourage them to lend to small farmers and other
rural borrowers.

2. Should Lls go into small farm lending, there is a need
for them to lessen documentary requirements and relax
some term and conditions, i.e., extend loan maturity so
it will coincide with the crop production cycle.
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Appendix Table i. Average interest rates paid by borrower-respondents by
source of credit and by type of loan, Negros Occidental,
1992, (percent per annum).

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production 20 23 18 38 21
Livestock production - - - 0 0
Commercial/business - - - 20 20
Emergency/medical - - - 0 0
House repair/maintenance - ....
Educational needs - - - 0 0
Others .....

All 19 23 18 31 20

fn:averatel



Appendix Table 2. Average interest rates paid by borrower-respondents by
source of credit and by type of loan, Bohol, 1992
(percent per annum)

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production 20 23 20 - 21
Livestock production 20 21 36 - 28
Commercial/business - - 16 0 12
Emergency/medical .....
House repa_v/maintenance .....
Educational needs .....
Others .....

All 20 22 22 0 22

fn:averate2



Appendix Table 3. Average interest rates paid by borrower-respondents by
source of credit and by type of loan, Cebu, 1992

(percent per annum).

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production - 22 21 - 22
Livestock production - 25 17 - 18
Commercial/business .....
Emergency/medical .....
House repair/maintenance .... -'
Educational needs .... _-
Others - 25 - _" - 25

All - 22 18 - 20

fn:averate3



Appendix Table 4. Average interest rates paid by respondents by source
of credit and by type of loan, Negros Oriental, 1992
(percent per annum).

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production - 24 18 - 21
Livestock production - - -18 - 18
Commercial/business .....
Emergency/medical .....
House repair/maintenance .....
Educational needs .....
Others .....

All - 24 18 - 21

fn:averate4



Appendix Table 5. Average interest rates paid by respondents by source
of credit and by type of loan, Iloilo, 1992

(percent per annum).

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production 21 20 20 34 21
Livestock production - - 29 24 28
Commercial/business .....
Emergency/medical .....
House repair/maintenance - - - 9 9
Educational needs - - - 120 120
Other - - - i0 i0

All 21 20 21 36 22

fn:averate5



Annex Table 6. Average interest rate paid by borrower-respondents by source
of credit and by type of loan, Aklan, 1992 (percent per annum).

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production 24 24 18 - 21
Livestock production 24 26 18 - 23
Commercial/business - 27 - - 27

Emergency/medical .....
House repair/maintenance - - - 17 17
Educational needs .....
Other 25 - - - 25

All .. 24 25 i8 17 21

fn:averate6



AppendixTable7. Heasonsvhy respondents'productivityincreased,by sourceof credit andbyprovince,1992

Sourceof Credit

Province/Frequency
CEB EB COOP All

No. % No. % Ho. I Ho. %

KegrosOccidental (N=9) (R=IT) (N=64) (N=90)
Increasedability toprocureinputs 4 4i.&4 I0 58.82 36 56.25 50 55.56
Increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor - - 2 4.69 3 3.33
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs/
increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor 5 55.56 5 29,41 24 37.50 3& 31.T8

Koresponse - 2 11.76 I 1.56 3 3.33

Bohol (H:7) (K:lO (K:283 (N:&5)
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs 3 42.86 6 60.00 24 85.71 33 73.23
Increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor - I 10.O0 - - i 2.22
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs/
increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor 3 &2.86 3 30,00 4 14.29 i0 22,22

Purchaseequipmentforfamilybusiness I 14.29 - - - i 2.22

Cebu (M=153 (N=IB) (_=333
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs - li 93.33 li 71,78 28 84,85
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs/
increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor 1 6.67 i 22.i2 5 15.15

KegrosOriental (M:19) (K:Ii) (K:33)
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs - 7 36.84 4 28.57 11 32,33
Increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor - - - I 7.11 I 3.03
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs/
increasedabilitytohireadditionarlabor - 12 63.16 9 64.29 21 63.61

lloiio (N:9) (K=18) (H=a5) (M:62)
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs 6 66.67 12 66.67 2B 80,00 &6 74,19
Increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor - 2 II.II 2 3.23
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs/
increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor 3 33.33 4 22,22 7 20.00 14 22.58

kklan (N:6) (N=93 (H:Ig) (N:343
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs 2 23.33 ! 44.44 9 17.37 15 i4.12
Increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor - 2 22,22 1 5.26 3 8.82
Increasedabilitytoprocureinputs/
increasedabilitytohireadditionallabor 4 66,67 3 33.33 9 47,37 16 _7.06

fn:reasprod



Appendix Table 8. Number of respondents whose welfare/income increased due to
the loan, by province and by source of credit, 1992.

Increased Did Not Increase All

Province/
Source of Credit

No. % No. % No. %

Negros Occidental
CRB 6 60.00 4 40.00 10 100.00
RB 17 85.00 3 15.00 20 100.00
COOP 66 82.50 14 17.50 80 100.00
All 89 80.91 21 19.09 110 100.00

Bohol
CRB 7 70.00 3 30.00 i0 i00.00
RB i0 50.00 i0 50.00 20 i00.00
COOP 23 76.67 7 23.33 30 i00.00
All 40 66.67 20 33.33 60 100.00

Cebu
RB ......

RB 15 75.00 5 25.00 20 i00.00
COOP 18 90.00 2 i0.00 20 100.00
All 33 82.50 7 17.50 40 100.00

Negros Oriental
RB ......

RB 19 95.00 1 5.00 20 100.00
COOP 14 70.00 6 30.00 20 100.00
All 33 82.50 7 17.50 40 100.00

Iloilo
CRB 9 90.00 1 i0.00 i0 100.00
RB 18 90.00 2 I0.00 20 100.00
COOP 34 85.00 6 15.00 40 i00.00
All 61 87.14 9 12.86 70 100.00

Aklan
CRB 9 90.00 1 10.00 I0 I00.00
RB 19 95.00 1 5.00 20 100.00
COOP 19 95.00 1 5.00 20 100.00
All 47 94.00 3 6.00 50 i00.00

%,

fn:welfinco



AppendixTable 9. Reasonswhyloan helped increase respondent'swelfare, by source of credit, all provinces,
1992.

SourceofCredit

Reasons C_B R8 COOP All

_o. t Ro. t Ko. t Re.

l :3t) (K:tT()

Withadditionalincometobuyother
J

householdneeds(i.e.,food,medicine,etc,) 23 7_.I_ 65 66.33 13:3 35.14 218 7Z.95
Increasedproductionoutput& farmincome 5 !6.13 5 5.10 21 5.68 31 t0.23
Becomefinanciallystable 2 6.45 9 9.18 17 4.59 28 9.24
Ableto buyadditionalinputsandfarmanimals I 3.23 14 14.29 6 1.62 21 6,93
Abletouseioneyforbusinessactivities a. 12.90 4 4.08 12 3.24 20 6,60
Itwasu_edforhouserepair/maintenance I 3,23 6 6.12 ? l,B9 14 4.62
Usedaspaymentforeducationalexpenses 1 3.23 7 7.1( 6 I.H2 14 4,62
Abletohelpintheirhospitalizationexpenses - - 6 6.12 6 1.9B
Abletopayotherexistingloans t 3.23 t 1.02 4 1.0B 6 3.BB
Abletopurchasefarmequipments& machineries 2 2.04 3 0,81 5 1,65
Repairofpassengei'sjeepney 2 2,04 - 2 0.66
ItwasusedforfBr==aintenance/ezpenses t 0.27 t 0.33

fn:reaswelf



AppendixTable lO. Eeasouswhr loan did not help increase respondent's income/welfare,by source of
credit all provinces,1992.

Sourceof Credit

Reasons CEB RS CODP All

No. I Mo. I No. i No.
(n=9) (H:22) (_=26) (N:67)

Experiencedlongdryseason 2 22.22 9 40.gl I0 27.7B 21 31.34
Loanwasusedforotherpurpose
(e.g.houserepair) 2 22.22 6 _7.27 2 8.33 II 16.42

Insufficientamount06 loan 2 Z2.22 i 4.55 5 12.81 8 11.94
Lowproduction/lowincome 2 22.22 i (.55 ( ii,II l I0.15
1001foragriculturaluse . a 9.09 ( II.Ii 6 8.96
Declineinthezarketpriceofsugar - I 4.55 2 B.33 4 5.97
Delayedapplicationof fertilizers - 2 B.09 ) 5,56 ( 5,97
Cropsarestillyoung/ne_Iyplanted - 2 5.56 2 2.gg
AniRalsdiedduetodisease - - - 2 5.56 2 2.99
_on-irrigatedfarms - I &._5 I 2,7B 2 2.99
Bulkoftheloanwaspaidforoldaccount I II.Ii - - i 1.49
hrm incomeisjustequaltoexpenses - - - I 2,78 I 1.49
Becauseofnaturalcalamities, l II,I! - - I 1.49
Totalsaleofanilalsdeclined - - - i 2.78 I 1.4g

fn:didwelf



tppendixTableIi.Prewency of loanrepaFlent bT borrower-respondentsby sourceof credit,1992,

Sourceof Credit

Province/Yrequency

CEH EH COOP All

No. % b. % _o. l _o. %

legros Occidental (N=IO) (b20} (N=80} (N:llO)
EveryG.oaths l IO.O0 10 50.00 1 1.25 12 20,91
Everyafter harvest 7 70.00 B 40.00 75 93.75 90 81.82
Every year - 1 5,00 3 3.75 4 3.64
Everyaonth " - - 1 1.25 1 0,91
Everyquarter 2 20.00 i 5,00 3 2.73
Others - - .

bhol (K=IO) (_=ZO) (_:30} (K=60)
Every6 months 2 20.00 5 25.00 22 73.32 29 48.33
Everyafterharvest - 5 25.00 8 20.00 Ii 18.33
Everyyear 8 80.00 i0 50.00 18 30.00
Ezerymonth

- 2 6.6; 2 3.33
Everyquarter - - .
Others

Cebu (B=20) (N=20} (#:40}
Every6 months - 5 25.00 5 12.50
Everyafterharvest -

Everyyear l& 70.00 15 75.00 29 72.50
Everymonth - & 20.00 - . & i0.00
Everyquarter - 2 I0.00 .
Others - . _

• HegrosOriental (b20) (N:20) (M:40)
Every6 months - - 2 10.00 2 5,00
Everyafterharvest - 14 70,00 lO 50.00 2& 60.00
Everyyear - - 5 25.00. 8 KO.O0 13 32.50
Eyer_month - I 5.00 - - 1 2.50
Ever_quarter - - . _
Others t w

Iloilo (E=IO) (i:20) (I:40) (N=70)
Ezerr _ months 5 50,00 17 85.00 16 &O,O0 38 5&.29
Everyafterharvest & &O.O0 2 I0.00 22 55.00 28 40.00
Everyyear - i 5.00 .
_very month I I0.00 - t _

Everyquarter - - - 2 5.00 2 2.86Others - _ .



Atlan {_=io) {x:2o) {1:2o} {n=5o}
Every 6 months - - 3 15.00 5 25.00 8 16.00
Everyalter harvest . - 15 75.00 15 30,00
Kver_year 5 50,00 13 65.00 - 18 36.00
_veryaonth 5 50,00 2 10,00 - - 7 14.00
Everyquarter
Others . 2 i - 2 4,00

fn:freq¢oli



Appendix Table 12. Average repayment rate of borrower-respondents by
source of credit and by type of loan, Negros Occidental,
1992, (percent).

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production 23 29 38 57 37
Livestock production - - - 0 0
Commercial/business - - - 20 20
Emergency/medical - - - 8 8
Educational needs - - - 0 0

All 23 29 38 49 37

fn:repratel



Appendix Table 13. Average repayment rate of borrower-respondents
by source of credit and by type of loan, Aklan,
1992, (percent)

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-r.RP All

Conduits

Crop production 19 34 7 - 24
Livestock production 16 27 0 - 21
Commercial/business - 42 - - 42
House repair/maintenance - - - 60 60
Others 20 - - - 20

All 20 37 7 60 3O

fn:reprate3



Appendix Table 14. Average repayment rate of borrower-respondents
by source of credit and by type of loan, Bohol,
1992, (percent).

Source of credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production 41 33 54 - 38
Livestock production 19 32 99 - 38
Cxmmercial/business - - 79 i00 82

All 30 33 63 i00 38

fn:reprate2



A_ Table 15. Average repayment rate of borrower-respondents
by source of credit and by type of loan, Iloilo,
1992, (percent).

Source.of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-r.RP All

Conduits

Crop production 83 39 49 73 48
Livestock production - - 56 I00 59
Educational needs - - - 0 0
House repair/m__Jntenance - - - 31 31
Others - - - 20 20

All 83 29 49 57 48

fn:reprate4



Apper_ix Table 16. Average repayment rate of borrower-respondents
by source of credit and by type of loan, Cebu,
1992, (percent).

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CKB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production - 48 74 - 49
Livestock production - 21 57 - 55
Others - 21 - - 21

All - 46 59 - 51

fn:reprate5



Annex Table 17. Average repayment rate of borrower-respondents by source of
credit and by type of loan, Negros Oriental,1992 (percent).

Source of Credit

Type of Loan
CRB RB COOP Non-LBP All

Conduits

Crop production - 27 23 - 26
Livestock production - - 27 - 27

All - 27 24 - 26

fn:reprate6



Appendix Table 18. Number of borrower-respondents who are always able to pay
their loan, by province and by source of credit, 1992.

Always Not Always All
Province/
Source of Credit

No. % No. % No. %

NegrosOccidental
CRB 4 40.00 6 60.00 i0 100.00
RB 14 70.00 6 30.00 20 100.00
COOP 56 70.00 24 30.00 80 100.00
All 74 67.27 36 32.73 110 100.00

Bohol
CRB 5 50.00 5 50.00 i0 i00.00
RB ii 55.00 9 45.00 20 100.00
COOP 24 80.00 6 20.00 30 100.00
All 40 66.67 20 33.33 60 i00.00

Cebu

RB 20 i00.00 - - 20 100.00
COOP 20 I00.00 - - 20 100.00
All 40 100.00 - - 40 100.00

NegrosOriental
_S .... _ w

RB 20 i00.00 - - 20 100.00
COOP I0 50.00 i0 50.00 20 i00.00
All 30 75.00 i0 25.00 40 100.00 .

Iloilo
CRB 6 60.00 4 40.00 I0 i00.00
RB 18 90.00 2 i0.00 20 100.00
COOP 28 70.00 12 30.00 40 100.00
All 52 74.29 18 25.71 70 100.00

Aklan
CRB I0 i00.00 - - i0 100.00
RB 17 85.00 3 15.00 20 100.00
COOP 18 90.00 2 i0.00 20 i00.00
All 45 90.00 5 10.00 50 100.00

All Provinces
CRB 25 62.50 15 37.50 40 i00.00
RB i00 83.33 20 16.67 120 I00.00
COOP 156 74.29 54 25.71 210 100.00
All 281 75.95 89 24.05 370 100.00

fn:ablepay



AppendixTable19,Sourcesofprimaryincomeofborrower-respondentsbysourceofcreditand.
byprovince,1992.

SourceofCredit

Province/
Sourceof CRB HB COOP All
Income ..............

legrosOccidental
Far_ 9 90.00 18 90.00 71 88.75 98 89.09
Off-farm 1 1.25 I 0.91
Ion-farm I 10.00 2 10.00 8 I0.00 11 10.00
All 10 100.00 20 100.00 80 100.00 110 I00.00

Bohol
Farm 5 50.00 13 65.00 24 80.00 42 70.00
Off-farm ....
Non-fare 5 50.00 7 35.00 G 20.00 18 30.00
All 10 100.00 20 100.00 30 100.00 60 100.00

Cebu
Farm - - 6 30.00 7 35.00 I_ 32.50
Off-farl - 2 I0.00 2 5.00
Non-farm - 14 70.00 11 55.00 25 62.50
All - 20 100.00 20 100.00 40 100.00

BegrosOriental
Farm - 16 80.00 18 90.00 34 85.00
Off-farm - - - - -
Boo-farm - 4 20.00 2 I0.00 6 15.00
All - 20 100.00 20 100.O0 40 100.00

llo£1o
Parm 10 100.00 16 80.00 38 95.00 64 91.(3
Off-farm ......
_on-farz - 4 20.00 2 5.00 6 8.5)
All I0 100.00 20 100.00 10 I00.00 70 I00.00

Aklan
_arm 5 50.00 10 50.00 17 85.00 32 6i.00
Off-fare - I 5.00 - 1 2.00
Non-farm 5 50.00 9 45.00 3 15.00 17 34.00
All i0 I00.00 20 I00.00 20 100.00 50 I00.00

fn:prilinc2



AppendixTable 20. Primaryoccupation of borrower-respondentsby source of credit, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

PrimaryOccupation CRB RB COOP All

No. t Ko. t No. t _o.
1_=40) (_=120) (N=210) {M:370)

Farmer 28 70,00 79 65.83 175 83.53 282 76,22
Businessman 5 12.50 7 5.83 4 1.90 16 4.32
Oov'temployee I 2.50 10 8.]3 5 2.38 18 4.32
Dressmaker/tailor 1 2.50 l 0.83 1 0,48 3 0,81
Storeowner ] Z,50 2 0,95 5 1.35
Pensioner/retiredgov'temployee I 2.50 5 4,17 3 1,43 9 2.43
Teacher i 2.50 8 5.00 3 1.43 10 2.70
Hiredfarmlaborerlhelpez - i 0.83 3 1,43 4 1.08
Others* 3 1,50 8 8.67 14 6.67 25 8.76

Total 40 100,00 120 100.00 210 100.00 370 100.00

* IncludesDaycareworker,Laborer,Carpenter,Fishermen,Pastor,Securityguards,Welder,
Ricemilloperator,Orchidsculture,Privateemployee,Enqineer,Churchpianist,Zlectrician,
Jeepneyoperator,Janitor,Postmaster,Hookeeper,Coopemployee,Salesrepresentative.

fn:prioccup



AppendixTable21. Sourcesof secondar¥incuBeof borrower-respundentsb_sourceof credit and
by province,1992.

Sourceuf Cre4it

Province/
Sourceuf CRB _B COOP kll
Incume

Nu. I No. % No. % Io. %

NegrosOccidental
Farm 3 60.00 2 18.18 10 19.1] 15 22.06
_ff-farm - - 5 45.45 13 15.00 18 26.47
Non-farm 2 iO.O0 4 36.36 29 55.77 35 51.47
kll 5 100.00 11 100.00 52 100.00 68 I00.00

Bubol
Farm 3 37.50 7 46.67 3 15.00 13 29.55
Off-farm 4 26.67 2 lO.O0 6 13:64
Non-farm 5 62.50 4 26.67 15 75,00 24 54,55
kll 8 100,00 15 100.00 20 I00.00 4] 97.73

Cebu
Farm - 12 80.00 13 65.00 25 71.43
Off-farm - 1 6,6T I 5.00 2 .5.71
Non-farm - 2 13.33 6 30,00 8 12.86
All - 15 I00.00 20 I00.00 35 I00.00

NegrusOriental
Parm - 4 26.67 7 &6.61 11 36.61
Off-farm - 3 20.00 - - 3 I0.00
Non-farm _ 8 53.33 8 53.13 16 53.33
All - 15 I00.00 15 100.00 20 100.00

Iloilo
Farm 2 2S.51 4 30.77 9 47.37 15 38.46
Off-farm - - 2 10.51 2 5,13
Nun-farm 5 11.43 9 69.23 8 42.!I 22 56.41
All 7 I00.00 13 I00.00 19 !00.00 39 I00.00

Aklan
Farm 5 83.33 I0 76.92 5 38.46 20 62.50
Off-farm - .- I 7,69 I 3.13
Non-farm 1 16,67 3 23.08 7 53.85 ii 34.38
All 6 I00,00 13 I00.00 13 I00,00 32 I00.00

AllProvince
Farm 13 50.00 39 47.56 47 33.81 99 40.08
Off-farm - 13 15,85 19 13.61 32 12.96
Nun-farm 13 50.00 30 36.59 73 52.52 116 46,96
All 26 I00.00 82 I00.00 119 I00.00 247 I00.00



AppendixTable22. Qualificationsof borrowersbysourceof credit, EegrosOccidental,1992.

Sourceof Credit "

Qualifications CN_ N_ COOP All

No. | lo. | No. I _o. |

Saaahangh/on/coopmember 10 100.00 9 (5.00 75 93.75 94 85.45
W/collateral (i,e,, land) 10 100,00 12 60.00 37 46.25 59 53.6]
W/relatives/friends vorkiug in the bank - - _ 30.00 6 5,45
Mustbea farmer - - 3 15.00 12 15,00 15 13.64
W/goodtrack record 3 30.00 10 50.00 24 30,00 37 33.6i
W/shareof stocks - i 5.00 1 1.25 2 1.81
Attendedpre-eembershipse_iaar - 1 5.00 3 3.75 1 3.64
AEBbeneficiary - - 27 33.75 27 24,5!
lesidentoftheba[aoga_ ( 40.00 2 i0.00 17 21.25 23 20.9]
Goodcitizen/vitb goodmoratcharacter - 2 10,00 2 2.50 4 3.P
NIpositioninthecoop/bank - 0.00 2 2.50 2 1.8;
Kustbea 4epositor i 5.00 - I 0,9:

fn:quaborl



AppendixTable 23. Qualifications of borIowersb_ sourceof credit, ¢ebu, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Qualifications CEB _B COOP All

No. l _o. l Io. i _o.
(N:20) (_:20) (N:40

SamahangNayon/coopmember - - 4 20.00 11 55.00 15 37.50
W/collateral (i.e., land) - - 20 I00.00 7 35.00 27 57.50
_/ relatives/[fiends workingin thebank - 5 25,00 5 12.50
Musthe a farmer - 3 15,00 3 7.50
W goodtrackofrecord 13 65.00 12 60_00 25 62.50
W!regularsourceofincome 5 25.00 1 5,00 fi 15.00
Attendedpre-membershipseminar I 5,00 I 2.50
Eesidentof the barangay i 20.00 0.00 i 10,00
Goodcitizen/with goodmoralcharacter - 6 30.00 lO 50.00 16 40.00
_asa positioninthecoop/bank - - - ] 15.00 3 7.50
Knowninthecommunity - 1 2.50 - - 1 2.50

fn:quabor3



AppendixTable 24, Quali{ications of borrowersby source of credit, _egros Oriental, H92.

Sourceof Credit

Qualifications C_B _H COOP All
........................................

No. _ _o. t Ro. t _o.
(_:20) (_:20) (_:40)

SamahangRayon/coop1ember - - 6 30.00 16 80.00 22 55.00
W/collateral (i.e., land) - - !2 60.00 - 12 30.00
W/goodtrack record - - 1! 55.00 3 15.00 it 35.00
Wlshareof stocks - - - I3 65.00 13 32.50
Attendedpre-membersbipseminar - - 12 60.00 12 30.00
Parents are lural Rankborrowers - I 5.00 - i 2.50
Co-makerisanemployeeofthecoop - - 4 20.00 4 10.00
Residentofthebarangay - 12 30.00 12 30.00

fn:quabor4



AppendixTable2_.OualificationsofborroversbysourceofcredO,I1oilo,1992.

Sourceof Credit

Qualifications COB I_ COOP All

No. i Ko. | _o. _ Ko.

It:tO) (N=20) {N=601 IN:70)

Samabanghyon/coopmember 9 90.00 5 25.00 35 87.50 49 70,00
Wlcollateral(i.e.,land) - - 19 95,00 3 7,50 22 31,43
W/relatizes/friendszorkiuginthebank 8 40.00 - - 8 11,43
Hustbea farmer I I0.00 - - 3 7,50 4 5,71
N/ goodtrack record 3 30.00 9 (5,00 14 35.00 26 37.14
Wlshareolstocks I I0.00 - - 13 32.50 14 20.00
W/regularsourceofincome - 3 15,00 - - ] _.29
Attendedpre-menbersbipsemina_ i I0.00 - - 3 1.50 4 5.71
Memberw/ooutstandingloan I I0.00 - - 4 i0.00 5 7.I_
Hesidentof the barangay - - 2 S,O0 2 2.86
Goodcitizen/vitbgoodcoralcharacter I 5,00 I 2,50 2 2,86
Hasa positioninthecoop/bank - - 4 i0,00 4 5.71

fn:quabor5



ApFendhTable26. Qualificationsof borrowersbysourceof credit, Aklan,1992.

_ourceof Credit

Qualifications CRB _S COOP All

No. t ._o. _ _o. l ,_o. I
(_,-lo) (_:2o) {_:_o) (_:so}

Samahang_ayonlcoopmember 5 50.00 11 55.00 11 55.00 27 54.00
Wlcollateral(i.e.,land) 9 90.00 14 70.00 - 23 46.00
Wlrehtives/friendsworkinginthebank 3 15.00 - 3 6.00
W goodtrackrecord 6 60.00 6 30.00 18 90.00 30 _0.00
W[reguhrsourceo[income I 10.00 - 1 2.00
Goodcitizen/withgoodmoralcharacter I 5.00 I 2.00
Farmlandisread?forplanting 8 40.00 8 16.00

fn:quabor6



AppendixTable 27. Qualifications of borrovers bT source of credit, Bohol, 1992.

Sourceof Credit

Qualifications C_H _H COOP All

_o. _ No. _ _o. l Xo.

Samahang_ayon)coop_ember 8 80.00 I1 55.00 27 _0.00 q6 76.67
Wcollateral(i.e., land} 6 60,00 9 t5,00 l 1.67 16 26.67
Wlgoodtrackrecord - 3 15.00 3 5.00 6 I0.00
W/shareofstocks i 10.00 I 1.67 2 3.33W/regular sourceof income 3 30.00 -

- 3 5.00
Memberv/ooustandingloan " " - I 1.67 I 1.67
8asa positioninthecoop/bank " - 2 3.33 2 3.33
Mustbea depositoz - - 3 15.00 3 5,00

fn:quabor2



AppendixTable 28. ReasonswhyCI-respondentshaveno full-tile credit investigator b_ credit
institution,1992.

Credit InsLitu_ion

_easous CBB RB COOP kLL

No, _ Ro. _ Ho. t No.
(N:_) (_:1) (N=11) (_=14)

Loanofficerdoes the credit
investigation 1 50.00 1 100.00 Z 14.29

Creditcouittee funcLionls to
co_ductcreditinvestigation I 50.00 - - 9 81.82 I0 71._3

Nobudgetforthesalaryof
credit investigator 2 18.18 2 14.29

Total 2 I00.00 I IO0.O0 II iO0.O0 14 IO0.O0

fn:reaswh¥



Appendix Table 29, Number of borrower-respondents who underwent credit
investigation by province and by source of credit, 1992.

With Credit Without Credit All

Province/ Investigation Investigation
Source of Credit

No. % No. % No. %

NegrosOccidental
CRB 9 90.00 1 i0.00 i0 i00.00
RB 17 85.00 3 15.00 20 i00.00
COOP 69 86.25 ii 13.75 80 100.00
All 95 86.36 15 13.64 Ii0 100.00

Bohol
CRB 9 90.00 1 10.00 i0 100.00
RB 16 80.00 4 20.00 20 100.00
COOP 26 86.67 4 13.33 30 100.00
All 51 85.00 9 15.00 60 i00.00

Cebu

RB 19 95.00 1 5.00 20 i00.00
COOP 20 i00.00 - - 20 i00.00
All 39 97.50 1 2.50 40 i00.00

Negros Oriental
_S ......

RB 14 70.00 6 30.00 20 i00.00
COOP 15 75.00 5 25.00 20 i00.00
All 29 72.50 Ii 27.50 40 i00.00

Iloilo
CRB 8 80.00 2 20.00 10 I00.00
RB 18 90.00 2 10.00 20 100.00

COOP 25 62.50 15 37.,50 40 100.00
All 51 72.86 19 27.14 70 100.00

Aklan
CRB 9 90.00 1 i0.00 i0 100.00
RB 15 75.00 5 25.00 20 i00.00
COOP 18 90.00 2 10.00 20 i00.00
All 42 84.00 8 16.00 50 100.00

All Provinces

CRB 35 87.50 5 12.50 40 100.00
RB 99 82.50 21 17.50 120 i00.00
COOP 173 82.38 37 17.62 210 I00.00
All 307 82.97 63 17.03 370 i00.00

fn:unwent



AppendixTable30.Reasonswhy63borrower-respondentsdidnotundergocreditinvestigationbysourceof
credit,allprovinces,1992.

Sourceof CredLt

_nn_ C_H _H COOP All

Ro. ! No. _ No. _ HO.

W/LhgoodLrackrecord i 20,00 6 28.57 16 43.24 23 3H,5!
K_ovsborroverpersonally 3 GO.O0 6 28.57 13 35.!4 22 34.92
Lo_nvascert£fiedbyDAtechniciansince
areaiscritical/NPAinfesLed - - 2 U.29 ! 2.70 4 6.35

BorrowerhascollaLeral - - 3 I_.29 - 3 4.ff
HasaLteadedseainar - 3 H.II H 4.76
HaverehtivevorLingincoop/ban_ - 2 9.52 - 2 3.tP
Coopmember - I 2.70 I 1.59
Loanvas guaranteedbycoop/HRchairman 1 20.00 - 1 1.59
Loanamountissmall - - i 2.70 I 1.59
Horesponse - - I !.76 2 5.41 3 4,76

fn:reas63



AppendixTable 31. Definition of delinquent borrowersby credit institution, I992.

Credit Institutian
............................ _ .............................. ..

Definition ORB HB COOP _ALL

No. _ _o. _ _e. _ _o, _ *

_on-paymentfor 2 consecu_i',e
harvest v/outvalid reason - _ !9.0_ 4 !O.gl

Failureto payonmaturitydate
z/outvalid reason 3 75.00 8 6_.67 _5 7!.42 26 7.5.27

Onemonthdelayedinpayment - - 2 16.67 2 5._

Fifteendaysdelayedin.oaYment - l 8.3_, _, a.76, 2 ,.d_'

Non-paymentwithintzomonths
aftermaturity - - l {.7H l 2.70

Noatteepttonotifyinstitution
re:failuretopay - ! 8,32 l _.76 2 5.41

Failuretopayoneyear
aftermaturitydate - - I 4.7H Z 2,70

Failuretopay within3 months
aftermaturity i 25,00 - - ! 2,70

• Total_orethanlO0_duetoaultipleresponse,

fn:deliqbor



Appendix Table 32. Number of institution that impose and do not impose
stringent terms todelinquent borrowers bycredit
institution, 1992.

Impose Do Not Impose All
Credit Institution

No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural
Bank 2 i00.00 "_ - 2 I00.00

Rural Bank 5 71.43 2 28.57 7 i00.00

Cooperative 2 i00.00 - - 2 i00.00

All 9 81.82 2 18.18 ii 100.00

fn:impstrin



AppendixTable 33. Terms/conditionsiaposed on delinquentborrowersby credit institution,
i_92,

Credit Institution,

Terms/Conditions CRH _H COOP AL_

No. _ Io. _ _o. _ No.

{_:2) (N:5) [N:2} (N:9)

MorecollaLer_l I 20.00 - l ll.ll

Monitorborrower'sproi_ct ! 20.00 - l 11.1!

l_posefines/penalty - - 2 40.00 2 22.22

Proofofcropfailure - - 2 40.00 2 22.22

Additionalinterestoncapital 1 20.00 i 50.00 2 22.22

Payloanbalance I 50.00 I 20,00 ! 50.00 3 32.23

Reducedloana_ount 1 20.00 - 1 11.!i

Nore_ponae I 50.00 2 40.00 - 3 33.33

fa:terilpdb



AppendixTable34. TrainorsoftrainingconductedbyC[-_espondents,bytypeoftraining,1992.

Credit Institution

fyp.eoftraining/ Trainors ORB RS COOP ALL

No. I No. _ No, _ Ho. I

ManagementTraining/Seminar (n=1} (n=2) (n=4} [n=7)
Coup/REofficials - 1 50.00 - - l 14.29
DA - - - I 25.00 I I{.29
COA/RCO0 - - I 25.00 I !{.29
CPU-Xatin-aranCenter - - i 25.00 i 14.29
LBP i 100.00 l 50.00 1 25.00 3 42.86

TechnologicalTransfer (n=() (a=7) (n=ll)
PCICCoordinator - - 1 25,00 1 9.09
Coop/ESofficials - i 14.29 I 9,09
DA - " 2 28.57 2 !8.18
DUST " i I(.29 I 9.09
J_rdineAcute " I 14,29 I 9.09
NFA I i(.29 I 9.09
DAI - " I 14.29 1 9.09
LBP -- 3 75.00 3 17,27
CaP 2 5o.o0 - 2 is.Is
Noresponse - i 25.00 - I 9,09

AccountOfficersTraining (n=1) {n=i) (n=5)
Coop/_Bofficials i IOD,00 i 25.00 2 40.00
DAM - ! 25,00 I 20.00
LEP 2 50.00 2 (0.00
PBSP " - i 25.00 1 20.00

Creditandcollection (n:l) {n:l} (n:2)
CooplRHofficials i I00,00 I I00.00 - - 2 I00,00

Pre-_embersbipEducationSe_inar(PMES)(n=2) (n:lS) (n=lT)
PClCofficials " - - I 6.67 I 6.67
Coop/REofficials I 50.00 - 5 33,33 6 (0,00
DA " - - 5 33.33 5 23,33
COA/BCOP " - - 3 20.00 ) 20,00
CPOXatin-aranCeDter - - - I 6,67 ! 6,67
LBP " - - I 6,67 i 6,67
SIFI " " I 6.67 I 6.67
PESP " - i 6.67 1 6,67
SWCF " " - I 6.67 I 6.67
Noresponse I 50,00 i 6.67



LeadershipTraining (CDA) (n=l) (n=2) (n=3)
CDAIBC0P 1 100.00 - 1 50.00 2 66.67
IEDF - - 1 50.00 I ]].33
CPOKatin-aranCenter - - I 50.00 I 33.33
LRB 1 100.00 - - - 1 33.33

Valueenhancement {n:1) (n=l) (n:1) (n=3)
DA - - t 100.00 1 3].33
CPUKatin-aranCenter - ! 100.00 I 33.33
LiB I mOO.00 - - - 1 33,33
DAB I I00.00 - - I 33.33

RapidAppraisalManagement (n:1) (n:l)
Coop/RBo[fLcial i 100.00 - I 100.00

ALL {n=3) (n=7) (n:LB) (n:28)
PCICcoordinaLors i 14.29 i 5.56 2 7.14
Coop/RBofficials ] 100.00 3 42.86 6 33.22 !2 42.8H
DA - - - 9 50,00 9 32.14
CDA/BCOP L 33._3 - - 5 27.78 6 21._3
CPUKat£n-aranCenter - - 4 22.22 4 14.29
LBP l 33.33 4 57.1_ _ 22.22 9 32.14
DOST i 5.5H I 3.57
OAR i 14.29 2 11,11 ] !0.7!
_FA - - I 5.5_ 1 3,57
CBP 2 28.57 - - 2 7.14
JardineAcore - - - 1 5.54 L 3.57
LRB 2 66.47 - 2 7,H
PBSP - 2 ii.ii 2 7.14
HIFI i 5.56 $ 3.57
SWCF I 5,5H 1 3.57
N_DF - 1 5.54 l 3.57
30Iesponse 1 33.33 1 14,29 - - 2 7.14

............................................................................................ Y"..............

fn:trainor



Appendix Table 35. Distribution of credit institution that
provide other assistance, 1992.

Provides Do Not

Credit Other Provide All
Institution Assistance Other

Assistance

No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative Rural 3 75.00 i 25.00 4 i00.00
Bank

Rural Bank 1 8.33 Ii 91.67 12 100.00

Cooperative 6 28.57 15 71.43 21 100.00

All 10 27.03 27 72.97 37 100.00

fn:provass



Appendix Table 35a. Number of Cl-respondents with and without Problems in
complying with LBP's requirements, 1992.

With problems Without problems All
Credit Institution

No. % No. % No. %

Cooperative
Rural Bank 2 50.00 2 50.00 4 i00.00

Rural Bank 1 8.33 i0 83.33 12 i00.00

Cooperative 3 14.29 18 85.71 21 i00.00

All 6 16.22 30 81.08 37 i00.00

fn:woprob



AppendixTable 36. Problemsencounteredhy CI-respondentsincoeplyi,_ with LBP'srequirement,1992.

Credit Institution

Problems C_8 RB COOP kll

_o. % Ho. % Ho. l _o,
(_=ZJ (K=ll _N=S) IN=6)

Inconsistency _! previous resolution t ]3.33 1 16.67

TooXonemonthtocQmpleterequirement1 50.00 1 ]3.]3 2 33,3]

Proper%iesnotinsured 1 50,00 - 1 ]3.33 X 33.3]

_oresponse - i 100.00 1 16.67

kll 2 33.33 I 16._T 3 50,00 6 100.00

fn:p:oblbp



Appendix Table 37. Number of CI-respondents with and without adequate LBP
loans, 1992.

With adequateWithout adequ No response All
Credit Institution loans loans

No. % No % No % No %

Cooperative Rural

Bank 2 50.00 2 50.00 - - 4 i00.00

Rural Bank 6 50.00 4 33.33 2 16.67 12 i00.00

Cooperative 17 80.95 4 19.05 - - 21 I00.00

All 25 67.57 i0 27.03 2 5.41 37 i00.00

fn:numlbp



AppendixTable38. _umberof years CI-respondentsare aLtlllated with other organization _y nameof
organization, 1992.

Credit Institution

_ameof Ozganization/ ...................................................................
Yearo_ CRB RB COOP All
Affiliation ....................................................

Me. % Ko. % No. % Me.

FACIORI(FederationofAgr.Coop.inNegrosOrientalInc,) - - I II,11 i 4,25
lessthana year - I i00,00 I i00.00
1 - 5 years - -
6 - 10pears ....
morethan10years - - - - -

VICTO
lessthana year - - - I 11.11 I 4.35
I - 5 years ......
6- i0years .... i I00,00 i 100.00
merethan10years ....

lloiloFoundationofRuralBankers I 25.00 I i0.00 2 8.70
lessthana year - - -
i - 5 years ....
6 - I0years - -
morethanI0years I 100.00 i 1O0.0O - - 2 10O.00

RuralBankersAsso.ofthePhils. 4 40.00 4 17.39
lessthana year ......
I - 5years ......
6 - 10years .....
morethan10 years 3 73.17 3 75,00
Moresponse 1 24.39 1 25,00

ProvincialCoop.Union 1 25.00 l 4,35
lessthana year - - - -
I- 5years I 100,00 .... 1 100,00
6 - i0years .....
morethani0years .....

MurciaFederationCoop. i 11.11 i 4.35
lessthana year ......
I- 5years - - i 100.00 i i00,00
6 - 10years .....
morethan10years ....



CANON(Coop.RuralBankof OccidentalBegros) i ll.ll 1 4.35
lessthana year ....
I- 5 years - - ! I00.00 I 100.00
- I0years - - -

_orethan10 years - - -

•Occ,Fed.of RuralBank I 4.35
Lessthana year .....
I - 5 years .....
6 - I0years .....
morethant0years .... i i00.00

PBSP(Phil,BusinessforSocialProgress) I II,Ii i 4,25
lessthana year - -
i- 5years - i i00,00 I I00.00
6 - 10years ....
morethani0years - - I i0,00 - - -

CebuFederationof RuralBank I &,35
lessthana year ......
1 - 5 years - - -
6 - 10 years - - -
morethanI0years i i0,00 - 1 I00,00

NorthCebuCoop,LeaderAssoc. I II.II i 4.25
lessthana year ......
I- 5 years - - I i00.00 i I00.00
6 - 10years .......
morethan10years .....

PClC l I0.00 I 4.35
less than a year - -
I- 5 years I i00,00 - - i i00.00
6 - I0years - -
morethanI0years ......

ALlanFederationofHuralBank 1 4,35
lessthana year .......
i - 5 Tears .......
6 - I0years - - -
morethan10years i 100.00 i I00.00

BAHGKOOP i 25.00 I Ii.Ii 2 8.70
lessthana year .....
I - 5 years ......
6- I0years 1 100.00 I !00.00 2 I00.00
morethan10years ......

BoholFederationo[ Coop. i 11.11 i &,35
lessthana year
!- 5 years - - i lO0.O0 I !00.00
- 10years

morethan10years I



2ural RankAssn. of Reg. Oct. 1 i0.00 ! 4,35
less than a year ......
I - 5 years ......
6 - 10years .......
morethan 10years - - 1 100.00 - -. 1 100.00

Federationof Coop/RuralBank I 25,00 1 11.11 2 8.70
less thana year ......
1- 5years - - I LO0.O0 1 50.00
6 - 10 years I 100.00 - - 1 50.00
morethan10 years ....

Coop.Unionof thePhi!s. i 11.11 i 4.35
lessthana year
i- 5 years - - 1 i00.00 L 100,00
6 - 10years - - -
morethan10years .....

ALLORGANIZATIOMS

less thana year
l- 5 years I 25100 I I0.00 9 i00.00 11 47.83
6- 10years 2 50.00..... 2 8.70
morethanlO _ears 1 25.00 8 80.00 - - 9 39.13
Roresponse 1 10.00 - 1 4.35

ALL 4 100.00 10 100.00 9 100.00 23 100,00

...............................................................................................................

fn:yrsaffi




